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Prefecture
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Prefecture

Yamaguchi
Prefecture

Hiroshima

Osaka

Kyoto
Tokyo

■ Date of Establishment
■ Paid-in Capital
■ Common Stock Issued
■ Number of Stockholders
■ Number of Employees
■ Energy Sold
■ Sales Amount
■ Service Area 

May 1, 1951
185,528 million yen
371,055,259
148,751
9,822
62,395 GWh （FY 2011）
1,028.8 billion yen （FY 2011）
Prefectures of Tottori, Shimane, Okayama, 
Hiroshima and Yamaguchi, plus portions of  
prefectures of Hyogo, Kagawa and Ehime

（as of March 31, 2011）

＊Non-Consolidated

（Share among 10 electric power companies.）

Service
Area

8%

G D P

6%

Population

6%

Tokyo
32％

Kansai
17％

Chubu
14％

Kyushu
10％

Tohoku
9％

Chugoku

7％
Other
11％

Residential
32％

4％
64％ Electric Power

83％

Other
11％

3％

Comprehensive energy supply

Information and
telecommunications

3％

Source:“Statistical reports on the land area by 
prefectures and municipalities in Japan （as of 
October 2010）” the Geospatial Information 
Authority of Japan, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, 
Transport and Tourism.

Source:“Population Estimates （as of October 2009）” 
by the Statistics Bureau, Ministry of Internal Affairs 
and Communications.

Source:“Annual Report 2008 on Prefectural 
Accounts” by the Economic and Social Research 
Institute, Cabinet Office, Government of Japan. 

Commercial,
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other

Power consumption
by liberalized
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Dear our Stockholders and Investors Creating a Secure and Bright Tomorrow

■ Great Eastern Japan Earthquake

We would like to express our sincerest sympathy 
for those affected by this tragedy, and offer our 
prayers for a quick recovery in the devastated 
regions.

As a nuclear power plant operator, the Chugoku 
Electric Power (CEP) is taking the accident at the 
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station very 
seriously. 

CEP continues to provide our maximum amount of 
support in order to resolve the situation as rapidly 
as possible. 

■ Fulfilling an Unchanging Duty 

Given the recent chain of events, we are strongly aware of the increasing societal demand for safety in the 
nuclear power industry, and we have also been reflecting anew upon the importance of our responsibility 
to provide a stable power supply. 

We are exerting every possible effort to implement safety countermeasures, including emergency tsunami 
safety measures, at the Shimane Nuclear Power Station to make further improvements to reliability. 

It is our unchanging duty and primary focus as a public utility to provide a safe and stable supply of 
electricity to the local community, which has strongly supported our business. 

In order to fulfill our duty to provide a stable supply of electric power, protect the environment, and achieve 
low electricity prices, we will strive to steadily strengthen our foundations in terms of facilities and make 
further improvements to business efficiency. 

■ Conclusion

In May, CEP celebrated its 60th year in business. We would once again like to express our deep gratitude for 
these many years of support from our stockholders and investors. 

We will devote all of our energy to expand our business to meet the expectations of our stockholders and 
investors, and, accordingly, we would like to request your continued cooperation and support.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　September 2011 

Management
Philosophy

Creation 

Flexibility Challenge 

Seeks to 
realize the 
inherent 

potential of 
energy

Rejoices in 
winning 

customers’ 
trust

Operates with 
the priority 
placed on 

people

Constantly 
seeks

 harmony with 
nature

Contributes to 
the development 

of the region

EnerGia stands for a "new, bright, warm and 
dynamic society," and signifies Chugoku 
Electric’s attitude towards achieving such a 
society.

ENERGIA
̶ With You and with the Earth̶

"EnerGia Will"

We will act:
・ Promptly
・ Without relying on conventional practices
・ Voluntarily and responsibly
・ Professionally
・ Keeping in mind our customers' viewpoints

・ Conscious of our stockholders and investors
・ To collect and disseminate information to our customers
・ As a unified group
・ To protect the environment
・ With common sense

We will strive to be a radiant group of people 
progressing towards the future with a vigorous 
and challenging spirit, together with creative 
ideas and flexible thinking.

Chugoku Electric’s "Corporate Philosophy" indicates the company’s vision. 
It is composed of the company’s key concept, management philosophy and code of conduct.

■Key Concept

■Code of Conduct （revised in March 2000）

■Five-Year Group Business Vision  (formulated in March 2008)

■Management philosophy

The EnerGia Group formulated the Five-Year Group Business Vision in March 2008, and is working with combined efforts 
to strengthen its business foundation.

The EnerGia Group is to "create new value through the power of people and technology and grow on a continuous basis, so as to be 
trusted by the public and contribute to the development of society."

■ Corporate group image to aspire to

■ Action Plan aimed at realizing the corporate group image to aspire to

We would like to express our most sincere gratitude for your continued cooperation and support.

Tomohide Karita
President

Takashi Yamashita
Chairperson

A period for rendering firm the trust that is the foundation of business operations, and for strengthening the human resource base 
and facility base that constitute the wellsprings of value creation.

Laying foundations of trust and creativity in order for growth.

Position assigned to the next five years （2008 to 2012）

Concept

1. So that the EnerGia Group will be worthy of trust:
　Engage steadfastly in operational management that prioritizes compliance, and fulfill the continuing mission as a group, with 

energy services as the core.
2. So that the EnerGia Group will be creative:
　Cultivate human resources that are able to think and act for themselves, and combine the abilities of individuals together to raise  

organizational capabilities.
3. So that the EnerGia Group will continue growing:
　Have the group work in unison to strengthen the profit base which is the fount of growth.

Action Plan
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Power generated and received
Generated:
      Hydroelectric
      Thermal
      Nuclear
    Total

Purchased power (NET)
Interchanged power (NET)
Transmission loss and other
    Total

Electric sales:
      Residential (lighting)
      Commercial, industrial and other 
      Power consumption by liberalized sector
    Total

3,335
39,606
2,281

45,222

23,165
849

（6,841）
62,395

19,855
2,703

39,837
62,395

2011

2,978
33,230
9,585
45,793

18,482
15

（6,379）
57,911

18,547
2,582
36,782
57,911

2010

3,044
36,671
7,131
46,846

20,903
（16）

（6,511）
61,222

18,737
2,737
39,748
61,222

2009
Millions of kWh

Consolidated Financial Highlights

The Chugoku Electric Power Co.,Inc. and Consolidated Subsidiaries
For the years ended March 31

●Operating revenues ●Operating income ●Net income （loss）

●Total assets,Net assets,Equity ratio ●Return on equity,Return on assets●Net income per share,
　 Cash dividends per share

●Breakdown in Power Sources （at March 31,2011） ●Nuclear Power Plant Uptime Ratio

（Billions of yen）（Billions of yen）（Billions of yen）
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Operating revenues
Operating income
Net income （loss）
Total stockholders' equity/Net assets
Total assets
Interest-bearing debt
Free cash flows （Note 2）
      
Other financial data
Per share data （yen and dollars）:
      Stockholders' equity （Note 3）
      Net income （loss）:
      Basic
      Cash dividends
      
Key financial ratios:
      Equity ratio （%）
      Return on equity （ROE） （%）
      Return on assets （ROA）（%） （Note 4）
      Price earnings ratio （PER）（times）（Note 5）

$13,184,337
584,108
21,602

7,966,831
34,109,976
20,780,506
(394,964)

21.74

0.06
0.60

￥1,094,300
48,481
1,793

661,247
2,831,128
1,724,782
（32,782）

1,804.16

4.92
50.00

23.2
0.3
1.1

312.6

2011

￥1,038,443
81,515
31,002
679,685
2,781,990
1,650,859
90,548

1,855.16

85.14
50.00

24.3
4.6
1.9
21.8

2010

￥1,173,727
15,525

（23,576）
663,974
2,806,112
1,717,736
（82,848）

1,809.91

（64.73）
50.00

23.5
（3.5）
0.4
－

2009 2011
Millions of yen

Thousands of  U.S. 
dollars (Note 1)

1. U.S.dollar amounts presented are translated from yen, for convenience only, at the rate of ￥83=US$1,the exchange rate prevailing on
　 March 31,2011.
2. Free cash flows represent net of cash flows from operating activities and those from investing activities.
3. Stockholders' equity per share is computed using the number of shares of common stock in issue at the end of each year.
4. ROA = Operating income × (1 - Income tax rate)/Total assets × 100
5. PER at the period on March, 2009 has not been described for the net deficit for the period. 

Notes:
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An Interview with President Tomohide Karita

Shimane Nuclear Power Station Fukuyama Photovoltaic Power Station

Q1. You have recently assumed the post of President amid major changes in 
the environment surrounding the electricity business. Could you talk about 
your ambitions as the new President?

A1. Taking office as President at such a critical juncture, I have realized anew the weightiness of the 
President’s responsibilities.
In the current state of affairs, the future direction of the business environment surrounding the 
electricity industry is exceedingly opaque, and various debates are about to begin at the national 
level regarding revision of the regulations pertaining to nuclear power generation, the forms that 
Japan’s energy ought to take, and so forth.
Yet I believe that, precisely because we are at such a juncture, we must take fresh stock of our 
company’s raison d’être and what it is that our customers expect from us.
They expect that we will deliver stable electricity to all, so that they can use electricity with 
reassurance well into the future, and that by faithfully fulfilling that responsibility and gaining the 
trust of the people in our region, our company will develop together with the region. This is what 
our company has aimed at ever since its inception 60 years ago, and we are aware that this role will 
be demanded of us even more in the times ahead.
In order to respond to such demands, we have, I think, two broad tasks. One is to bring about a 
balanced power source configuration and the other is to strengthen our foundations in terms of 
facilities and human resources.

[A Balanced Power Source Configuration]
Since the recent earthquake, expectations toward photovoltaic power, wind power, and other 
renewable energy sources have been growing increasingly. Renewable energies constitute valuable 
energy forms that besides being wholly domestically produced are also superior in environmental 
characteristics. Our company, like others, will be pursuing the potential of such energy, engaging 
actively in development of mega solar power station and other endeavors toward the expansion of 
its utilization.
However, each power source, due to its particular characteristics, has a different role to play and also 
has its limitations. For Japan, which has to rely on imports for a large majority of its energy resources, 
it is important to utilize nuclear power, thermal power, renewable energy, and so forth, combined in 
a balanced way while exploiting the advantages of each, so as to be able to cope with day-to-day 
changes in electricity demand without depending excessively on a single energy source.
Presently, many debates are ongoing in the wake of the Fukushima accident. But considering Japan’s 
energy security and the need to assure stable supplies of energy into the future, as well as price 
stability and related factors, it remains true that nuclear power will be an important power source for 
the foreseeable future.
Regarding the Shimane Nuclear Power Station’s Unit No. 3, which is currently under construction, 
we have now arrived at a point where just a brief duration is left before this unit commences 
commercial operation.  We will proceed steadily as we take the final steps to that goal, continuing to 
assign the highest priority to obtaining the understanding of the local people and ensuring safe 
nuclear power station development.
Regarding another development location, Kaminoseki, at the moment we have halted the 
preparatory construction work and are giving top priority to explaining to the local people about the 
essential points of the Fukushima accident and our company’s initiatives in that connection. 
Kaminoseki is a power source that is necessary in order for a balanced power source configuration, 
and we will be making maximal efforts to take the necessary measures in response to the Fukushima 
accident, so as to develop Kaminoseki into a power station with fuller safety and reassurance for 
everyone concerned.

Tomohide Karita, President
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Through a series of such endeavors implemented one by one, we will be realizing what we see as 
the “best mix” for our power source configuration ‒ that is, one in which nuclear, coal-fired, and 
other (oil/LNG-fired, hydroelectric, etc.) power generation facilities have roughly the same share.
Alongside of that, we will be engaging in efforts toward contributing to stable supply of electric 
power and the realization of a low-carbon society, by moving steadily ahead with measures to 
strengthen our network. Specifically these measures will consist of strengthening trunk transmission 
systems integrated with the foregoing power resource facilities, streamlining system configurations, 
enhancing facility degradation diagnosis technology, developing service life prolongation 
technology, and optimizing facility upgrade planning.
At this juncture when the environment surrounding our operations and business is going through 
major changes, the vital thing is of course people ‒ “An enterprise is its people”.
In order to deal appropriately with business issues and go on delivering safe and good-quality 
electricity, we will be engaging in human resource cultivation from the mid- and long-term 
perspective, and deploying measures on a broad basis to have the group’s technological and 
specialist skills passed on from seniors to juniors and to continuously heighten such skills as 
organizational assets.

[Strengthening our facility and human resource foundations]
In addition to nuclear power development, we will be continuing to engage solidly in strengthening 
our facility foundations, in such ways as constructing economical and environment-friendly power 
source facilities through enhancement of efficiency and other aspects of our thermal power facilities, 
and taking measures to cope with aging of our generation and network facilities.
As part of our efforts aimed at further enhancement of the environmental performance and 
efficiency of LNG thermal power ‒ which has superior load-tracking capability ‒ we are sequentially 
upgrading the Yanai Power Station’s Unit No. 1 series gas turbines into high-efficiency machines. 
These upgrades are projected to bring a CO2 reduction of some 200,000 tons per year.
Another important power source is coal-fired thermal power, which gives excellent stability and 
economy. Coal-fired thermal power is one of the prime items in our company’s “best mix” of power 
sources, and we will continue to engage actively in developing efficiency-raising and clean 
technology for coal-fired thermal power, in order for it to firmly maintain that position well into the 
future. Currently, in addition to the air-blown IGCC that we are engaged in developing jointly with 
other electric power companies, we are engaged together with J-POWER in development of 
oxygen-blown IGCC and CO2 separation and recovery technology that will lead to IGFC.
Also, as a concrete step toward expanding utilization of renewable energy, in October 2010 we 
commenced the work of constructing the Fukuyama Photovoltaic Power Station, which will be our 
company’s first mega solar power station, in Fukuyama City, Hiroshima Prefecture. The work is 
currently proceeding steadily toward completion in December of 2011.

■ Development of oxygen-blown IGCC and CO2 separation and recovery technology
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Q2. Looking back over FY2011, what kind of a year was it?

A2. Regarding our operations, it was discovered that some of the Shimane Nuclear Power Station’s 
equipment had been used beyond the time when it should have been inspected. This caused a great 
deal of inconvenience and worry, particularly for the local people and more widely for people across 
the community. We stopped both Unit 1 and Unit 2 for a prolonged period, resulting in the issue of 
providing a stable supply under conditions of a deficiency in nuclear power ‒ an issue that we 
tackled with full efforts. Thus it was a year in which we were made to feel keenly the gravity and 
difficulty of the responsibility to provide a stable supply, and realized once more that nuclear power 
is indispensable for a stable supply of electricity.
Ever since the problem I have mentioned was discovered, we have put companywide efforts into 
conducting inspections and surveys, and moreover have carried out rigorous analyses concerning 
the causes that gave rise to the problem. These activities have culminated in the formulation of 
recurrence prevention measures built around the two pillars of “Enhancement of Quality 
Management System” and “Enhancement of Activities to Foment Culture of Safety”. We are currently 
implementing those measures, which include “Improvement of operational processes”.
We will by no means allow the lessons from this problem to wither away as time goes by. With all 
our employees recognizing in common the importance of a nuclear power safety culture, we will 
continue with endeavors for recurrence prevention while striving to entrench safety culture. In 
addition, we will work actively to release information.
March 2011, the final month of the fiscal year, saw the unprecedented calamity of the Great Eastern 
Japan Earthquake, which triggered the accident at Tokyo Electric Power’s Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Station. The situation at Fukushima still continues to be serious, and as a business entity that 
operates nuclear power stations, we have taken this incident very profoundly to heart. For its part, 
our company is working to provide the maximum possible assistance toward bringing this accident 
to a close as soon as it is possible. We are also implementing emergency safety countermeasures at 
our Shimane Nuclear Power Station, based on the Government’s instructions, and moreover are 
engaging in measures to further improve public confidence.

Q4. Could you summarize the business results for fiscal year 2011?

A4. Looking back over fiscal 2011, overall the Japanese economy continued with a modest recovery 
from the slump started by the Lehman Shock of 2008, as economic activity picked up against a 
background of increased exports and positive trends emerged also in private consumption. The 
situation here in the Chugoku region was similar to that in the rest of the country. 
Let me summarize our consolidated revenue and expenditure for the fiscal year amid such situation. 
Taking revenue first, our electricity rate revenue was up 42.0 billion yen from the previous fiscal 
year. Among other factors, this was thanks to a rise in our consolidated sales of electricity, which 
stemmed from increases in large industrial power and in demand for cooling, etc. 
In addition, our operating revenues were up 55.9 billion yen from the previous fiscal year to 1094.3 
billion yen due to an increase in revenues from our comprehensive energy supply business, such as 
LNG sales. 
Turning to expenditure, although we worked to raise efficiency across the board in our business, our 
operating expenses rose 88.9 billion yen from the previous fiscal year, to 1045.8 billion yen. The 
factors responsible included an increase in fossil fuel expenses due to operation of the Shimane 
Nuclear Power Station’s Units 1 and 2 being suspended. 
As a result, operating income was down 33.0 billion from the previous fiscal year, to 48.5 billion yen. 
Ordinary income, which is operating income plus/minus non-operating profits and losses such as 
interests paid, decreased 34.1 billion from the previous fiscal year, to 23.9 billion yen. Net income 
decreased 29.2 billion from the previous fiscal year, to 1.8 billion yen, due to special losses resulting 
from allocations to the Nuclear Power Construction Work Depreciation Reserve and the application 
of the Accounting Standards for Asset Retirement Obligations. 

Q3. As a result of the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station, 
there is now a heightened societal demand for safety in nuclear power 
generation. Please tell us about the countermeasures that Chugoku Electric 
is currently carrying out, and the state of their implementation.

A3. One of the major causes of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station accident that have been 
determined up until now is that the capabilities for “cooling” were lost under the impact of the 
tsunami.
We have taken emergency safety countermeasures based on the Government’s instructions, 
including “Measures to prevent flooding of building interiors”, “Assurance of power sources in time 
of emergency”, and “Assurance of cooling capabilities in time of emergency”, so that even if the 
capabilities for “cooling” were lost at the Shimane Nuclear Power Station’s Units 1 and 2, it would
be possible to prevent damage to the cores and spent fuel and to recover the cooling capabilities for 
the reactors and spent fuel pools. 
Further, we are currently tackling measures to improve public confidence in such ways as
“strengthen facilities to minimize tsunami damage” and “further enhancement of substitute 
functions for main facilities” ‒ specifically by installing additional emergency power generators on 
elevations and securing reserve and substitute items for seawater pumps. I should also mention that 
the same safety measures are being taken for Unit 3, now under construction, as for Units 1 and 2.
Besides the foregoing, we are conducting reliability evaluations of external power sources and also 
taking appropriate steps to cope with severe accidents (event in which a core sustains serious 
damage). We will be responding appropriately to new information that we obtain in the future, so as 
to make doubly sure that safety is assured.

（For further details of these measures, refer to P15～18）
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Q5. The Great Eastern Japan Earthquake occurred just as the Japanese economy 
was getting on track for recovery. What are your thoughts on how things 
are moving on the electricity demand side, and the outlook for the future?

A5. Like other demand, that for electric power had 
been depressed by the economic contraction 
that followed the Lehman Shock of 2008. But 
from the start of 2010 it began to turn the 
corner to recovery, mainly in the form of large 
industrial power demand. Besides that, there 
was an increase in cooling demand due to 
high summer temperatures. These demand 
upturns  meant  that  in  fisca l  2011  our  
consolidated sales of electricity were higher than those in the previous fiscal year ‒ something which 
had not happened for three years.
As for fiscal year 2012, due to a recoil decrease in demand following on the cooling demand 
increase during the high summer temperatures, we had already been projecting that the 
consolidated sales of electricity for the year would be lower than those in the previous fiscal year. 
And in the Chugoku region as elsewhere, the supply chain disruption that resulted from the Great 
Eastern Japan Earthquake of March 2011 temporarily caused a sharp drop in production levels, 
particularly in the automobile industry.
Production in the automobile industry is now picking up again, and the expectations are that it will 
be roughly on the road to recovery in the second half of the fiscal year. But as regards overall 
demand, it is difficult to form an outlook. I believe we will have to keep a cautious eye on 
developments in the times ahead.

Q6. The company continues to make large-scale equipment investments ‒ in 
the development of the Shimane Nuclear Power Station’s Unit 3, for 
example. What are your views regarding equipment investment in the 
future?

A6. In order to go on producing stable profits in 
the mid ‒ and long ‒ term, we need to firmly 
strengthen our facility infrastructure ‒ not only 
nuclear power, but other power sources, 
networks, and so forth. I believe the time for 
doing that is now.
We intend to self-finance the equipment 
investment needed for such infrastructure 
strengthening. Accordingly, we will be striving 
to curb and equalize investment amounts and 
equipment related costs, through rationalization 
of design and construction methods, systematic 
implementation of construction work, and so 
on, across our group as a whole.

Q8. Finally, please let us have your thoughts on stockholder return and any 
messages you may have for stockholders and investors.

A8. In sharing profits with our stockholders, we have deemed the continuance of stable dividends to be 
fundamental, and have paid out dividends of 50 yen per stock, taking account of the general picture 
from a mid- and long-term perspective rather than only the results for a given fiscal year.
Despite the severe results situation in which we are placed, we intend to continue with stable 
dividends of 50 yen per stock for fiscal year 2012 also. This we will accomplish by working for 
rigorous cost-cutting across a whole range of fields, while according top priority to ensuring a safe 
and stable supply.
The companies of our group are currently engaged in strengthening our revenue base in order to 
live up to our stockholders’ expectations, as we grow in step with our regional community.
We will be aiming to improve our revenue and expenditure, by expanding efficiency measures 
through intra-group collaboration, promoting management efficiency enhancement through 
reduction of company expenditure, uniting as a group to provide services that meet customer 
needs, and in various other ways.
I would like to request even greater understanding and support than before from our stockholders 
in the times ahead.

Q7. What are your thoughts concerning sales strategy? The electricity supply 
shortages in the wake of the Great Eastern Japan Earthquake have raised 
electricity saving consciousness. Please tell us about your orientations for 
developing demand in the future.

A7. For a resource-poor country such as ours, it is extremely important to move ahead with efficient use 
of energy on the demand side.
With energy- and electricity-saving measures being strengthened all across the nation in the wake of 
the Great Eastern Japan Earthquake, Chugoku Electric will go on moving steadily ahead with efforts 
aimed at expanding efficient use of energy, for example by recommending high-efficiency electrical 
equipment that matches users’ needs to “save energy, CO2 and costs”, and by conducting publicity 
on ways of using electricity efficiently.
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Measures to Improve the Safety of Nuclear Power

We have taken the measures below to ensure that if tsunami broke into the site and the power supply and 
cooling capabilities were lost, damage to the cores and spent fuel would be prevented and the ability to 
cool the reactors and spent fuel pools stably would be recovered.

■ Emergency Safety Countermeasures

Measures to prevent flooding of the building interiors

●We have implemented flooding prevention measures on the entrance/exit doors and so on, to prevent 
important equipment from being submerged by tsunami.

We will be implementing measures for further improvement of public confidence in ways such as 
“strengthen facilities to minimize tsunami damage”and “further enhancement of substitute functions for 
main facilities”

■ Countermeasures to Further Improve Public Confidence

Strengthening of facilities

●Erection of floodwalls and similar to prevent inundation 
  of the reactor auxiliary seawater pumps
●Strengthening of measures to prevent flooding of the building 
  interiors, by for example replacing building doors with those 
  having heightened water-tightness, and installing additional 
  such doors, to protect the equipment inside the buildings
●Strengthening of breakwaters (to make their height T.P. 15 m) 
  all around the seaward side of the power station site, to 
  prevent inundation of the power station’s main equipment

Verification of response procedures for emergency, implementation of drills, etc.

●We have conducted inspections of the materials, machinery and equipment needed for emergency 
responses to tsunami, and moreover have verified the procedure documents and implemented drills.

Assurance of power supply

●To assure a power supply even if the emergency diesel generators became unusable, we have
  put high-voltage generator trucks and portable generators in place.
●We have secured means to replenish fuel for the above equipment.

………………………………………………①

Assurance of cooling capability

●We have secured substitute water injection means such as fire pump trucks, against the possibility 
  that the cooling means for the reactors and spent fuel pools go out of action.
●To prevent pressure rise inside the reactor containment vessels, we have secured, inside the power 
station, materials and equipment for venting the containment vessels, so that the pressure could be 
lowered even if there were no power supply.

…………………………………②

……………………………………………………………………………③

………………………………………………①Roughly by end of FY 2012

………………………②Roughly by end of FY 2013

……………③Completion scheduled for 2013

Enhancement of substitute functions

●Installation of gas turbine generators on an elevation 
  (around T.P. 40 m high) inside the power station, as back-up 
  for the emergency diesel generators
●Securing of spares and substitute items for in case the 
  reactor auxiliary seawater pumps should be inundated 
  by tsunami

………………………………………………………④Roughly by end of 2011

…………………………………………………………………………………………⑤Roughly by end of 2011
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In order to assure the reliability of power sources for cooling of reactors and spent fuel pools, the plant is 
equipped with numerous emergency generators as well as having the capacity to receive power from 
numerous power lines connected to external power sources.
According to instructions from the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry’s Nuclear and Industrial Safety 
Agency, we evaluated the reliability of the external power sources and took measures in order to further 
improve this reliability.

■ Assuring Reliability of External Power Sources

We are evaluating assuring the reliability of external 
power sources so that power can be supplied to the 
power station, even if nearby power stations lose 
their power generation functions, via separate 
routes that do not pass through the power stations 
suffering loss of functions.

Supply Reliability Evaluation of Power Systems
Corresponding to External Power Sources

We have assured the necessary power with high-voltage 
generator trucks, which will enable the emergency air 
conditioning system （recirculation system） to operate 
even if all AC power sources are lost.

Assure the working environment of the
main control room

We have deployed a wired, simple intercommunication 
system （battery-powered） in addition to the existing 
communication equipment （PHS and paging equipment）.

Assure means of communication within
the power station premises in an emergency

We have deployed high-dose protective clothing.

Assure materials and equipment such as high-dose protective clothing, and put in place
setups for radiation control

To prevent hydrogen leaked out of  the reactor 
containment vessel from building up in the reactor 
building, we will install sensors to detect hydrogen 
inside the reactor building and equipment to expel such 
hydrogen.

[Roughly by the end of FY 2013]

Take measures to prevent hydrogen explosions

Inside the power station premises we have deployed 
heavy equipment (a wheel loader) for removing rubble, 
so as to enable action for an accident to be swiftly 
taken.

[Roughly by the end of FY 2012]

Deploy heavy equipment for removing rubble

Transmission circuits from three systems have been 
connected to all three units in order to further 
improve reliability of external power sources.

 [Completion scheduled for FY 2013]

Measures to Improve Reliability Related to
Reception from External Power Sources

Construction of  floodwalls  for  transformers 
assuming flooding of up to 15 m above sea level.

 [Scheduled for first half of FY 2013]

Inundation (tsunami) prevention 
countermeasures for electrical equipment 
of switching stations and similar areas

500-kV
transmission line
220-kV
transmission line
110-kV
transmission line
66-kV
transmission line
Normal supply
route
Auxiliary
supply route

Matsue
Substation

Kita-Matsue
Substation

Hino
Substation

Shimane Nuclear Power Station

●Implement earthquake resistance improvement 
countermeasures for support insulators installed 
to electric transmission towers.  

　[During FY 2012]
●Review literature and perform on-site ground 
surface surveys in relation to embankment 
collapse, soil movement/slippage, and collapse of 
steep areas, and evaluate effects on towers and 
foundations.

Evaluation of Supply Tower Earthquake
Resistance, Foundational Stability and Similar

Some examples of the Government’s instructions and the state of our measure implementation in response

In the wake of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station accident, we are implementing measures 
which, in the event that a serious accident should occur, will enable us to swiftly take actions to bring it to a 
close. The state of implementation of these measures has been reported to the Ministry of Economy, Trade 
and Industry’s Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency.
*Severe accident: Event in which a core sustains serious damage

■ Action for a Severe Accident*

Absorbs vibration

Vibration
Support insulators 

Before countermeasures
Only secured with bolts 
resulting in shocks caused 
by earthquake vibration to 
be applied directly to the 
support insulators.

After countermeasures
Secured using cushioning 
materials absorbs/softens 
shocks caused by earthquake 
vibration.

Cushioning material （springs）

Transmission system Unit no. Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3

500-kV system

220-kV system

66-kV system

Unit 1
high-voltage bus

Unit 2
high-voltage bus

Unit 3
high-voltage bus

66-kV system
（1line）

220-kV system
（2lines）

500-kV system
（2lines）

Legend ●: Already connected ○: Additional connection

Installation of hydrogen detector Installation of
hydrogen ejector

Hydrogen
sensor

Reactor building

T.P. 
15m
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Corporate Prof ile

After introspecting on the series of improper incidents involving our generation facilities that came to light from the 
fall of 2006 onward, in June 2007 we determined to make “placing top priority on compliance in every business 
activity” the foundation of our management and announced our resolve and stance in that regard through a 
“Declaration of Compliance Management Promotion”. 
All our various compliance measures are implemented under the Chairperson’s supervision and the President’s 
overall control.

●Declaration of Compliance Management Promotion

The Chugoku Electric Power Co., Inc. will unite the efforts of the whole company to engage in promotion of compliance 
management, with our executive setting the example.
●We recognize that “compliance” means “valuing and abiding by social norms including ethics and morality,” and that engagement 
therewith is indispensable in order for an enterprise to continue its existence in the community.
●Based on such recognition, we will work with our whole strength to promote management that takes as its foundation “to place 
top priority on compliance in managing every business activity,” so as to meet the community’s demands for thoroughgoing 
securing of power facility safety, stable supply of electricity, and low electricity rates.
●In order to realize “placing top priority on compliance,” we will strictly abide by the code of conduct in the Chugoku Electric 
Corporate Code of Ethics, practicing daily the following “three actions” therein as requiring particular observance.

1.Consulting our social consciences
●We will be aware of our own actions and examine them in the light of our social consciences.
●We will consult the rules without fail whenever we have any doubts about our work.

2.Speaking honestly
●We will not keep doubts and problems to ourselves, but will talk them over with others in our workplaces and among 
organizational units.
●We will explain matters voluntarily and appropriately to customers and the community.

3.Actively correcting things
●Where matters have been handled inappropriately, we will actively correct them without delay. 
●We will endeavor to revise any rules that do not match actual circumstances.

●Compliance Promotion System

■ Promotion of Compliance■ Organization Chart （as of March 31, 2011） ■ Members of the Board （as of June 29, 2011）

■ Corporate Governance

Board of
Directors

Corporate Ethics Committee 
(chaired by company’s Chairperson)

(membership includes 3 experts from outside company)

■Executive Office of Corporate Ethics Committee

■Involvement with the corporate ethics consulting 
service, external corporate ethics consulting service

■Formulation, evaluation, and improvement of 
companywide compliance promotion plans

■Implementation of education and training              ‒ Etc.

General Manager of Compliance Promotion Division
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Deployment

With the electric power business a vital service to society at the core of Chugoku Electric Power’s operations, a management 
structure that integrates the functions of decision making and execution of operations is essential to expedite responses to 
market conditions and preserve the integrity of the Company, the Group and overall operations. Consequently, the Company 
has adopted the corporate auditor system. 
We know that building a reputation of trust with stakeholders and continuously creating value for them enhances our ability to 
fulfill the social responsibilities incumbent upon corporate citizens. Establishing a governance structure to support these efforts 
is therefore a top management priority. With this in mind, we strive to enhance corporate governance along with measures to 
strengthen Group management. 

●Corporate Structure and Internal Controls（As of June, 2011）
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Summary of Operations
● In the fiscal year ended March 31, 2011, by and large the Japanese economy was on course for a modest 

recovery, as economic activity picked up against a background of increased exports, and also positive trends 

emerged in private consumption. The situation in the Chugoku region was similar to that in the rest of the 

country.

● Consolidated sales of electricity increased 7.7% from the previous fiscal year, to 62.4 billion kilowatt hours.

● Operating revenues of the Chugoku Electric Power Co., Inc. （“the Company”）, and its consolidated subsidiaries 

（together with the Company, called “the Companies”） for the fiscal year were ￥1,094.3 billion （US$13,184.3 

million）, up 5.4% or ￥55.9 billion （US$672.9 million）, from fiscal 2010. Net income was ￥1.8 billion （US$21.6 

million）, down ￥29.2 billion （US$351.9 million）. Free cash flow （net cash provided by operating activities minus 

net cash used in investing activities） amounted to an outflow of ￥32.8 billion （US$395.0 million）.

● The Company maintained cash dividends per share at ￥50.00 （US$0.60）, in line with management’s policy of 

providing stable returns while solidifying the Group’s business foundations.

Other Expenses （Income）, Income （Loss） before Income Taxes and Minority Interests and 
Net Income （Loss）
● Total other expenses（income） increased 33.7%, or ￥7.9 billion（US$95.5 million）, to ￥31.4 billion （US$378.7 million）.

● As a result of these factors, income before income taxes and minority interests in net income of consolidated 

subsidiaries was down ￥43.8 billion （US$527.6 million）, to ￥4.9 billion （US$59.3 million）. Net income decreased 

￥29.2 billion （US$351.9 million）, to ￥1.8billion （US$21.6 million）. 

● Net income per share was ￥4.92 （US$0.06）, down ￥80.22, from ￥85.14.

Operating Revenues
● As mentioned above, operating revenues for the fiscal year were ￥1,094.3 billion （US$13,184.3 million）, up 

5.4%, or ￥55.9 billion （US$672.9 million）.

● Operating revenues from electric power operations amounted to ￥996.6 billion （US$12,006.8 million）, up 5.3%, 

or ￥50.5 billion （US$608.0 million）.

● Operating revenues from other operations such as a comprehensive energy supply business and information 

and telecommunication businesses were up 5.8%, or ￥5.4 billion （US$64.9 million）, to ￥97.7 billion 

（US$1,177.5 million）.

Operating Expenses and Operating Income
● Operating expenses for the term increased 9.3%, or ￥88.9 billion（US$1,070.9 million）, to ￥1,045.8 billion 

（US$12,600.2 million）.

● Operating expenses in electric power operations were up 9.7%, or ￥84.2 billion （US$1,014.2 million）, to ￥955.2 

billion （US$11,508.1 million）. This stemmed from an increase in fossil fuel expenses due to operation of the 

Shimane Nuclear Power Station’s Units No. 1 and 2 being suspended, among other factors.

● In operations other than electric power operations, operating expenses were ￥90.6 billion （US$1,092.2 million）, 

up 5.5%, or ￥4.7 billion （US$56.9 million）.

● Operating income thus decreased 40.5%, or ￥33.0 billion （US$398.0 million）, to ￥48.5 billion （US$584.1 million）.

Consolidated Five-Year Summary Consolidated Financial Review

The Chugoku Electric Power Co.,Inc. and Consolidated Subsidiaries
For the years ended March 31

Operating revenues
Operating income
Net income （loss）
Total stockholders' equity / Net assets
Total assets
Interest-bearing debt
Free cash flows （Note 2）

Other financial data
Per share data （yen and dollars）:
      Stockholders' equity （Note 3）
      Net income （loss）:
      Basic
      Cash dividends
      
Key financial ratios:
      Equity ratio （%）
      Return on equity （ROE） （%）
      Return on assets （ROA） （%） （Note 4）
      Price earnings ratio （PER） （times）（Note 5）

￥1,094,300 
48,481 
1,793 

661,247 
2,831,128 
1,724,782 
(32,782)

1,804.16 

4.92 
50.00 

23.2 
0.3 
1.1 

312.6 

￥1,038,443 
81,515 
31,002 
679,685 
2,781,990 
1,650,859 
90,548 

1,855.16 

85.14 
50.00 

24.3 
4.6 
1.9 
21.8 

￥1,173,727 
15,525 

（23,576）
663,974 
2,806,112 
1,717,736 
（82,848）

1,809.91 

（64.73）
50.00  

23.5  
（3.5）
0.4  
－  

￥1,108,354 
84,416 
25,271 
711,080 
2,710,681 
1,595,098 
（6,203）

1,938.37 

69.37 
50.00 

26.0 
3.6 
2.0 
32.0 

￥1,075,575 
88,401 
37,093 
715,972 
2,680,782 
1,572,994 
24,364 

1,951.27 

101.86 
50.00 

26.5 
5.3 
2.1 
25.9 

$13,184,337 
584,108 
21,602 

7,966,831 
34,109,976 
20,780,506 
（394,964）

21.74 

0.06 
0.60 

2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 2011
Millions of yen

Thousands of  U.S. 
dollars (Note 1)

Power generated and received
Generated:
      Hydroelectric
      Thermal
      Nuclear
    Total

Purchased power （NET）
Interchanged power （NET）
Transmission loss and other
    Total

Electric sales:
      Residential （lighting）
      Commercial, industrial and other
      Power consumption by liberalized sector
    Total

3,335 
39,606 
2,281 

45,222 

23,165 
849 

(6,841)
62,395 

19,855
2,703

39,837
62,395

2,978 
33,230 
9,585 
45,793 

18,482 
15 

（6,379）
57,911 

18,547
2,582
36,782
57,911

3,044 
36,671 
7,131 
46,846 

20,903 
（16）

（6,511）
61,222 

18,737
2,737
39,748
61,222

2,875 
40,081 
8,485 
51,441 

20,649 
（1,593）
（6,918）
63,579 

18,890 
2,905 
41,784 
63,579 

3,719 
37,239 
7,937 
48,895 

20,251 
（1,323）
（6,564）
61,259 

18,136 
2,943 
40,180 
61,259 

2011 2010 2009 2008 2007
Millions of kWh

1. U.S.dollar amounts presented are translated from yen, for convenience only, at the rate of ￥83=US$1, the exchange rate prevailing on
     March31, 2011
2. Free cash flows represent net of cash flows from operating activities and those from investing activities.
3. Stockholders' equity per share is computed using the number of shares of common stock in issue at the end of each year.
4. ROA = Operating income × （1 - Income tax rate）/Total assets × 100
5. PER at the period on March, 2009 has not been described for the net deficit for the period.

Notes:
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Summary of Operations
● In the fiscal year ended March 31, 2011, by and large the Japanese economy was on course for a modest 

recovery, as economic activity picked up against a background of increased exports, and also positive trends 

emerged in private consumption. The situation in the Chugoku region was similar to that in the rest of the 

country.

● Consolidated sales of electricity increased 7.7% from the previous fiscal year, to 62.4 billion kilowatt hours.

● Operating revenues of the Chugoku Electric Power Co., Inc. （“the Company”）, and its consolidated subsidiaries 

（together with the Company, called “the Companies”） for the fiscal year were ￥1,094.3 billion （US$13,184.3 

million）, up 5.4% or ￥55.9 billion （US$672.9 million）, from fiscal 2010. Net income was ￥1.8 billion （US$21.6 

million）, down ￥29.2 billion （US$351.9 million）. Free cash flow （net cash provided by operating activities minus 

net cash used in investing activities） amounted to an outflow of ￥32.8 billion （US$395.0 million）.

● The Company maintained cash dividends per share at ￥50.00 （US$0.60）, in line with management’s policy of 

providing stable returns while solidifying the Group’s business foundations.

Other Expenses （Income）, Income （Loss） before Income Taxes and Minority Interests and 
Net Income （Loss）
● Total other expenses（income） increased 33.7%, or ￥7.9 billion（US$95.5 million）, to ￥31.4 billion （US$378.7 million）.

● As a result of these factors, income before income taxes and minority interests in net income of consolidated 

subsidiaries was down ￥43.8 billion （US$527.6 million）, to ￥4.9 billion （US$59.3 million）. Net income decreased 

￥29.2 billion （US$351.9 million）, to ￥1.8billion （US$21.6 million）. 

● Net income per share was ￥4.92 （US$0.06）, down ￥80.22, from ￥85.14.

Operating Revenues
● As mentioned above, operating revenues for the fiscal year were ￥1,094.3 billion （US$13,184.3 million）, up 

5.4%, or ￥55.9 billion （US$672.9 million）.

● Operating revenues from electric power operations amounted to ￥996.6 billion （US$12,006.8 million）, up 5.3%, 

or ￥50.5 billion （US$608.0 million）.

● Operating revenues from other operations such as a comprehensive energy supply business and information 

and telecommunication businesses were up 5.8%, or ￥5.4 billion （US$64.9 million）, to ￥97.7 billion 

（US$1,177.5 million）.

Operating Expenses and Operating Income
● Operating expenses for the term increased 9.3%, or ￥88.9 billion（US$1,070.9 million）, to ￥1,045.8 billion 

（US$12,600.2 million）.

● Operating expenses in electric power operations were up 9.7%, or ￥84.2 billion （US$1,014.2 million）, to ￥955.2 

billion （US$11,508.1 million）. This stemmed from an increase in fossil fuel expenses due to operation of the 

Shimane Nuclear Power Station’s Units No. 1 and 2 being suspended, among other factors.

● In operations other than electric power operations, operating expenses were ￥90.6 billion （US$1,092.2 million）, 

up 5.5%, or ￥4.7 billion （US$56.9 million）.

● Operating income thus decreased 40.5%, or ￥33.0 billion （US$398.0 million）, to ￥48.5 billion （US$584.1 million）.

Consolidated Five-Year Summary Consolidated Financial Review

The Chugoku Electric Power Co.,Inc. and Consolidated Subsidiaries
For the years ended March 31

Operating revenues
Operating income
Net income （loss）
Total stockholders' equity / Net assets
Total assets
Interest-bearing debt
Free cash flows （Note 2）

Other financial data
Per share data （yen and dollars）:
      Stockholders' equity （Note 3）
      Net income （loss）:
      Basic
      Cash dividends
      
Key financial ratios:
      Equity ratio （%）
      Return on equity （ROE） （%）
      Return on assets （ROA） （%） （Note 4）
      Price earnings ratio （PER） （times）（Note 5）

￥1,094,300 
48,481 
1,793 

661,247 
2,831,128 
1,724,782 
(32,782)

1,804.16 

4.92 
50.00 

23.2 
0.3 
1.1 

312.6 

￥1,038,443 
81,515 
31,002 
679,685 
2,781,990 
1,650,859 
90,548 

1,855.16 

85.14 
50.00 

24.3 
4.6 
1.9 
21.8 

￥1,173,727 
15,525 

（23,576）
663,974 
2,806,112 
1,717,736 
（82,848）

1,809.91 

（64.73）
50.00  

23.5  
（3.5）
0.4  
－  

￥1,108,354 
84,416 
25,271 
711,080 
2,710,681 
1,595,098 
（6,203）

1,938.37 

69.37 
50.00 

26.0 
3.6 
2.0 
32.0 

￥1,075,575 
88,401 
37,093 
715,972 
2,680,782 
1,572,994 
24,364 

1,951.27 

101.86 
50.00 

26.5 
5.3 
2.1 
25.9 

$13,184,337 
584,108 
21,602 

7,966,831 
34,109,976 
20,780,506 
（394,964）

21.74 

0.06 
0.60 

2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 2011
Millions of yen

Thousands of  U.S. 
dollars (Note 1)

Power generated and received
Generated:
      Hydroelectric
      Thermal
      Nuclear
    Total

Purchased power （NET）
Interchanged power （NET）
Transmission loss and other
    Total

Electric sales:
      Residential （lighting）
      Commercial, industrial and other
      Power consumption by liberalized sector
    Total

3,335 
39,606 
2,281 

45,222 

23,165 
849 

(6,841)
62,395 

19,855
2,703

39,837
62,395

2,978 
33,230 
9,585 
45,793 

18,482 
15 

（6,379）
57,911 

18,547
2,582
36,782
57,911

3,044 
36,671 
7,131 
46,846 

20,903 
（16）

（6,511）
61,222 

18,737
2,737
39,748
61,222

2,875 
40,081 
8,485 
51,441 

20,649 
（1,593）
（6,918）
63,579 

18,890 
2,905 
41,784 
63,579 

3,719 
37,239 
7,937 
48,895 

20,251 
（1,323）
（6,564）
61,259 

18,136 
2,943 
40,180 
61,259 

2011 2010 2009 2008 2007
Millions of kWh

1. U.S.dollar amounts presented are translated from yen, for convenience only, at the rate of ￥83=US$1, the exchange rate prevailing on
     March31, 2011
2. Free cash flows represent net of cash flows from operating activities and those from investing activities.
3. Stockholders' equity per share is computed using the number of shares of common stock in issue at the end of each year.
4. ROA = Operating income × （1 - Income tax rate）/Total assets × 100
5. PER at the period on March, 2009 has not been described for the net deficit for the period.

Notes:
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Risk Factors

The following primary risk factors to which the Companies are subject may exert a significant influence on investor 
decisions. The Companies recognize these risk factors and will try to prevent and address those risks. 
The forward-looking statements included below represent estimates as of March 31, 2011.

1. Natural disasters, troubles
The Companies have many properties, plants and equipment, mainly for the electric power business. Natural 

disasters, such as earthquakes and typhoons, illegal acts including terrorism, and other troubles have the 

potential, by giving rise to costs pertaining to recovery of facilities and procurement of alternative thermal power 

fuel, to affect the Companies’ results and financial condition.

　Regarding earthquake and tsunami disasters at nuclear power stations, we are implementing urgent safety 

measures based on the accidents that occurred at other companies’ power stations as a result of the Great East 

Japan Earthquake, and are taking steps to further enhance safety and render it doubly sure. However, should 

regulations and policies pertaining to nuclear power generation undergo revision based on this recent 

earthquake, the Companies’ results and financial condition could be affected.

2. Revision of systems pertaining to electric power business
The risks on the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle will be reduced by system measures by the country. This 

measure allows electric fee to cover part of the back-end costs like reprocessing facility displacing expense. And 

the temporary accounting rules for a reserve of reprocessing costs of irradiated nuclear fuel (except for the fuel 

which is disposed at The Rokkasho reprocessing facility) is set up. This rule is valid until the definite reprocessing 

plan is fixed.

　It is possible that costs will increase, as all of the costs related to the nuclear fuel cycle have yet to be defined.

　Liberalization of the electric power business currently extends only to high-voltage customers, but the pros and 

cons of full liberalization are to be examined in the near future and the outcome may bring major changes in the 

competitive environment.

　It is possible that the revision of systems described above, and similar changes in the circumstances facing the 

Companies, will affect their results.

3. Business other than electric power
As well as the electric power business, the Companies run “comprehensive energy supply business”, “ information 

and telecommunications businesses”, “ environmental business”, and“ business and lifestyle support business” as 

far as regulations and other conditions permit. Although these businesses may be expected to make profits, they 

have the potential to affect the Companies’ results and financial condition in case they do not grow as the 

Companies expect or that their profitability is reduced through intensifying competition.

4. Economic conditions in power supply area
The Company supplies electric power mainly in the five prefectures of the Chugoku region, and accordingly 

electricity sales are subject to the influence of economic conditions such as industrial activities in the power 

supply area. As a result, the economic conditions in the power supply area have the potential to affect the 

Companies’ results and financial condition.

● At fiscal year-end, total assets were ￥2,831.1 billion （US$34,110.0 million）, up 1.8%, or ￥49.1 billion （US$592.0 

million）, from the close of the previous term. This was due to the increase in construction in progress arising 

from the extension work on the Shimane Nuclear Power Station’s Unit No. 3, and to an increase in long-term 

investment, as well as to other factors.

● Fixed property stood at ￥2,089.6 billion （US$25,175.5 million）, up 0.2%, or ￥3.8 billion （US$45.9 million）. 

● Nuclear fuel was ￥165.7 billion （US$1,996.1 million）, up 5.7%, or ￥8.9 billion （US$107.1 million）.

● Total investments and other assets amounted to ￥346.1 billion （US$4,169.7 million）, up 6.1%, or ￥19.9 billion 

（US$239.1 million）. 

● Total current assets were ￥229.8 billion （US$2,768.7 million）, up 7.8%, or ￥16.6 billion （US$199.9 million）.

Financial Position
Assets

Liabilities, Minority Interests and Net Assets
● Total liabilities were ￥2,169.9 billion （US$26,143.2 million）, up 3.2%, or ￥67.6 billion （US$814.2 million）, due 

mainly to an increase in short-term and long-term interest-bearing debt, which rose 4.5%, or ￥73.9 billion 

（US$890.6 million）, to ￥1,724.8 billion （US$20,780.5 million）. Other liabilities decreased 1.4%, or ￥6.3 billion 

（US$76.4 million）, to ￥445.1 billion （US$5,362.7 million）.

● Total net assets were ￥661.2 billion （US$7,966.8 million）, a decrease of 2.7%, or ￥18.5 billion （US$222.2 

million）. The equity ratio declined 1.1 percentage points, to 23.2%, from 24.3%.

Summary of Cash Flows

Cash Flows
● Net cash provided by operating activities for fiscal 2011 amounted to ￥157.1billion （US$1,892.5 million）, down 

36.6%, or ￥90.6 billion (US$1,091.7 million), compared with the previous period. This was due to factors 

including a decrease in income before income taxes and minority interests in net income of consolidated 

subsidiaries and an increase in payments of income taxes.

● Net cash used in investing activities was ￥189.9 billion (US$2,287.5 million), up 20.8%, or ￥32.8 billion (US$394.3 

million), mainly  because equipment investment and purchase of investments in securities increased.  

● Free cash flow therefore amounted to an expenditure of ￥32.8 billion （US$395.0 million）.

● Net cash provided by financing activities turned in a positive balance of ￥53.6 billion (US$646.2 million） 

compared with the negative ￥87.9 billion （US$1,059.1 million） for the prior year. With the procurements 

exceeding the repayments, bonds and long-term debt increased ￥48.6 billion （US$585.2 million）. Cash 

dividends paid were ￥18.2 billion （US$219.4 million）.

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year totaled ￥48.6 billion （US$585.5 million）, up 74.7%, or ￥20.8 billion 

（US$250.4 million）.

Net cash provided by operating activities
Net cash used in investing activities
Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

￥157,080
（189,861）

53,635
（69）

20,785
27,810

￥48,595

2011
￥247,685
（157,137）
（87,905）

（43）
2,600
25,210
￥27,810

2010

$1,892,530
  （2,287,482）

646,205
（831）

250,422
335,060

$585,482

2011
Millions of yen Thousands of  U.S. dollars

Years ended March 31
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Risk Factors

The following primary risk factors to which the Companies are subject may exert a significant influence on investor 
decisions. The Companies recognize these risk factors and will try to prevent and address those risks. 
The forward-looking statements included below represent estimates as of March 31, 2011.

1. Natural disasters, troubles
The Companies have many properties, plants and equipment, mainly for the electric power business. Natural 

disasters, such as earthquakes and typhoons, illegal acts including terrorism, and other troubles have the 

potential, by giving rise to costs pertaining to recovery of facilities and procurement of alternative thermal power 

fuel, to affect the Companies’ results and financial condition.

　Regarding earthquake and tsunami disasters at nuclear power stations, we are implementing urgent safety 

measures based on the accidents that occurred at other companies’ power stations as a result of the Great East 

Japan Earthquake, and are taking steps to further enhance safety and render it doubly sure. However, should 

regulations and policies pertaining to nuclear power generation undergo revision based on this recent 

earthquake, the Companies’ results and financial condition could be affected.

2. Revision of systems pertaining to electric power business
The risks on the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle will be reduced by system measures by the country. This 

measure allows electric fee to cover part of the back-end costs like reprocessing facility displacing expense. And 

the temporary accounting rules for a reserve of reprocessing costs of irradiated nuclear fuel (except for the fuel 

which is disposed at The Rokkasho reprocessing facility) is set up. This rule is valid until the definite reprocessing 

plan is fixed.

　It is possible that costs will increase, as all of the costs related to the nuclear fuel cycle have yet to be defined.

　Liberalization of the electric power business currently extends only to high-voltage customers, but the pros and 

cons of full liberalization are to be examined in the near future and the outcome may bring major changes in the 

competitive environment.

　It is possible that the revision of systems described above, and similar changes in the circumstances facing the 

Companies, will affect their results.

3. Business other than electric power
As well as the electric power business, the Companies run “comprehensive energy supply business”, “ information 

and telecommunications businesses”, “ environmental business”, and“ business and lifestyle support business” as 

far as regulations and other conditions permit. Although these businesses may be expected to make profits, they 

have the potential to affect the Companies’ results and financial condition in case they do not grow as the 

Companies expect or that their profitability is reduced through intensifying competition.

4. Economic conditions in power supply area
The Company supplies electric power mainly in the five prefectures of the Chugoku region, and accordingly 

electricity sales are subject to the influence of economic conditions such as industrial activities in the power 

supply area. As a result, the economic conditions in the power supply area have the potential to affect the 

Companies’ results and financial condition.

● At fiscal year-end, total assets were ￥2,831.1 billion （US$34,110.0 million）, up 1.8%, or ￥49.1 billion （US$592.0 

million）, from the close of the previous term. This was due to the increase in construction in progress arising 

from the extension work on the Shimane Nuclear Power Station’s Unit No. 3, and to an increase in long-term 

investment, as well as to other factors.

● Fixed property stood at ￥2,089.6 billion （US$25,175.5 million）, up 0.2%, or ￥3.8 billion （US$45.9 million）. 

● Nuclear fuel was ￥165.7 billion （US$1,996.1 million）, up 5.7%, or ￥8.9 billion （US$107.1 million）.

● Total investments and other assets amounted to ￥346.1 billion （US$4,169.7 million）, up 6.1%, or ￥19.9 billion 

（US$239.1 million）. 

● Total current assets were ￥229.8 billion （US$2,768.7 million）, up 7.8%, or ￥16.6 billion （US$199.9 million）.

Financial Position
Assets

Liabilities, Minority Interests and Net Assets
● Total liabilities were ￥2,169.9 billion （US$26,143.2 million）, up 3.2%, or ￥67.6 billion （US$814.2 million）, due 

mainly to an increase in short-term and long-term interest-bearing debt, which rose 4.5%, or ￥73.9 billion 

（US$890.6 million）, to ￥1,724.8 billion （US$20,780.5 million）. Other liabilities decreased 1.4%, or ￥6.3 billion 

（US$76.4 million）, to ￥445.1 billion （US$5,362.7 million）.

● Total net assets were ￥661.2 billion （US$7,966.8 million）, a decrease of 2.7%, or ￥18.5 billion （US$222.2 

million）. The equity ratio declined 1.1 percentage points, to 23.2%, from 24.3%.

Summary of Cash Flows

Cash Flows
● Net cash provided by operating activities for fiscal 2011 amounted to ￥157.1billion （US$1,892.5 million）, down 

36.6%, or ￥90.6 billion (US$1,091.7 million), compared with the previous period. This was due to factors 

including a decrease in income before income taxes and minority interests in net income of consolidated 

subsidiaries and an increase in payments of income taxes.

● Net cash used in investing activities was ￥189.9 billion (US$2,287.5 million), up 20.8%, or ￥32.8 billion (US$394.3 

million), mainly  because equipment investment and purchase of investments in securities increased.  

● Free cash flow therefore amounted to an expenditure of ￥32.8 billion （US$395.0 million）.

● Net cash provided by financing activities turned in a positive balance of ￥53.6 billion (US$646.2 million） 

compared with the negative ￥87.9 billion （US$1,059.1 million） for the prior year. With the procurements 

exceeding the repayments, bonds and long-term debt increased ￥48.6 billion （US$585.2 million）. Cash 

dividends paid were ￥18.2 billion （US$219.4 million）.

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year totaled ￥48.6 billion （US$585.5 million）, up 74.7%, or ￥20.8 billion 

（US$250.4 million）.

Net cash provided by operating activities
Net cash used in investing activities
Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year
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20,785
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5. Seasonal variations in weather
Since electricity sales are subject to demand for air conditioning and heating, temperatures in the power supply 

area have the potential to affect the Companies’ results and financial condition. 

　A decrease in water flow rate could boost the Company‘s fuel cost through reduction of the Company’s 

proportion of hydropower generation. Therefore the rainfall levels in the water resource areas have the potential 

to affect the Companies’ results and financial condition.

6. Action for global warming problems
Concerning global warming problems, factors with potential to affect the Companies’ results and financial 

condition include the future trend of the worldwide discussions on the framework to prevent global warming, the 

price of Carbon Credit for making use of the Kyoto Protocol‘s mechanisms, and fluctuations in foreign exchange 

rates.

7. Changes in fuel prices
Sources of fuel for the Company‘s thermal power generation include coal, liquefied natural gas(LNG) and heavy 

and crude oil. Therefore, fluctuations in energy prices, such as coal, LNG, and heavy and crude oil, and that of 

foreign exchange rates may affect the Companies’ results and financial condition. However, the impact of these 

factors is considered to be limited, because the Companies are trying to mitigate fuel price fluctuation risk by 

aiming at diversifying the energy mix, and because the fluctuation in fuel prices and foreign exchange rates are

reflected in electricity rates through the Fuel Cost Adjustment System.

8. Changes in interest rates
Future changes in interest rates or credit rating resulting in changes in interest rates on borrowings have the 

potential to affect the Companies’ results and financial condition. However, since most of the debts have been 

funded as long-term fixed-rate debts (i.e., bonds and loans), the impact of changes in interest rate on the 

Companies’ results and financial condition is expected to be limited.

9. Cost and liabilities of employees’ severance and retirement benefits
The Companies’ cost and liabilities of employees’ severance and retirement benefits are accounted based on 

assumptions for actuarial calculation, such as the discount rate and the expected rate of return on pension assets. 

Changes in the discount rate and expected rate of return have the potential to affect the Companies’ results and 

financial condition.

10. Compliance
The Companies make giving top priority to progressing with compliance in all business operations the foundation 

of management. We are striving for thorough compliance and take prompt corrective action for acts of 

non-compliance. Should a major case of non-compliance occur, however, there is a possibility that our social 

credibility would decline and affect the smooth operation of business.

11. Management of business information
The Companies maintain a large volume of business information on individuals including that of electric power 

customers. The Companies established internal rules of a basic guideline for information management and a 

guideline for personal information protection. And then the Companies comply these rules by promotion of 

information security measures and rigorously administrate this personal information. However, a lapse in 

administration of personal information has the potential to affect the Companies’ results and financial condition.

Consolidated Balance Sheets

The Chugoku Electric Power Co.,Inc. and Consolidated Subsidiaries
March 31,2011 and 2010

Property:
      Utility plant and equipment
      Other plant
      Construction in progress

      Less-
            Contributions in aid of construction
            Accumulated depreciation

Nuclear fuel

Investments and other assets:  
      Investment securities （Note 6,7）
      Fund reserved reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel （Note 6）
      Investments to non-consolidated subsidiaries and affiliates
      Long-term loans to employees
      Deferred tax assets （Note 14）
      Other assets

Current assets:
      Cash and time deposits （Note 4,6）
      Receivables,less allowance for doubtful accounts of
            ￥678million （$8,169 thousand） in 2011 and
            ￥763million in 2010 (Note 6）
      Inventories,fuel and supplies
      Deferred tax assets （Note 14）
      Other current assets

￥5,383,520 
293,859 
492,087 

6,169,466 

83,078 
3,996,821 
4,079,899 
2,089,567 

165,673 

64,987 
76,053 
86,824 

446 
80,234 
37,542 

346,086 

78,711 
68,278 

48,882 
10,074 
23,857 

229,802 
￥2,831,128 

￥5,376,060 
283,332 
440,834 
6,100,226 

81,983 
3,932,486 
4,014,469 
2,085,757 

156,783 

47,090 
83,778 
86,628 
544 

72,118 
36,078 
326,236 

54,626 
68,428 

52,811 
10,070 
27,279 
213,214 

￥2,781,990 

$64,861,687 
3,540,470 
5,928,759 

74,330,916 

1,000,940 
48,154,470 
49,155,410 
25,175,506 

1,996,060 

782,976 
916,301 

1,046,072 
5,373 

966,675 
452,314 

4,169,711 

948,325 
822,627 

588,940 
121,373 
287,434 

2,768,699 
$34,109,976 

2011 2010 2011
Millions of yen

Thousands of  U.S. 
dollars (Note 1)

Assets

Net property （Note 5）

Total investments and other assets

Total current assets
Total assets

See notes to consolidated financial statements
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5. Seasonal variations in weather
Since electricity sales are subject to demand for air conditioning and heating, temperatures in the power supply 

area have the potential to affect the Companies’ results and financial condition. 

　A decrease in water flow rate could boost the Company‘s fuel cost through reduction of the Company’s 

proportion of hydropower generation. Therefore the rainfall levels in the water resource areas have the potential 

to affect the Companies’ results and financial condition.

6. Action for global warming problems
Concerning global warming problems, factors with potential to affect the Companies’ results and financial 

condition include the future trend of the worldwide discussions on the framework to prevent global warming, the 

price of Carbon Credit for making use of the Kyoto Protocol‘s mechanisms, and fluctuations in foreign exchange 

rates.

7. Changes in fuel prices
Sources of fuel for the Company‘s thermal power generation include coal, liquefied natural gas(LNG) and heavy 

and crude oil. Therefore, fluctuations in energy prices, such as coal, LNG, and heavy and crude oil, and that of 

foreign exchange rates may affect the Companies’ results and financial condition. However, the impact of these 

factors is considered to be limited, because the Companies are trying to mitigate fuel price fluctuation risk by 

aiming at diversifying the energy mix, and because the fluctuation in fuel prices and foreign exchange rates are

reflected in electricity rates through the Fuel Cost Adjustment System.

8. Changes in interest rates
Future changes in interest rates or credit rating resulting in changes in interest rates on borrowings have the 

potential to affect the Companies’ results and financial condition. However, since most of the debts have been 

funded as long-term fixed-rate debts (i.e., bonds and loans), the impact of changes in interest rate on the 

Companies’ results and financial condition is expected to be limited.

9. Cost and liabilities of employees’ severance and retirement benefits
The Companies’ cost and liabilities of employees’ severance and retirement benefits are accounted based on 

assumptions for actuarial calculation, such as the discount rate and the expected rate of return on pension assets. 

Changes in the discount rate and expected rate of return have the potential to affect the Companies’ results and 

financial condition.

10. Compliance
The Companies make giving top priority to progressing with compliance in all business operations the foundation 

of management. We are striving for thorough compliance and take prompt corrective action for acts of 

non-compliance. Should a major case of non-compliance occur, however, there is a possibility that our social 

credibility would decline and affect the smooth operation of business.

11. Management of business information
The Companies maintain a large volume of business information on individuals including that of electric power 

customers. The Companies established internal rules of a basic guideline for information management and a 

guideline for personal information protection. And then the Companies comply these rules by promotion of 

information security measures and rigorously administrate this personal information. However, a lapse in 

administration of personal information has the potential to affect the Companies’ results and financial condition.

Consolidated Balance Sheets

The Chugoku Electric Power Co.,Inc. and Consolidated Subsidiaries
March 31,2011 and 2010

Property:
      Utility plant and equipment
      Other plant
      Construction in progress

      Less-
            Contributions in aid of construction
            Accumulated depreciation

Nuclear fuel

Investments and other assets:  
      Investment securities （Note 6,7）
      Fund reserved reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel （Note 6）
      Investments to non-consolidated subsidiaries and affiliates
      Long-term loans to employees
      Deferred tax assets （Note 14）
      Other assets

Current assets:
      Cash and time deposits （Note 4,6）
      Receivables,less allowance for doubtful accounts of
            ￥678million （$8,169 thousand） in 2011 and
            ￥763million in 2010 (Note 6）
      Inventories,fuel and supplies
      Deferred tax assets （Note 14）
      Other current assets

￥5,383,520 
293,859 
492,087 

6,169,466 

83,078 
3,996,821 
4,079,899 
2,089,567 

165,673 

64,987 
76,053 
86,824 

446 
80,234 
37,542 

346,086 

78,711 
68,278 

48,882 
10,074 
23,857 

229,802 
￥2,831,128 

￥5,376,060 
283,332 
440,834 
6,100,226 

81,983 
3,932,486 
4,014,469 
2,085,757 

156,783 

47,090 
83,778 
86,628 
544 

72,118 
36,078 
326,236 

54,626 
68,428 

52,811 
10,070 
27,279 
213,214 

￥2,781,990 

$64,861,687 
3,540,470 
5,928,759 

74,330,916 

1,000,940 
48,154,470 
49,155,410 
25,175,506 

1,996,060 

782,976 
916,301 

1,046,072 
5,373 

966,675 
452,314 

4,169,711 

948,325 
822,627 

588,940 
121,373 
287,434 

2,768,699 
$34,109,976 

2011 2010 2011
Millions of yen

Thousands of  U.S. 
dollars (Note 1)

Assets

Net property （Note 5）

Total investments and other assets

Total current assets
Total assets

See notes to consolidated financial statements
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Long-term liabilities:
      Long-term debt （Note 6,9）
      Employees' severance and retirement benefits （Note 13）
      Retirement allowances for directors and corporate auditors
      Provision for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel
      Provision for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel without a fixed plan to
      reprocess
      Provision for decommissioning of nuclear power generating plants
      Asset retirement obligations （Note 15）
      Other long-term liabilities  

Current liabilities: 
      Long-term debt due within one year （Note 6,9）
      Short-term borrowings （Note 6）
      Commercial Paper （Note 6）
      Accounts payable （Note 6）
      Accrued income taxes
      Accrued expenses
      Allowance for bonuses to directors and corporate auditors
      Other current liabilities,  including other long-term liabilities due within one year

Provision for depreciation of nuclear power plants

Contingent liabilities （Note 11）

Net assets  (Note 16):
      Stockholders' equity
      Common stock :
            Authorized-1,000,000,000 shares
            Issued-371,055,259 shares in 2011 and 2010
      Capital surplus
      Retained earnings （Note 18）
      Treasury Stock （6,946,271 shares in 2011 and 6,926,174 shares in 2010）

      Net unrealized holding gains（losses） on securities
      Net unrealized gains（losses） on hedges 
      Foreign currency translation adjustments

      Minority interests

￥1,425,608 
61,420 

397 
86,593 
5,254 

－ 
77,783 
23,697 

1,680,752 

143,148 
71,200 
65,000 
66,646 
6,107 

39,371 
73 

39,705 
431,250 

57,879 

185,528 

17,218 
462,193 
（12,541）
652,398 

4,523 
97 

（108）
4,512 

4,337 
661,247 

￥2,831,128 

￥1,393,804 
60,871 
385 

94,626 
4,634 

61,346 
－ 

23,216 
1,638,882 

126,418 
72,270 
40,000 
71,587 
21,734 
42,247 

70 
43,341 
417,667 

45,756 

185,528 

17,218 
478,607 
（12,506）
668,847 

6,741 
－ 

（71）
6,670 

4,168 
679,685 

￥2,781,990 

$17,176,000 
740,000 

4,783 
1,043,289 

63,301 

－ 
937,145 
285,507 

20,250,025 

1,724,675 
857,831 
783,133 
802,964 
73,578 

474,349 
880 

478,373 
5,195,783 

697,337 

2,235,277 

207,446 
5,568,590 
（151,096）
7,860,217 

54,494 
1,169 

（1,302）
54,361 

52,253 
7,966,831 

$34,109,976 

2011 2010 2011
Millions of yen

Thousands of  U.S. 
dollars (Note 1)

Liabilities and Net Assets

Total long-term liabilities

Total current liabilities

Total stockholders' equity

Accumulated other comprehensive income

Total net assets
Total liabilities and net assets

Consolidated Statements of Operations

The Chugoku Electric Power Co.,Inc. and Consolidated Subsidiaries
For the years ended March 31, 2011and 2010

Operating revenues （Note 17） :
      Electric
      Other

Operating expenses:
      Electric
      Other

Operating income （loss）（Note 17）

Other expenses（income）:
      Interest expense
      Interest income
      Gains on sales of securities
      Equity in losses (earnings) of affiliated companies
      Loss on adjustment for changes of accouting standard for
      asset retirement obligations
      Other,net

Special item: 
      Provision for depreciation of nuclear power plants

Income(loss) before income taxes and minority interests in net income
of consolidated subsidiaries

Provision for income taxes: （Note 14）
      Current
      Deferred

Income (loss) before minority interests in net income of consolidated subsidiaries
Minority interests in net income （loss） of consolidated subsidiaries

￥996,563 
97,737 

1,094,300 

955,170 
90,649 

1,045,819 

48,481 

26,550 
（1,442）

（2）
（1,443）

6,816 

954 
31,433 

12,124 

4,924 

10,056 
（7,119）

2,937 

1,987 
194 

￥1,793 

2011

￥946,096 
92,347 

1,038,443 

870,995 
85,933 
956,928 

81,515 

28,429 
（1,587）
（162）
（1,737）

－ 

（1,437）
23,506 

9,293 

48,716 

17,544 
734 

18,278 

30,438 
（564)

￥31,002 

2010

$12,006,783 
1,177,554 

13,184,337 

11,508,072 
1,092,157 

12,600,229 

584,108 

319,880 
（17,373）

（24）
（17,386）

82,120 

11,494 
378,711 

146,072 

59,325 

121,157 
（85,771）

35,386 

23,939 
2,337 

$21,602 

2011
Millions of yen

￥4.92 
50.00 

2011

￥85.14 
50.00 

2010

$0.06 
0.60 

2011
Yen

Thousands of  U.S. 
dollars (Note 1)

See notes to consolidated financial statements

Per share data :
      Net income （loss）（Basic）
      Cash dividends

Net income （loss） 

U.S. dollars （Note 1）
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Long-term liabilities:
      Long-term debt （Note 6,9）
      Employees' severance and retirement benefits （Note 13）
      Retirement allowances for directors and corporate auditors
      Provision for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel
      Provision for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel without a fixed plan to
      reprocess
      Provision for decommissioning of nuclear power generating plants
      Asset retirement obligations （Note 15）
      Other long-term liabilities  

Current liabilities: 
      Long-term debt due within one year （Note 6,9）
      Short-term borrowings （Note 6）
      Commercial Paper （Note 6）
      Accounts payable （Note 6）
      Accrued income taxes
      Accrued expenses
      Allowance for bonuses to directors and corporate auditors
      Other current liabilities,  including other long-term liabilities due within one year

Provision for depreciation of nuclear power plants

Contingent liabilities （Note 11）

Net assets  (Note 16):
      Stockholders' equity
      Common stock :
            Authorized-1,000,000,000 shares
            Issued-371,055,259 shares in 2011 and 2010
      Capital surplus
      Retained earnings （Note 18）
      Treasury Stock （6,946,271 shares in 2011 and 6,926,174 shares in 2010）

      Net unrealized holding gains（losses） on securities
      Net unrealized gains（losses） on hedges 
      Foreign currency translation adjustments

      Minority interests

￥1,425,608 
61,420 

397 
86,593 
5,254 

－ 
77,783 
23,697 

1,680,752 

143,148 
71,200 
65,000 
66,646 
6,107 

39,371 
73 

39,705 
431,250 

57,879 

185,528 

17,218 
462,193 
（12,541）
652,398 

4,523 
97 

（108）
4,512 

4,337 
661,247 

￥2,831,128 

￥1,393,804 
60,871 
385 

94,626 
4,634 

61,346 
－ 

23,216 
1,638,882 

126,418 
72,270 
40,000 
71,587 
21,734 
42,247 

70 
43,341 
417,667 

45,756 

185,528 

17,218 
478,607 
（12,506）
668,847 

6,741 
－ 

（71）
6,670 

4,168 
679,685 

￥2,781,990 

$17,176,000 
740,000 

4,783 
1,043,289 

63,301 

－ 
937,145 
285,507 

20,250,025 

1,724,675 
857,831 
783,133 
802,964 
73,578 

474,349 
880 

478,373 
5,195,783 

697,337 

2,235,277 

207,446 
5,568,590 
（151,096）
7,860,217 

54,494 
1,169 

（1,302）
54,361 

52,253 
7,966,831 

$34,109,976 

2011 2010 2011
Millions of yen

Thousands of  U.S. 
dollars (Note 1)

Liabilities and Net Assets

Total long-term liabilities

Total current liabilities

Total stockholders' equity

Accumulated other comprehensive income

Total net assets
Total liabilities and net assets

Consolidated Statements of Operations

The Chugoku Electric Power Co.,Inc. and Consolidated Subsidiaries
For the years ended March 31, 2011and 2010

Operating revenues （Note 17） :
      Electric
      Other

Operating expenses:
      Electric
      Other

Operating income （loss）（Note 17）

Other expenses（income）:
      Interest expense
      Interest income
      Gains on sales of securities
      Equity in losses (earnings) of affiliated companies
      Loss on adjustment for changes of accouting standard for
      asset retirement obligations
      Other,net

Special item: 
      Provision for depreciation of nuclear power plants

Income(loss) before income taxes and minority interests in net income
of consolidated subsidiaries

Provision for income taxes: （Note 14）
      Current
      Deferred

Income (loss) before minority interests in net income of consolidated subsidiaries
Minority interests in net income （loss） of consolidated subsidiaries

￥996,563 
97,737 

1,094,300 

955,170 
90,649 

1,045,819 

48,481 

26,550 
（1,442）

（2）
（1,443）

6,816 

954 
31,433 

12,124 

4,924 

10,056 
（7,119）

2,937 

1,987 
194 

￥1,793 

2011

￥946,096 
92,347 

1,038,443 

870,995 
85,933 
956,928 

81,515 

28,429 
（1,587）
（162）
（1,737）

－ 

（1,437）
23,506 

9,293 

48,716 

17,544 
734 

18,278 

30,438 
（564)

￥31,002 

2010

$12,006,783 
1,177,554 

13,184,337 

11,508,072 
1,092,157 

12,600,229 

584,108 

319,880 
（17,373）

（24）
（17,386）

82,120 

11,494 
378,711 

146,072 

59,325 

121,157 
（85,771）

35,386 

23,939 
2,337 

$21,602 

2011
Millions of yen

￥4.92 
50.00 

2011

￥85.14 
50.00 

2010

$0.06 
0.60 

2011
Yen

Thousands of  U.S. 
dollars (Note 1)

See notes to consolidated financial statements

Per share data :
      Net income （loss）（Basic）
      Cash dividends

Net income （loss） 

U.S. dollars （Note 1）
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Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income

The Chugoku Electric Power Co.,Inc. and Consolidated Subsidiaries
For the years ended March 31, 2011and 2010

Income(loss) before minority interests in net income of
consolidated subsidiaries

Other comprehensive income （loss）:
      Net unrealized holding gains（losses） on securities
      Net unrealized gains（losses） on hedges
      Share of other comprehensive income （loss） of associates
      accounted for using equity method

Comprehensive income （loss）
Comprehensive income （loss） attribute to:
      Comprehensive income （loss）attribute to owners of the parent
      Comprehensive income （loss）attribute to minority interests

￥1,987 

 （1,847）
97 

（412）

（2,162）

￥（175）

（367）
192 

－ 

（Note 3）
（Note 3）
（Note 3）

（Note 3）

（Note 3）

（Note 3）
（Note 3）

$23,939 

（22,253）
1,169 

（4,964）

（26,048）

$（2,109）

（4,422）
2,313 

2011 2010 2011
Millions of yen

Thousands of  U.S. 
dollars (Note 1)

See notes to consolidated financial statements

Consolidated Statements of Changes in Net Assets

The Chugoku Electric Power Co., Inc. and Consolidated Subsidiaries
For the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010

See notes to consolidated financial statements

Balance at March 31, 2009

      Net income

      Cash dividends paid （￥50 per share）

      Surplus from sale of treasury stock

      Treasury stock purchased, net

      Net changes other than stockholders'equity

Balance at March 31, 2010 

      Net income

      Cash dividends paid （￥50 per share）

      Surplus from sale of treasury stock

      Treasury stock purchased, net

      Net changes other than stockholders'equity

Balance at March 31, 2011

371,055,259 

371,055,259 

371,055,259 

Shares of
common stock

￥185,528 

￥185,528 

￥185,528 

Common
stock

￥17,216 

2 

￥17,218 

 

￥17,218 

Capital 
surplus

￥465,812 

31,002 

（18,207）

￥478,607 

1,793 

（18,207）

￥462,193 

Retained
earnings

￥（12,464）

30 

（72）

￥（12,506）

8 

（43）

￥（12,541）

Treasury
stock

￥3,292 

3,449 

￥6,741 

（2,218）

￥4,523 

Net unrealized
holding gains（losses）
on securities

￥（73）

2 

￥（71）

（37）

￥（108）

Foreign currency
translation
adjustments

￥4,894 

（726）

￥4,168 

169 

￥4,337 

Minority
interests

￥663,974 

31,002 

（18,207）

32 

（72）

2,956 

￥679,685 

1,793 

（18,207）

8 

（43）

（1,989）

￥661,247 

Total

￥（231）

231 

￥－ 

97 

￥97 

Net unrealized 
gains（losses）
on hedges

Common
stock

Capital 
surplus

Retained
earnings

Treasury
stock

Net unrealized
holding gains（losses）
on securities

Foreign currency
translation
adjustments

Minority
interests Total

Net unrealized 
gains（losses）
on hedges

Millions of yen

Balance at March 31, 2010

      Net income

      Cash dividends paid （$0.60 per share）

      Surplus from sale of treasury stock

      Treasury stock purchased, net

      Net changes other than stockholders'equity

Balance at March 31, 2011

$2,235,277 

$2,235,277 

$207,446 

$207,446 

$5,766,349 

21,602 

（219,361）

$5,568,590 

$(150,675)

97 

（518）

$（151,096）

$81,217 

（26,723）

$54,494 

$(855)

（447）

$（1,302）

$50,217 

2,036 

$52,253 

$8,188,976 

21,602 

（219,361）

97 

（518）

（23,965）

$7,966,831 

$－ 

1,169 

$1,169 

Thousands of U.S. dollars （Note 1）
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Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income

The Chugoku Electric Power Co.,Inc. and Consolidated Subsidiaries
For the years ended March 31, 2011and 2010

Income(loss) before minority interests in net income of
consolidated subsidiaries

Other comprehensive income （loss）:
      Net unrealized holding gains（losses） on securities
      Net unrealized gains（losses） on hedges
      Share of other comprehensive income （loss） of associates
      accounted for using equity method

Comprehensive income （loss）
Comprehensive income （loss） attribute to:
      Comprehensive income （loss）attribute to owners of the parent
      Comprehensive income （loss）attribute to minority interests

￥1,987 

 （1,847）
97 

（412）

（2,162）

￥（175）

（367）
192 

－ 

（Note 3）
（Note 3）
（Note 3）

（Note 3）

（Note 3）

（Note 3）
（Note 3）

$23,939 

（22,253）
1,169 

（4,964）

（26,048）

$（2,109）

（4,422）
2,313 

2011 2010 2011
Millions of yen

Thousands of  U.S. 
dollars (Note 1)

See notes to consolidated financial statements

Consolidated Statements of Changes in Net Assets

The Chugoku Electric Power Co., Inc. and Consolidated Subsidiaries
For the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010

See notes to consolidated financial statements

Balance at March 31, 2009

      Net income

      Cash dividends paid （￥50 per share）

      Surplus from sale of treasury stock

      Treasury stock purchased, net

      Net changes other than stockholders'equity

Balance at March 31, 2010 

      Net income

      Cash dividends paid （￥50 per share）

      Surplus from sale of treasury stock

      Treasury stock purchased, net

      Net changes other than stockholders'equity

Balance at March 31, 2011

371,055,259 

371,055,259 

371,055,259 

Shares of
common stock

￥185,528 

￥185,528 

￥185,528 

Common
stock

￥17,216 

2 

￥17,218 

 

￥17,218 

Capital 
surplus

￥465,812 

31,002 

（18,207）

￥478,607 

1,793 

（18,207）

￥462,193 

Retained
earnings

￥（12,464）

30 

（72）

￥（12,506）

8 

（43）

￥（12,541）

Treasury
stock

￥3,292 

3,449 

￥6,741 

（2,218）

￥4,523 

Net unrealized
holding gains（losses）
on securities

￥（73）

2 

￥（71）

（37）

￥（108）

Foreign currency
translation
adjustments

￥4,894 

（726）

￥4,168 

169 

￥4,337 

Minority
interests

￥663,974 

31,002 

（18,207）

32 

（72）

2,956 

￥679,685 

1,793 

（18,207）

8 

（43）

（1,989）

￥661,247 

Total

￥（231）

231 

￥－ 

97 

￥97 

Net unrealized 
gains（losses）
on hedges

Common
stock

Capital 
surplus

Retained
earnings

Treasury
stock

Net unrealized
holding gains（losses）
on securities

Foreign currency
translation
adjustments

Minority
interests Total

Net unrealized 
gains（losses）
on hedges

Millions of yen

Balance at March 31, 2010

      Net income

      Cash dividends paid （$0.60 per share）

      Surplus from sale of treasury stock

      Treasury stock purchased, net

      Net changes other than stockholders'equity

Balance at March 31, 2011

$2,235,277 

$2,235,277 

$207,446 

$207,446 

$5,766,349 

21,602 

（219,361）

$5,568,590 

$(150,675)

97 

（518）

$（151,096）

$81,217 

（26,723）

$54,494 

$(855)

（447）

$（1,302）

$50,217 

2,036 

$52,253 

$8,188,976 

21,602 

（219,361）

97 

（518）

（23,965）

$7,966,831 

$－ 

1,169 

$1,169 

Thousands of U.S. dollars （Note 1）
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Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

The Chugoku Electric Power Co.,Inc. and Consolidated Subsidiaries
For the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010

Cash flows from operating activities:
      Income （loss） before income taxes and minority interests in net income
      of consolidated subsidiaries
      Depreciation
      Decommissioning cost of nuclear power generating plants
      Loss on impairment of fixed assets
      Amortization of nuclear fuel
      Equity in losses （earnings） of affiliated companies
      Loss on disposal of property
      Loss on adjustment for changes of accouting standard for asset retirement obligations
      Increase （decrease） in employees' severance and retirement benefits
      Increase（decrease） in provision for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel
      Increase（decrease） in provision for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel
      without a fixed plan to reprocess
      Increase（decrease） in provision for decommissioning of nuclear power
      generating plants
      Increase（decrease） in provision for depreciation of nuclear power plants
      Interest and dividend income
      Interest expense
      Decrease （increase） in funds reserved for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel
      Decrease （increase） in notes and accounts receivable
      Decrease （increase） in inventories
      Increase （decrease） in notes and accounts payable
      Other
      　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Subtotal

     

      Interest and dividends received
      Interest paid
      Income taxes refund （paid）
Net cash provided by operating activities

Cash flows from investing activities:
      Purchase of property
      Purchase of investments in securities
      Proceeds from sale of investment securities
      Other
Net cash used in investing activities

￥4,924 
 

128,167 
836 
－ 

1,604 
（1,443）

6,219 
6,816 
550 

（8,033）
620 

－ 

12,124 
（2,141）
26,550 
7,726 

（2,151）
5,220 
1,968 

18,415 
207,971 

2,692 
（26,922）
（26,661）
157,080 

（171,777）
（84,464）

61,431 
4,949 

（189,861）

2011

￥48,716 
 

131,641 
－

1,669 
6,790 

（1,737）
7,086 
－ 
557 

（3,603）
1,224 

2,705 

9,293 
（2,294）
28,429 
3,463 
6,604 
7,593 
（643）
22,285 
269,778 

2,869 
(28,731）
3,769 

247,685 

（156,065）
（70,597）
66,215 
3,310 

（157,137）

2010

$59,325 
 

1,544,181 
10,072 

－ 
19,325 

（17,386）
74,928 
82,120 
6,627 

（96,783）
7,470 

－  

146,072 
（25,795）
319,880 
93,084 

（25,915）
62,892 
23,711 

221,867 
2,505,675 

32,434 
（324,361）
（321,218）
1,892,530 

 
 

（2,069,602）
（1,017,639）

740,133 
59,626 

（2,287,482）

2011
Millions of yen

Thousands of  U.S. 
dollars （Note 1）

Cash flows from financing activities:
      Proceeds from issue of bonds
      Repayment of bonds
      Proceeds from long-term debt
      Repayment of long-term debt
      Proceeds from short-term loans
      Repayment of short-term loans
      Proceeds from issue of commercial paper
      Repayment of commercial paper
      Purchase of treasury stock 
      Cash dividends paid
      Other
Net cash provided by （used in） financing activities

      Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents 
      Net inclease（decrease） in cash and cash equivalents
      Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
      Cash and cash equivalents at end of year （Note 4）

89,701 
（70,000）

86,300 
（56,494）
158,840 

（159,620）
633,000 

（608,000）
(43）

（18,206）
（1,843）
53,635 

（69）
20,785 
27,810 

￥48,595 

2011

69,782 
（70,000）
25,900 

（65,126）
178,780 

（173,730）
301,500 

（335,000）
(72）

（18,207）
（1,732）
（87,905）

（43）
2,600 
25,210 
￥27,810 

2010

1,080,735 
（843,373）
1,039,759 
（680,651）
1,913,735 

（1,923,133）
7,626,506 

（7,325,301）
(518）

（219,349）
（22,205）
646,205 

（831）
250,422 
335,060 

$585,482 

2011
Millions of yen

Thousands of  U.S. 
dollars （Note 1）

See notes to consolidated financial statements
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Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

The Chugoku Electric Power Co.,Inc. and Consolidated Subsidiaries
For the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010

Cash flows from operating activities:
      Income （loss） before income taxes and minority interests in net income
      of consolidated subsidiaries
      Depreciation
      Decommissioning cost of nuclear power generating plants
      Loss on impairment of fixed assets
      Amortization of nuclear fuel
      Equity in losses （earnings） of affiliated companies
      Loss on disposal of property
      Loss on adjustment for changes of accouting standard for asset retirement obligations
      Increase （decrease） in employees' severance and retirement benefits
      Increase（decrease） in provision for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel
      Increase（decrease） in provision for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel
      without a fixed plan to reprocess
      Increase（decrease） in provision for decommissioning of nuclear power
      generating plants
      Increase（decrease） in provision for depreciation of nuclear power plants
      Interest and dividend income
      Interest expense
      Decrease （increase） in funds reserved for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel
      Decrease （increase） in notes and accounts receivable
      Decrease （increase） in inventories
      Increase （decrease） in notes and accounts payable
      Other
      　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Subtotal

     

      Interest and dividends received
      Interest paid
      Income taxes refund （paid）
Net cash provided by operating activities

Cash flows from investing activities:
      Purchase of property
      Purchase of investments in securities
      Proceeds from sale of investment securities
      Other
Net cash used in investing activities

￥4,924 
 

128,167 
836 
－ 

1,604 
（1,443）

6,219 
6,816 
550 

（8,033）
620 

－ 

12,124 
（2,141）
26,550 
7,726 

（2,151）
5,220 
1,968 

18,415 
207,971 

2,692 
（26,922）
（26,661）
157,080 

（171,777）
（84,464）

61,431 
4,949 

（189,861）

2011

￥48,716 
 

131,641 
－

1,669 
6,790 

（1,737）
7,086 
－ 
557 

（3,603）
1,224 

2,705 

9,293 
（2,294）
28,429 
3,463 
6,604 
7,593 
（643）
22,285 
269,778 

2,869 
(28,731）
3,769 

247,685 

（156,065）
（70,597）
66,215 
3,310 

（157,137）

2010

$59,325 
 

1,544,181 
10,072 

－ 
19,325 

（17,386）
74,928 
82,120 
6,627 

（96,783）
7,470 

－  

146,072 
（25,795）
319,880 
93,084 

（25,915）
62,892 
23,711 

221,867 
2,505,675 

32,434 
（324,361）
（321,218）
1,892,530 

 
 

（2,069,602）
（1,017,639）

740,133 
59,626 

（2,287,482）

2011
Millions of yen

Thousands of  U.S. 
dollars （Note 1）

Cash flows from financing activities:
      Proceeds from issue of bonds
      Repayment of bonds
      Proceeds from long-term debt
      Repayment of long-term debt
      Proceeds from short-term loans
      Repayment of short-term loans
      Proceeds from issue of commercial paper
      Repayment of commercial paper
      Purchase of treasury stock 
      Cash dividends paid
      Other
Net cash provided by （used in） financing activities

      Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents 
      Net inclease（decrease） in cash and cash equivalents
      Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
      Cash and cash equivalents at end of year （Note 4）

89,701 
（70,000）

86,300 
（56,494）
158,840 

（159,620）
633,000 

（608,000）
(43）

（18,206）
（1,843）
53,635 

（69）
20,785 
27,810 

￥48,595 

2011

69,782 
（70,000）
25,900 

（65,126）
178,780 

（173,730）
301,500 

（335,000）
(72）

（18,207）
（1,732）
（87,905）

（43）
2,600 
25,210 

￥27,810 

2010

1,080,735 
（843,373）
1,039,759 
（680,651）
1,913,735 

（1,923,133）
7,626,506 

（7,325,301）
(518）

（219,349）
（22,205）
646,205 

（831）
250,422 
335,060 

$585,482 

2011
Millions of yen

Thousands of  U.S. 
dollars （Note 1）

See notes to consolidated financial statements
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Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

Securities
Available-for-sale securities for which market value is readily determinable are stated at market value as of the 

end of the period with unrealized gains and losses, net of applicable deferred tax assets/liabilities, not reflected in 

earnings but directly reported as a separate component of owners’ equity. The cost of securities sold is 

determined by the moving-average method. Available-for-sale securities for which market value is not readily 

determinable are stated primarily at moving-average cost.

　If the market value of equity securities issued by unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliated companies or 

available-for-sale securities declines significantly, such securities are stated at fair market value, and the difference 

between the fair market value and the book value is recognized as a loss in the period of the decline. If the fair 

market value of equity securities issued by unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliated companies not accounted 

for by the equity method is not readily available, such securities should be written down to net asset value with a 

corresponding charge in the consolidated statements of operations in the event net asset value declines 

significantly. In these cases, such fair market value or the net asset value will be the carrying amount of the 

securities at the beginning of the next year.

Property and depreciation
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment is computed using the declining-balance method, while 

amortization of intangible fixed asset is computed by the straight-line method, based on the life periods 

stipulated by the Corporation Tax Act.

Nuclear fuel and amortization
Nuclear fuel is stated at cost less accumulated amortization. The amortization of loaded nuclear fuel is computed 

based on the quantity of heat produced for the generation of electricity.

Allowance for doubtful accounts 
The allowance for doubtful accounts is provided in an amount sufficient to cover possible losses on collection. It 

consists of the estimated uncollectible amount with respect to identified doubtful receivables and an amount 

calculated based on the Companies’ historical loss rate with respect to remaining receivables.

Employees’ severance and retirement benefits 
The Companies have defined benefits plans. On some occasions, employees are entitled to certain additional 

payments upon retirement.

　The Companies provide for employees’ severance and retirement benefits based on the estimated amounts of 

projected benefit obligation and the fair value of the plan assets.

　Prior service costs are recognized in expenses within the average of estimated remaining periods of the 

employees （mainly one year）. Actuarial differences are recognized in expenses using a straight-line method over 

five years within the average of the estimated remaining service period commencing with the following period.

1. Basis of presenting consolidated financial statements
The accompanying consolidated financial statements of The Chugoku Electric Power Co., Inc.（“the Company”）and 

its consolidated subsidiaries（together with the Company, called“ the Companies”）have been prepared in 

accordance with the provisions set forth in the Japanese Financial Instruments and Exchange Law and its related 

accounting regulations, and the Electricity Utilities Industry Law and in conformity with accounting principles 

generally accepted in Japan（“Japanese GAAP”）, which are different in certain respects as to application and 

disclosure requirements from International Financial Reporting Standards.

　The accounts of the Company’s overseas subsidiaries are based on their accounting records maintained in 

conformity with generally accepted accounting principles prevailing in the respective countries of domicile. The 

accompanying consolidated financial statements have been restructured and translated into English from the 

consolidated financial statements of the Company prepared in accordance with Japanese GAAP and filed with the 

appropriate Local Finance Bureau of the Ministry of Finance as required by the Financial Instruments and 

Exchange Law. Certain supplementary information included in the statutory Japanese language consolidated 

financial statements, but not required for fair presentation, is not presented in the accompanying consolidated 

financial statements.

　The translations of the Japanese yen amounts into U.S. dollars are included solely for the convenience of readers 

outside Japan, using the prevailing exchange rate at March 31, 2011, which was ￥83 to U.S. $1. The convenience 

translation should not be construed as representation that the Japanese yen amounts have been, could have 

been, or could in the future be converted into U.S. dollars at this or any other rate of exchange.

2. Significant accounting policies
The following is a summary of the significant accounting policies used in the preparation of the consolidated 

financial statements.

Consolidation
The accompanying consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Company and significant 

companies over which the Company has power of control through majority voting rights or existence of certain 

conditions evidencing control by the Company. In the elimination of investments in subsidiaries, all the assets and 

liabilities of a subsidiary, not only to the extent of the Company’s share but also including the minority interest 

share, are evaluated based on fair value at the time the Company acquired control of the subsidiary.

　Investments in non-consolidated subsidiaries and affiliates over which the Company has the ability to exercise 

significant influence over operating and financial policies of the investees are accounted for using the equity 

method.

　For the year ended March 31, 2011, 21 subsidiaries (21 in 2010) were consolidated and 6 subsidiaries were 

excluded from consolidation due to immateriality in terms of consolidated total assets, sales and revenues, net 

income and retained earnings on the consolidated financial statements.

　For the year ended March 31, 2011, 6 non-consolidated subsidiaries （6 in 2010） and 11 affiliates （11 in 2010）

were accounted for by the equity method.

　For the year ended March 31, 2011, 7 affiliates （9 in 2010） were stated at cost without applying the equity method of 

accounting. Even if the equity method had been applied for these investments, the amounts of net income and retained 

earnings of the excluded affiliates would not have had a material effect on the consolidated financial statements.

Inventories, fuel and supplies
Inventories, fuel and supplies are stated at cost, determined principally by the weighted average method. 

Inventories with lower profitability have been written down.

The Chugoku Electric Power Co., Inc. and Consolidated Subsidiaries
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Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

Securities
Available-for-sale securities for which market value is readily determinable are stated at market value as of the 

end of the period with unrealized gains and losses, net of applicable deferred tax assets/liabilities, not reflected in 

earnings but directly reported as a separate component of owners’ equity. The cost of securities sold is 

determined by the moving-average method. Available-for-sale securities for which market value is not readily 

determinable are stated primarily at moving-average cost.

　If the market value of equity securities issued by unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliated companies or 

available-for-sale securities declines significantly, such securities are stated at fair market value, and the difference 

between the fair market value and the book value is recognized as a loss in the period of the decline. If the fair 

market value of equity securities issued by unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliated companies not accounted 

for by the equity method is not readily available, such securities should be written down to net asset value with a 

corresponding charge in the consolidated statements of operations in the event net asset value declines 

significantly. In these cases, such fair market value or the net asset value will be the carrying amount of the 

securities at the beginning of the next year.

Property and depreciation
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment is computed using the declining-balance method, while 

amortization of intangible fixed asset is computed by the straight-line method, based on the life periods 

stipulated by the Corporation Tax Act.

Nuclear fuel and amortization
Nuclear fuel is stated at cost less accumulated amortization. The amortization of loaded nuclear fuel is computed 

based on the quantity of heat produced for the generation of electricity.

Allowance for doubtful accounts 
The allowance for doubtful accounts is provided in an amount sufficient to cover possible losses on collection. It 

consists of the estimated uncollectible amount with respect to identified doubtful receivables and an amount 

calculated based on the Companies’ historical loss rate with respect to remaining receivables.

Employees’ severance and retirement benefits 
The Companies have defined benefits plans. On some occasions, employees are entitled to certain additional 

payments upon retirement.

　The Companies provide for employees’ severance and retirement benefits based on the estimated amounts of 

projected benefit obligation and the fair value of the plan assets.

　Prior service costs are recognized in expenses within the average of estimated remaining periods of the 

employees （mainly one year）. Actuarial differences are recognized in expenses using a straight-line method over 

five years within the average of the estimated remaining service period commencing with the following period.

1. Basis of presenting consolidated financial statements
The accompanying consolidated financial statements of The Chugoku Electric Power Co., Inc.（“the Company”）and 

its consolidated subsidiaries（together with the Company, called“ the Companies”）have been prepared in 

accordance with the provisions set forth in the Japanese Financial Instruments and Exchange Law and its related 

accounting regulations, and the Electricity Utilities Industry Law and in conformity with accounting principles 

generally accepted in Japan（“Japanese GAAP”）, which are different in certain respects as to application and 

disclosure requirements from International Financial Reporting Standards.

　The accounts of the Company’s overseas subsidiaries are based on their accounting records maintained in 

conformity with generally accepted accounting principles prevailing in the respective countries of domicile. The 

accompanying consolidated financial statements have been restructured and translated into English from the 

consolidated financial statements of the Company prepared in accordance with Japanese GAAP and filed with the 

appropriate Local Finance Bureau of the Ministry of Finance as required by the Financial Instruments and 

Exchange Law. Certain supplementary information included in the statutory Japanese language consolidated 

financial statements, but not required for fair presentation, is not presented in the accompanying consolidated 

financial statements.

　The translations of the Japanese yen amounts into U.S. dollars are included solely for the convenience of readers 

outside Japan, using the prevailing exchange rate at March 31, 2011, which was ￥83 to U.S. $1. The convenience 

translation should not be construed as representation that the Japanese yen amounts have been, could have 

been, or could in the future be converted into U.S. dollars at this or any other rate of exchange.

2. Significant accounting policies
The following is a summary of the significant accounting policies used in the preparation of the consolidated 

financial statements.

Consolidation
The accompanying consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Company and significant 

companies over which the Company has power of control through majority voting rights or existence of certain 

conditions evidencing control by the Company. In the elimination of investments in subsidiaries, all the assets and 

liabilities of a subsidiary, not only to the extent of the Company’s share but also including the minority interest 

share, are evaluated based on fair value at the time the Company acquired control of the subsidiary.

　Investments in non-consolidated subsidiaries and affiliates over which the Company has the ability to exercise 

significant influence over operating and financial policies of the investees are accounted for using the equity 

method.

　For the year ended March 31, 2011, 21 subsidiaries (21 in 2010) were consolidated and 6 subsidiaries were 

excluded from consolidation due to immateriality in terms of consolidated total assets, sales and revenues, net 

income and retained earnings on the consolidated financial statements.

　For the year ended March 31, 2011, 6 non-consolidated subsidiaries （6 in 2010） and 11 affiliates （11 in 2010）

were accounted for by the equity method.

　For the year ended March 31, 2011, 7 affiliates （9 in 2010） were stated at cost without applying the equity method of 

accounting. Even if the equity method had been applied for these investments, the amounts of net income and retained 

earnings of the excluded affiliates would not have had a material effect on the consolidated financial statements.

Inventories, fuel and supplies
Inventories, fuel and supplies are stated at cost, determined principally by the weighted average method. 

Inventories with lower profitability have been written down.

The Chugoku Electric Power Co., Inc. and Consolidated Subsidiaries
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Other comprehensive income in the fiscal year

ended March 31, 2010 was as follows: 

correlation in recent years using statistical methods at the inception of the hedge, and by comparing the cumulative 

changes in fair value on an ongoing basis at each period-end. Commodity swap contracts that do not qualify as hedges 

are stated at current value and unrealized gains or losses are recognized in the statements of operations.

Capitalization of interest expenses
Interest expenses related to debts incurred for the construction of power plants have been capitalized and 

included in the cost of the related assets pursuant to the accounting regulations under the Electricity Utilities 

Industry Law.

Method of reckoning asset cost equivalent of asset retirement obligations pertaining to measures for 
decommissioning specified nuclear power generation facilities 
The cost of the asset retirement obligations pertaining to measures for decommissioning specified nuclear power 

generation facilities, which are among our tangible fixed assets, is reckoned up in accordance with the 

prescriptions of an Ordinance of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, based on the proportion of the 

current generation of electric power to the estimated total generation of electric power of each plants.

（Accounting Changes）

Effective from the fiscal year ended March 31, 2011, the Accounting Standard for Asset Retirement Obligations 

（Accounting Standards Board of Japan （“ASBJ”） Statement No. 18） and the Guidance on Accounting Standards for 

Asset Retirement Obligations （ASBJ Guidance No. 21） have been applied. Also, the Ordinance of the Ministry of 

Economy, Trade and Industry was amended in line with the application of this standard and guideline. 

　As a result, the operating income for the fiscal year has declined ￥84 million （US$1,012 thousand） and income 

before income taxes and minority interests in net income of consolidated subsidiaries has declined ￥6,900 

million （US$83,133 thousand）.

　Also, the value of asset retirement obligations under the application of this standard and guideline is reckoned 

up at ￥77,783 million （US$937,145 thousand）（of which ￥61,346 million （US$739,108 thousand） has been 

transferred from the provision for decommissioning of nuclear power generating plants）.

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include all highly liquid investments, generally with original maturities of three months 

or less, that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and are so near maturity that they present 

insignificant risk of change in value.

Foreign currency transaction
Receivables and payables denominated in foreign currencies are translated into Japanese yen at the year-end rate.

Consolidated tax system
The Companies apply the consolidated tax system.

3. Statement of comprehensive income 
Comprehensive income in the fiscal year ended

March 31, 2010 was as follows:

Provision for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel
A provision for the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel is provided at the present value amount equivalent to 

the expense of the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel.

　The difference of ￥51,533 million due to the change in estimating the costs of reprocessing irradiated nuclear 

fuel at March 31, 2005 is included in operating expenses equally over 15 years from April 1, 2005. The amount of 

summing up since fiscal year 2008 is ￥3,306 million of the term evenness.

　The difference in estimated costs will be amortized over the periods of generating the irradiated nuclear fuel for 

which there are concrete reprocessing plans, starting from the following fiscal year. The unrecognized difference 

in estimated costs was minus ￥881 million （minus US$10,614 thousand） on March 31, 2011.

Provision for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel without a fixed plan to reprocess
A provision for the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel without a fixed plan to reprocess is provided in the 

amount of estimated reprocessing costs.

　Irradiated nuclear fuel without a fixed plan to reprocess has not yet been included in the provision for the 

reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel. In a temporary measure until a fixed plan has been established, the 

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry is determining a provision for reprocessing costs.

Provision for decommissioning of nuclear power generating plants
A provision for decommissioning of nuclear power generating plants is provided for future decommissioning 

costs of nuclear power generating plants based on the proportion of the current generation of electric power to 

the estimated total generation of electric power of each plants.

Provision for depreciation of nuclear power plants
In accordance with the Electricity Utilities Industry Law, the Company provides for the provision for depreciation 

of nuclear power plants to equalize the burden of depreciation expenses after commencement of commercial 

operation, based on an ordinance of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry.

Derivatives and hedge accounting
The Companies adopt deferred processing and state derivative financial instruments at fair value and recognize 

changes in the fair value as gains or losses unless the derivative financial instruments are used for hedging purposes.

　If derivative financial instruments are used as hedges and meet certain hedging criteria, the Companies defer 

recognition of gains or losses resulting from changes in the fair value of the derivative financial instruments until the 

related gains or losses on the hedged items are recognized.

　It goes by comparing the total cash flow change of the means for hedging and the total cash flow change of the 

hedged item in the quarterly about the efficacy evaluation of the hedge.

　However, in cases where forward foreign exchange contracts are used as hedges and meet certain hedging criteria, 

forward foreign exchange contracts and hedged items are accounted for in the following manner:

　If a forward foreign exchange contract is executed to hedge a future transaction denominated in a foreign currency 

and meets certain hedging criteria, the future transaction will be recorded using the contracted forward rate, and no 

gains or losses on the forward foreign exchange contract are recognized. In this case, assessment of hedge 

effectiveness is not necessary.

　Also, if interest rate swap contracts are used as hedges and meet certain hedging criteria, the net amount to be paid 

or received under the interest rate swap contract is added to or deducted from the interest on the assets or liabilities for 

which the swap contract was executed. In this case, assessment of hedge effectiveness is not necessary.

　If commodity swap contracts are used as hedges and meet certain hedging criteria, the gain or loss is deferred until  

the gain or loss on the hedged item is recognized. In this case, hedge effectiveness is assessed based on the extent of 

Comprehensive income （loss） attribute to
owners of the parent
Comprehensive income （loss） attribute to
minority interests
Total comprehensive income （loss）

￥34,685

（553）

￥34,132

Millions of yen

Net unrealized holding gains （losses） on securities
Net unrealized gainds （losses） on hedges
Share of other comprehensive income （loss） 
of associates accounted for using equity method  
Total other comprehensive income （loss）

￥1,822
231
1,641

￥3,694

Millions of yen
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Other comprehensive income in the fiscal year

ended March 31, 2010 was as follows: 

correlation in recent years using statistical methods at the inception of the hedge, and by comparing the cumulative 

changes in fair value on an ongoing basis at each period-end. Commodity swap contracts that do not qualify as hedges 

are stated at current value and unrealized gains or losses are recognized in the statements of operations.

Capitalization of interest expenses
Interest expenses related to debts incurred for the construction of power plants have been capitalized and 

included in the cost of the related assets pursuant to the accounting regulations under the Electricity Utilities 

Industry Law.

Method of reckoning asset cost equivalent of asset retirement obligations pertaining to measures for 
decommissioning specified nuclear power generation facilities 
The cost of the asset retirement obligations pertaining to measures for decommissioning specified nuclear power 

generation facilities, which are among our tangible fixed assets, is reckoned up in accordance with the 

prescriptions of an Ordinance of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, based on the proportion of the 

current generation of electric power to the estimated total generation of electric power of each plants.

（Accounting Changes）

Effective from the fiscal year ended March 31, 2011, the Accounting Standard for Asset Retirement Obligations 

（Accounting Standards Board of Japan （“ASBJ”） Statement No. 18） and the Guidance on Accounting Standards for 

Asset Retirement Obligations （ASBJ Guidance No. 21） have been applied. Also, the Ordinance of the Ministry of 

Economy, Trade and Industry was amended in line with the application of this standard and guideline. 

　As a result, the operating income for the fiscal year has declined ￥84 million （US$1,012 thousand） and income 

before income taxes and minority interests in net income of consolidated subsidiaries has declined ￥6,900 

million （US$83,133 thousand）.

　Also, the value of asset retirement obligations under the application of this standard and guideline is reckoned 

up at ￥77,783 million （US$937,145 thousand）（of which ￥61,346 million （US$739,108 thousand） has been 

transferred from the provision for decommissioning of nuclear power generating plants）.

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include all highly liquid investments, generally with original maturities of three months 

or less, that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and are so near maturity that they present 

insignificant risk of change in value.

Foreign currency transaction
Receivables and payables denominated in foreign currencies are translated into Japanese yen at the year-end rate.

Consolidated tax system
The Companies apply the consolidated tax system.

3. Statement of comprehensive income 
Comprehensive income in the fiscal year ended

March 31, 2010 was as follows:

Provision for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel
A provision for the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel is provided at the present value amount equivalent to 

the expense of the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel.

　The difference of ￥51,533 million due to the change in estimating the costs of reprocessing irradiated nuclear 

fuel at March 31, 2005 is included in operating expenses equally over 15 years from April 1, 2005. The amount of 

summing up since fiscal year 2008 is ￥3,306 million of the term evenness.

　The difference in estimated costs will be amortized over the periods of generating the irradiated nuclear fuel for 

which there are concrete reprocessing plans, starting from the following fiscal year. The unrecognized difference 

in estimated costs was minus ￥881 million （minus US$10,614 thousand） on March 31, 2011.

Provision for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel without a fixed plan to reprocess
A provision for the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel without a fixed plan to reprocess is provided in the 

amount of estimated reprocessing costs.

　Irradiated nuclear fuel without a fixed plan to reprocess has not yet been included in the provision for the 

reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel. In a temporary measure until a fixed plan has been established, the 

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry is determining a provision for reprocessing costs.

Provision for decommissioning of nuclear power generating plants
A provision for decommissioning of nuclear power generating plants is provided for future decommissioning 

costs of nuclear power generating plants based on the proportion of the current generation of electric power to 

the estimated total generation of electric power of each plants.

Provision for depreciation of nuclear power plants
In accordance with the Electricity Utilities Industry Law, the Company provides for the provision for depreciation 

of nuclear power plants to equalize the burden of depreciation expenses after commencement of commercial 

operation, based on an ordinance of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry.

Derivatives and hedge accounting
The Companies adopt deferred processing and state derivative financial instruments at fair value and recognize 

changes in the fair value as gains or losses unless the derivative financial instruments are used for hedging purposes.

　If derivative financial instruments are used as hedges and meet certain hedging criteria, the Companies defer 

recognition of gains or losses resulting from changes in the fair value of the derivative financial instruments until the 

related gains or losses on the hedged items are recognized.

　It goes by comparing the total cash flow change of the means for hedging and the total cash flow change of the 

hedged item in the quarterly about the efficacy evaluation of the hedge.

　However, in cases where forward foreign exchange contracts are used as hedges and meet certain hedging criteria, 

forward foreign exchange contracts and hedged items are accounted for in the following manner:

　If a forward foreign exchange contract is executed to hedge a future transaction denominated in a foreign currency 

and meets certain hedging criteria, the future transaction will be recorded using the contracted forward rate, and no 

gains or losses on the forward foreign exchange contract are recognized. In this case, assessment of hedge 

effectiveness is not necessary.

　Also, if interest rate swap contracts are used as hedges and meet certain hedging criteria, the net amount to be paid 

or received under the interest rate swap contract is added to or deducted from the interest on the assets or liabilities for 

which the swap contract was executed. In this case, assessment of hedge effectiveness is not necessary.

　If commodity swap contracts are used as hedges and meet certain hedging criteria, the gain or loss is deferred until  

the gain or loss on the hedged item is recognized. In this case, hedge effectiveness is assessed based on the extent of 

Comprehensive income （loss） attribute to
owners of the parent
Comprehensive income （loss） attribute to
minority interests
Total comprehensive income （loss）

￥34,685

（553）

￥34,132

Millions of yen

Net unrealized holding gains （losses） on securities
Net unrealized gainds （losses） on hedges
Share of other comprehensive income （loss） 
of associates accounted for using equity method  
Total other comprehensive income （loss）
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￥3,694

Millions of yen
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Effective for the fiscal year ended March 31 ,2011 , “Accounting Standard for Presentation of Comprehensive Income”
（ASBJ Statement No.25） has been applied. 

4. Cash and cash equivalents
Reconciliations of cash and time deposits shown in the consolidated balance sheets and cash and cash 

equivalents shown in the consolidated statements of cash flows at March 31, 2011 and 2010 are as follows:

5. Property, plant and equipment
The major classifications of property, plant and equipment at March 31, 2011 and 2010 were as follows:

Cash and time deposits 
Time deposits with maturities exceeding three months
Other current assets （short-term investments to be redeemed 
three months or less）
Cash and cash equivalents

￥78,711
  （30,116）

－

￥48,595 

2011
￥54,626
   （30,016）

3,200

￥27,810 

2010

$ 948,325
  （362,843）

－

$ 585,482

2011
Millions of yen Thousands of  U.S. dollars

Hydroelectric power production facilities 
Thermal power production facilities
Nuclear power production facilities
Transmission facilities
Transformation facilities
Distribution facilities
General facilities
Other electric utility plant and equipment
Other plant
Construction in progress
　　　　　　　　　　　　　Total

￥146,168
234,817
77,151

391,087
155,766
382,333
94,590
2,774

112,794
492,087

￥2,089,567

2011
￥151,161
260,055
72,208
398,338
152,741
391,775
104,556
2,697

111,392
440,834

￥2,085,757

2010

$ 1,761,060
2,829,120
929,530

4,711,892
1,876,699
4,606,422
1,139,639

33,422
1,358,963
5,928,759

$ 25,175,506

2011
Millions of yen Thousands of  U.S. dollars

Calculated according to the accounting principles and practices generally accepted in Japan, accumulated gains in 

relation to the receipt of contributions in aid of real property construction deducted from the original acquisition 

costs amounted to ￥83,078 million （US$1,000,940 thousand）, and ￥81,983 million at March 31, 2011 and 2010, 

respectively.

6. Financial instruments
1. Issues related to financial instruments
（1） Approach to financial instruments

Most of the Companies’ business consists of electric power business, and fund that is necessary for capital 

investment and operation is raised from bonds, long-term borrowings, short-term borrowings and 

commercial paper （“CP”）, based on plans. 

     Fund management involves only highly safe monetary assets based on plans.

     The derivative transactions are only for receivables and payables （actual demand transactions） arising 

from the business of the Company and a part of consolidated subsidiaries. There is no transaction for 

speculative purposes. 

（2） Details and risk of financial instruments, and our risk management structure  

Long-term investments （available-for-sale securities） consist of stocks of companies that share business 

interests with us, and the fair value of stocks and financial condition of the relevant companies are 

investigated on a regular basis.

     The amount of fund reserved reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel is calculated in accordance with 

“Creation and Management of Reserve Funds for the Reprocessing of Spent Fuel at Nuclear Power 

Stations” in order to appropriately reprocess spent fuel generated in the course of operating particular 

nuclear reactors.

　Most of notes receivable and accounts receivable consist of receivables for electricity charges, and are 

exposed to customers’ credit risk. For the relevant risk, each customers‘ due date and balance are 

controlled in accordance with power supply conditions.

　Bonds and loan payable are procured mainly for capital investment. Since many interest-bearing debts 

consist of long-term funds with fixed interest （bonds and long-term borrowings）, the fluctuation of market 

interest rates’ may have limited impact on our business result. A part of the long-term fund is used for 

derivative transactions (interest rate swap) as a means to hedge risk (to mitigate or avoid market 

fluctuation risk).

　Due dates of the most notes payable and accounts payable are within one year.

　The Company and certain of its consolidated subsidiaries enter into forward exchange contracts, 

currency swap contracts, interest rate swap contracts, commodity swap contracts and weather derivative 

instruments to mitigate and avoid market fluctuation risk and climate change risk. The Company adopts 

hedge accounting for interest rate swap contracts, and a part of forward exchange contract and commodity 

swap contracts.

　The Companies’ policy is to hedge risk exposure related to receivables and payables incurred in their 

business operations （actual demand transactions） and not to enter into contracts for speculative purposes.

　Currency swap contracts, forward exchange contracts, interest rate swap contracts and commodity swap 

contracts are exposed to market risk arising from the fluctuation of the market value and weather 

derivative instruments are exposed to the risk that the Companies might be obliged to pay certain 

amounts of money, depending on temperature changes. The Companies believes that the related credit 

risk arising from the event of nonperformance by counterparties is quite low, since the Companies use 

highly creditable financial institutions and others as counterparties to derivative transactions.

　The Company has established a management function independent from the execution function of 

derivatives and manages derivative transactions adequately in accordance with the internal rules providing 

authorization limits, methods of execution, reporting and management, etc.

　Certain of the consolidated subsidiaries require such derivative financial instruments to be authorized by 

each representative director and executed in compliance with the respective internal rules.

　Although bonds and loans payable are exposed to liquidity risk, the Companies manage liquidity risk by 

creating monthly cash management, ensuring liquidity that is necessary for operation of the Companies, 

and diversifying financing methods.

（3） Supplemental explanation for financial instruments’ fair value  

The fair value of financial instruments includes a market value, or a reasonably calculated value when the 

relevant instruments does not have a market value. Since value calculation reflects variation factors, the 

relevant value may change depending on preconditions.

　Please note that in terms of contract amount for derivative transactions described in “2. Issues related to 

fair value of financial instruments”, the amount itself does not indicate market risk for derivative 

transactions.

（Additional Information）
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Effective for the fiscal year ended March 31 ,2011 , “Accounting Standard for Presentation of Comprehensive Income”
（ASBJ Statement No.25） has been applied. 

4. Cash and cash equivalents
Reconciliations of cash and time deposits shown in the consolidated balance sheets and cash and cash 

equivalents shown in the consolidated statements of cash flows at March 31, 2011 and 2010 are as follows:

5. Property, plant and equipment
The major classifications of property, plant and equipment at March 31, 2011 and 2010 were as follows:

Cash and time deposits 
Time deposits with maturities exceeding three months
Other current assets （short-term investments to be redeemed 
three months or less）
Cash and cash equivalents

￥78,711
  （30,116）

－

￥48,595 

2011
￥54,626
   （30,016）

3,200

￥27,810 

2010

$ 948,325
  （362,843）

－

$ 585,482

2011
Millions of yen Thousands of  U.S. dollars

Hydroelectric power production facilities 
Thermal power production facilities
Nuclear power production facilities
Transmission facilities
Transformation facilities
Distribution facilities
General facilities
Other electric utility plant and equipment
Other plant
Construction in progress
　　　　　　　　　　　　　Total

￥146,168
234,817
77,151

391,087
155,766
382,333
94,590
2,774

112,794
492,087

￥2,089,567

2011
￥151,161
260,055
72,208
398,338
152,741
391,775
104,556
2,697

111,392
440,834

￥2,085,757

2010

$ 1,761,060
2,829,120
929,530

4,711,892
1,876,699
4,606,422
1,139,639

33,422
1,358,963
5,928,759

$ 25,175,506

2011
Millions of yen Thousands of  U.S. dollars

Calculated according to the accounting principles and practices generally accepted in Japan, accumulated gains in 

relation to the receipt of contributions in aid of real property construction deducted from the original acquisition 

costs amounted to ￥83,078 million （US$1,000,940 thousand）, and ￥81,983 million at March 31, 2011 and 2010, 

respectively.

6. Financial instruments
1. Issues related to financial instruments
（1） Approach to financial instruments

Most of the Companies’ business consists of electric power business, and fund that is necessary for capital 

investment and operation is raised from bonds, long-term borrowings, short-term borrowings and 

commercial paper （“CP”）, based on plans. 

     Fund management involves only highly safe monetary assets based on plans.

     The derivative transactions are only for receivables and payables （actual demand transactions） arising 

from the business of the Company and a part of consolidated subsidiaries. There is no transaction for 

speculative purposes. 

（2） Details and risk of financial instruments, and our risk management structure  

Long-term investments （available-for-sale securities） consist of stocks of companies that share business 

interests with us, and the fair value of stocks and financial condition of the relevant companies are 

investigated on a regular basis.

     The amount of fund reserved reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel is calculated in accordance with 

“Creation and Management of Reserve Funds for the Reprocessing of Spent Fuel at Nuclear Power 

Stations” in order to appropriately reprocess spent fuel generated in the course of operating particular 

nuclear reactors.

　Most of notes receivable and accounts receivable consist of receivables for electricity charges, and are 

exposed to customers’ credit risk. For the relevant risk, each customers‘ due date and balance are 

controlled in accordance with power supply conditions.

　Bonds and loan payable are procured mainly for capital investment. Since many interest-bearing debts 

consist of long-term funds with fixed interest （bonds and long-term borrowings）, the fluctuation of market 

interest rates’ may have limited impact on our business result. A part of the long-term fund is used for 

derivative transactions (interest rate swap) as a means to hedge risk (to mitigate or avoid market 

fluctuation risk).

　Due dates of the most notes payable and accounts payable are within one year.

　The Company and certain of its consolidated subsidiaries enter into forward exchange contracts, 

currency swap contracts, interest rate swap contracts, commodity swap contracts and weather derivative 

instruments to mitigate and avoid market fluctuation risk and climate change risk. The Company adopts 

hedge accounting for interest rate swap contracts, and a part of forward exchange contract and commodity 

swap contracts.

　The Companies’ policy is to hedge risk exposure related to receivables and payables incurred in their 

business operations （actual demand transactions） and not to enter into contracts for speculative purposes.

　Currency swap contracts, forward exchange contracts, interest rate swap contracts and commodity swap 

contracts are exposed to market risk arising from the fluctuation of the market value and weather 

derivative instruments are exposed to the risk that the Companies might be obliged to pay certain 

amounts of money, depending on temperature changes. The Companies believes that the related credit 

risk arising from the event of nonperformance by counterparties is quite low, since the Companies use 

highly creditable financial institutions and others as counterparties to derivative transactions.

　The Company has established a management function independent from the execution function of 

derivatives and manages derivative transactions adequately in accordance with the internal rules providing 

authorization limits, methods of execution, reporting and management, etc.

　Certain of the consolidated subsidiaries require such derivative financial instruments to be authorized by 

each representative director and executed in compliance with the respective internal rules.

　Although bonds and loans payable are exposed to liquidity risk, the Companies manage liquidity risk by 

creating monthly cash management, ensuring liquidity that is necessary for operation of the Companies, 

and diversifying financing methods.

（3） Supplemental explanation for financial instruments’ fair value  

The fair value of financial instruments includes a market value, or a reasonably calculated value when the 

relevant instruments does not have a market value. Since value calculation reflects variation factors, the 

relevant value may change depending on preconditions.

　Please note that in terms of contract amount for derivative transactions described in “2. Issues related to 

fair value of financial instruments”, the amount itself does not indicate market risk for derivative 

transactions.

（Additional Information）
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Millions of yen Thousands of U.S. dollars

Assets

Liabilities

（1）

（2）

（3）
（4）

（5）

（6）
（7）
（8）
（9）
（10）

（11）

￥17,160

76,053

78,711
64,157

－
　

￥969,981
598,659
71,200
65,000
45,619

(2,259)

￥17,160

76,053

78,711
64,157

－
　

￥ 1,019,856
615,143
71,200
65,000
45,619

(2,259)

￥－

－

－
－

－
　

￥ 49,875
16,484

－
－
－

－

Book
value

Fair
value

Difference

Long-term investment: 
Available-for-sale securities
Fund reserved reprocessing 
of irradiated nuclear fuel
Cash and time deposits
Notes receivable and 
accounts receivable
Others （current asset）:
Debt securities held to maturity

Bonds
Long-term borrowings
Short-term borrowings
Commercial Paper
Notes payable and accounts 
payable
Derivative transactions

2011

$206,747

916,301

948,325
772,976

－

$11,686,518
7,212,759
857,831
783,133
549,627

（27,217）

Book
value

$206,747

916,301

948,325
772,976

－

$12,287,422
7,411,361
857,831
783,133
549,627

（27,217）

Fair
value

$－
　
－

－
－

－
　

$600,904
198,602

－
－
－

－

Difference

2011

￥20,609
　

83,778

54,626
62,564

3,200

￥949,978
570,088
72,270
40,000
43,847

（1,551）

￥20,609

83,778

54,626
62,564

3,200

￥1,005,170
591,695
72,270
40,000
43,847

（1,551）

￥－

－

－
－

－

￥55,192
21,607

－
－
－

－

Book
value

Fair
value

Difference

2010

2. Issues related to fair value of financial instruments
The following are book values, fair values and the differences as of March 31, 2011 and 2010. Please note 

that items whose fair value is difficult to evaluate are not included (See Note b).

（Note a） Issues related evaluation method for financial instruments’ fair value, securities and 

　　　　  derivative transactions. 

（1） Long-term investment: Available-for-sale securities 

Their values depend on Stock Exchange quotations. 

For the difference between book value of available-for-sale securities and their acquisition cost, please 

refer to the notes in “7.Securities”.

（2） Fund reserved reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel

Amount of fund reserved reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel is calculated in accordance with “Creation 

and Management of Reserve Funds for the Reprocessing of Spent Fuel at Nuclear Power Stations”  in order 

to appropriately reprocess spent fuel generated in the course of operating particular nuclear reactors.

In order to redeem the relevant reserve, it is necessary to follow the redemption plan for fund reserved 

reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel, which was approved by Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry. 

Because the book value is based on the current value for the potential redemption amount as of the end of 

the current fiscal year, its fair value is also estimated by the relevant book value. 

（3） Cash and time deposits, （4） Note receivable and account receivable, and （5） Others （current asset): Debt 

securities held to maturity

Since these are settled in short time, as well as their values are more or less equal to the book value, the 

relevant book value is quoted. Please note that for the difference between book value and fair value of 

debt securities held to maturity, please refer to note of  “7.Securities”.

（6） Bonds

The bonds with market value are valued as such. The bonds without market value are valued based on 

terms projected as if they were being newly issued. Some bonds are subject to special treatment of interest 

rate swaps , these are valued based on the same terms and conditions applied to the relevant interest-rate 

swap transactions. 

（7） Long-term borrowings

The values of long-term borrowings are calculated using terms as if the borrowings were new loans. Some 

long-term borrowings are subject to special treatment of interest rate swaps , these are valued based on 

the same terms and conditions applied to the relevant interest-rate swap transactions.

（8） Short-term borrowings, （9） Commercial Paper, and （10） Notes payable and accounts payable

Since these are settled in short time, as well as their values are more or less equal to the book value, the 

relevant book value is quoted. 

（11） Derivative transactions

Please refer to notes in “8.Derivatives and hedge accounting”.

（Note b） Financial instruments whose fair values may be difficult to estimate.

Unlisted stocks
Other
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Total

￥43,084
1,022

￥44,106

￥21,338
1,025

￥22,363

$519,084
12,314

$531,398

Book value
Thousands of U.S. dollarsMillions of yen

Long-term investment:
       Available-for-sale securities with maturity
Fund reserved reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel
Cash and time deposits
Notes receivable and accounts receivable
Others (current asset) :
      Debt securities held to maturity
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Total

     Since the above do not have market value, it is hard to estimate their cash flow in the future, as well as to 

estimate their fair value. Hence, they are not included in “（1） Long-term investment : Available-for-sale 

securities”.

（Note c） Anticipated redemptions after consolidated account settlements for monetary claims and 

　　　　  debt securities held to maturity. 

(Note d) Anticipated redemptions after consolidated account settlements for bonds, long-term 

　　　　 borrowings, and other interest-bearing debts. 

2011 20112010

Within 1 year
Thousands of U.S. dollarsMillions of yen

2011 20112010

￥－

12,287
54,626
62,564
3,200

￥132,677

￥－

12,845
78,711
64,157

－

￥155,713

$－

154,759
948,325
772,976

－

$1,876,060
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Millions of yen Thousands of U.S. dollars
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78,711
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－
　

￥969,981
598,659
71,200
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－

－
－
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－
－

－
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Difference
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Fund reserved reprocessing 
of irradiated nuclear fuel
Cash and time deposits
Notes receivable and 
accounts receivable
Others （current asset）:
Debt securities held to maturity
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Long-term borrowings
Short-term borrowings
Commercial Paper
Notes payable and accounts 
payable
Derivative transactions

2011

$206,747

916,301

948,325
772,976

－

$11,686,518
7,212,759
857,831
783,133
549,627

（27,217）
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－
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－
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2. Issues related to fair value of financial instruments
The following are book values, fair values and the differences as of March 31, 2011 and 2010. Please note 

that items whose fair value is difficult to evaluate are not included (See Note b).

（Note a） Issues related evaluation method for financial instruments’ fair value, securities and 

　　　　  derivative transactions. 

（1） Long-term investment: Available-for-sale securities 

Their values depend on Stock Exchange quotations. 

For the difference between book value of available-for-sale securities and their acquisition cost, please 

refer to the notes in “7.Securities”.

（2） Fund reserved reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel

Amount of fund reserved reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel is calculated in accordance with “Creation 

and Management of Reserve Funds for the Reprocessing of Spent Fuel at Nuclear Power Stations”  in order 

to appropriately reprocess spent fuel generated in the course of operating particular nuclear reactors.

In order to redeem the relevant reserve, it is necessary to follow the redemption plan for fund reserved 

reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel, which was approved by Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry. 

Because the book value is based on the current value for the potential redemption amount as of the end of 

the current fiscal year, its fair value is also estimated by the relevant book value. 

（3） Cash and time deposits, （4） Note receivable and account receivable, and （5） Others （current asset): Debt 

securities held to maturity

Since these are settled in short time, as well as their values are more or less equal to the book value, the 

relevant book value is quoted. Please note that for the difference between book value and fair value of 

debt securities held to maturity, please refer to note of  “7.Securities”.

（6） Bonds

The bonds with market value are valued as such. The bonds without market value are valued based on 

terms projected as if they were being newly issued. Some bonds are subject to special treatment of interest 

rate swaps , these are valued based on the same terms and conditions applied to the relevant interest-rate 

swap transactions. 

（7） Long-term borrowings

The values of long-term borrowings are calculated using terms as if the borrowings were new loans. Some 

long-term borrowings are subject to special treatment of interest rate swaps , these are valued based on 

the same terms and conditions applied to the relevant interest-rate swap transactions.

（8） Short-term borrowings, （9） Commercial Paper, and （10） Notes payable and accounts payable

Since these are settled in short time, as well as their values are more or less equal to the book value, the 

relevant book value is quoted. 

（11） Derivative transactions

Please refer to notes in “8.Derivatives and hedge accounting”.

（Note b） Financial instruments whose fair values may be difficult to estimate.

Unlisted stocks
Other
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Total

￥43,084
1,022

￥44,106

￥21,338
1,025

￥22,363

$519,084
12,314

$531,398

Book value
Thousands of U.S. dollarsMillions of yen

Long-term investment:
       Available-for-sale securities with maturity
Fund reserved reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel
Cash and time deposits
Notes receivable and accounts receivable
Others (current asset) :
      Debt securities held to maturity
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Total

     Since the above do not have market value, it is hard to estimate their cash flow in the future, as well as to 

estimate their fair value. Hence, they are not included in “（1） Long-term investment : Available-for-sale 

securities”.

（Note c） Anticipated redemptions after consolidated account settlements for monetary claims and 

　　　　  debt securities held to maturity. 

(Note d) Anticipated redemptions after consolidated account settlements for bonds, long-term 

　　　　 borrowings, and other interest-bearing debts. 

2011 20112010

Within 1 year
Thousands of U.S. dollarsMillions of yen

2011 20112010

￥－

12,287
54,626
62,564
3,200

￥132,677

￥－

12,845
78,711
64,157

－

￥155,713

$－

154,759
948,325
772,976

－

$1,876,060
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Transaction
outside
market

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

Unrealized
gains or
lossesCategories

Forward
foreign
exchange
contracts

USD Long

EURO Long

￥ （624）

（1,350）

422

￥ （624）

（1,350）

422

￥6,560

8,155

1,952

￥9,208

11,102

2,661

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

Unrealized
gains or
losses

￥ （1,070）

（1,457）

116

￥（1,070）

（1,457）

116

￥3,913

5,003

1,242

￥6,560

8,476

1,952Currency swaps 
（received in USD/paid in JPY）

Type of transaction

20102011
Millions of yen

（Note a） Calculation of fair value depends on the value offered by financial institutions.

Transaction
outside
market

Categories
Forward
foreign
exchange
contracts

USD Long

EURO Long

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

Unrealized
gains or
losses

$（12,892）

（17,554）

1,398

$（12,892）

（17,554）

1,398

$47,145

60,277

14,964

$79,036

102,120

23,518Currency swaps 
（received in USD/paid in JPY）

Type of transaction

2011
Thousands of U.S. dollars

Subtotal

Subtotal
Total

(Note e) Bonds and long-term borrowings include the ones whose payment is due within one year.

(Note f) Receivables and liabilities generated from derivative transactions are shown in net amount. 

　　　　 When the total amount is minus （liabilities）, such amount is shown in parentheses （ ）. 

Bonds
Long-term borrowings
Short-term borrowings
Commercial Paper
　　　　　Total

 $ 963,855
760,325
857,831
783,133

$ 3,365,144

$ 903,614
943,904

－
－

$ 1,847,518

$ 963,855
1,305,301

－
－

$ 2,269,156

$ 1,686,747
722,217

－
－

$ 2,408,964

$ 662,651
1,365,494

－
－

$ 2,028,145

$ 6,506,024
2,115,518

－
－

$ 8,621,542

Within 1 year 1 year－2 years 2 years－3 years 3 years－4 years 4 years－5 years Over 5 Years
2010

2011
Thousands of U.S. dollars

Millions of yen

Bonds
Long-term borrowings
Short-term borrowings
Commercial Paper
　　　　　Total

￥70,000
56,378
72,270
40,000

￥238,648

￥80,000
63,008

－
－

￥143,008

￥75,000
78,244

－
－

￥153,244

￥80,000
93,240

－
－

￥173,240

￥130,000
39,844

－
－

￥169,844

￥515,000
239,374

－
－

￥754,374

Within 1 year 1 year－2 years 2 years－3 years 3 years－4 years 4 years－5 years Over 5 Years

7. Securities
A. Debt securities held to maturity

8. Derivatives and hedge accounting
A. Derivative transactions where hedge accounting is not applied
   For the derivative transactions where hedge accounting is not applied, their contract amount by transaction 

types, principal amount determined by contract, their fair value, their unrealized gains or losses, and how to 

calculate their fair value  at 31 March, 2011 and 2010 are as follows:

<Currencies>

Millions of yen Thousands of U.S. dollars

￥－

－
－

￥ －
　

￥－

－
－

￥－
￥－

￥－

－
－

￥ －
　

￥－

－
－

￥－
￥－

Book
value

Fair
value

Difference

2011

$－

－
－

$－
　

$－

－
－

$－
$－

Book
value

$－

－
－

$－
　

$－

－
－

$－
$－

Fair
value

$－

－
－

$－
　

$－

－
－

$－
$－

Difference

2011

￥－

－
－

￥ －
　

￥－

－
3,200

￥3,200
￥3,200

￥－

－
－

￥ －
　

￥－

－
3,200

￥3,200
￥3,200

￥－

－
－

￥ －
　

￥－

－
－

￥－
￥－

Book
value

Fair
value

Difference

2010

Categories

￥－

－
－

￥ －
　

￥－

－
－

￥－
￥－

B. Available-for-sale securities
Millions of yen Thousands of U.S. dollars

￥3,788
－
17

￥3,805
　

￥3,013
－
－

￥3,013
￥6,818

￥10,759
－
2

￥10,761
　

￥（419）
－
－

￥（419）
￥10,342

Book
value

Acquisition
cost

Difference

2011

$ 175,265
－

229
$ 175,494

　

$ 31,253
－
－

$ 31,253
$ 206,747

Book
value

$ 45,638
－

205
$ 45,843

　

$ 36,302
－
－

$ 36,302
$ 82,145

Acquisition
cost

$ 129,627
－
24

$ 129,651
　

$ (5,049)
－
－

$ (5,049)
$ 124,602

Difference

2011

￥18,469
－
21

￥18,490
　

￥2,119
－
－

￥2,119
￥20,609

￥4,821
－
17

￥4,838
　

￥2,921
－
－

￥2,921
￥7,759

￥13,648
－
4

￥13,652
　

￥（802）
－
－

￥（802）
￥12,850

Book
value

Acquisition
cost

Difference

2010

Available-for-sale securities with book
values exceeding acquisition costs 
      Equity securities
      Bonds
      Other

Available-for-sale securities with book
values not exceeding acquisition costs
      Equity securities
      Bonds
      Other

Categories

￥14,547
－
19

￥14,566

￥2,594
－
－

￥2,594
￥17,160

　Since unlisted stocks （￥44,106 million （US$531,398 thousand）, ￥22,363 million in book value） have no market 

value, as well as there is no way of estimating their cash flow in the future, it is difficult to evaluate their fair value. 

Hence, unlisted stocks are not included in the above “Available-for-sale securities”.

　Further, in the fiscal year ended March 31, 2011, we have carried out ￥944 million (US$11,373 thousand) of 

amortization of available-for-sale security stocks.

Bonds
Long-term borrowings
Short-term borrowings
Commercial Paper
　　　　　Total

￥80,000
63,107
71,200
65,000

￥279,307

￥75,000
78,344

－
－

￥153,344

￥80,000
108,340

－
－

￥188,340

￥140,000
59,944

－
－

￥199,944

￥55,000
113,336

－
－

￥168,336

￥540,000
175,588

－
－

￥715,588

Within 1 year 1 year－2 years 2 years－3 years 3 years－4 years 4 years－5 years Over 5 Years
2011

Millions of yen

Debt securities held to maturity with
fair values exceeding book values 
      National and local government
　  bonds, etc.
      Corporate bonds
      Other

Debt securities held to maturity with
fair values not exceeding book values
      National and local government
　  bonds, etc.
      Corporate bonds
      Other

Subtotal

Subtotal
Total
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Transaction
outside
market

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

Unrealized
gains or
lossesCategories

Forward
foreign
exchange
contracts

USD Long

EURO Long

￥ （624）

（1,350）

422

￥ （624）

（1,350）

422

￥6,560

8,155

1,952

￥9,208

11,102

2,661

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

Unrealized
gains or
losses

￥ （1,070）

（1,457）

116

￥（1,070）

（1,457）

116

￥3,913

5,003

1,242

￥6,560

8,476

1,952Currency swaps 
（received in USD/paid in JPY）

Type of transaction

20102011
Millions of yen

（Note a） Calculation of fair value depends on the value offered by financial institutions.

Transaction
outside
market

Categories
Forward
foreign
exchange
contracts

USD Long

EURO Long

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

Unrealized
gains or
losses

$（12,892）

（17,554）

1,398

$（12,892）

（17,554）

1,398

$47,145

60,277

14,964

$79,036

102,120

23,518Currency swaps 
（received in USD/paid in JPY）

Type of transaction

2011
Thousands of U.S. dollars

Subtotal

Subtotal
Total

(Note e) Bonds and long-term borrowings include the ones whose payment is due within one year.

(Note f) Receivables and liabilities generated from derivative transactions are shown in net amount. 

　　　　 When the total amount is minus （liabilities）, such amount is shown in parentheses （ ）. 

Bonds
Long-term borrowings
Short-term borrowings
Commercial Paper
　　　　　Total

 $ 963,855
760,325
857,831
783,133

$ 3,365,144

$ 903,614
943,904

－
－

$ 1,847,518

$ 963,855
1,305,301

－
－

$ 2,269,156

$ 1,686,747
722,217

－
－

$ 2,408,964

$ 662,651
1,365,494

－
－

$ 2,028,145

$ 6,506,024
2,115,518

－
－

$ 8,621,542

Within 1 year 1 year－2 years 2 years－3 years 3 years－4 years 4 years－5 years Over 5 Years
2010

2011
Thousands of U.S. dollars

Millions of yen

Bonds
Long-term borrowings
Short-term borrowings
Commercial Paper
　　　　　Total

￥70,000
56,378
72,270
40,000

￥238,648

￥80,000
63,008

－
－

￥143,008

￥75,000
78,244

－
－

￥153,244

￥80,000
93,240

－
－

￥173,240

￥130,000
39,844

－
－

￥169,844

￥515,000
239,374

－
－

￥754,374

Within 1 year 1 year－2 years 2 years－3 years 3 years－4 years 4 years－5 years Over 5 Years

7. Securities
A. Debt securities held to maturity

8. Derivatives and hedge accounting
A. Derivative transactions where hedge accounting is not applied
   For the derivative transactions where hedge accounting is not applied, their contract amount by transaction 

types, principal amount determined by contract, their fair value, their unrealized gains or losses, and how to 

calculate their fair value  at 31 March, 2011 and 2010 are as follows:

<Currencies>

Millions of yen Thousands of U.S. dollars

￥－

－
－

￥ －
　

￥－

－
－

￥－
￥－

￥－

－
－

￥ －
　

￥－

－
－

￥－
￥－

Book
value

Fair
value

Difference

2011

$－

－
－

$－
　

$－

－
－

$－
$－

Book
value

$－

－
－

$－
　

$－

－
－

$－
$－

Fair
value

$－

－
－

$－
　

$－

－
－

$－
$－

Difference

2011

￥－

－
－

￥ －
　

￥－

－
3,200

￥3,200
￥3,200

￥－

－
－

￥ －
　

￥－

－
3,200
￥3,200
￥3,200

￥－

－
－

￥ －
　

￥－

－
－
￥－
￥－

Book
value

Fair
value

Difference

2010

Categories

￥－

－
－

￥ －
　

￥－

－
－

￥－
￥－

B. Available-for-sale securities
Millions of yen Thousands of U.S. dollars

￥3,788
－
17

￥3,805
　

￥3,013
－
－

￥3,013
￥6,818

￥10,759
－
2

￥10,761
　

￥（419）
－
－

￥（419）
￥10,342

Book
value

Acquisition
cost

Difference

2011

$ 175,265
－

229
$ 175,494

　

$ 31,253
－
－

$ 31,253
$ 206,747

Book
value

$ 45,638
－

205
$ 45,843

　

$ 36,302
－
－

$ 36,302
$ 82,145

Acquisition
cost

$ 129,627
－
24

$ 129,651
　

$ (5,049)
－
－

$ (5,049)
$ 124,602

Difference

2011

￥18,469
－
21

￥18,490
　

￥2,119
－
－

￥2,119
￥20,609

￥4,821
－
17

￥4,838
　

￥2,921
－
－

￥2,921
￥7,759

￥13,648
－
4

￥13,652
　

￥（802）
－
－

￥（802）
￥12,850

Book
value

Acquisition
cost

Difference

2010

Available-for-sale securities with book
values exceeding acquisition costs 
      Equity securities
      Bonds
      Other

Available-for-sale securities with book
values not exceeding acquisition costs
      Equity securities
      Bonds
      Other

Categories

￥14,547
－
19

￥14,566

￥2,594
－
－

￥2,594
￥17,160

　Since unlisted stocks （￥44,106 million （US$531,398 thousand）, ￥22,363 million in book value） have no market 

value, as well as there is no way of estimating their cash flow in the future, it is difficult to evaluate their fair value. 

Hence, unlisted stocks are not included in the above “Available-for-sale securities”.

　Further, in the fiscal year ended March 31, 2011, we have carried out ￥944 million (US$11,373 thousand) of 

amortization of available-for-sale security stocks.

Bonds
Long-term borrowings
Short-term borrowings
Commercial Paper
　　　　　Total

￥80,000
63,107
71,200
65,000

￥279,307

￥75,000
78,344

－
－

￥153,344

￥80,000
108,340

－
－

￥188,340

￥140,000
59,944

－
－

￥199,944

￥55,000
113,336

－
－

￥168,336

￥540,000
175,588

－
－

￥715,588

Within 1 year 1 year－2 years 2 years－3 years 3 years－4 years 4 years－5 years Over 5 Years
2011

Millions of yen

Debt securities held to maturity with
fair values exceeding book values 
      National and local government
　  bonds, etc.
      Corporate bonds
      Other

Debt securities held to maturity with
fair values not exceeding book values
      National and local government
　  bonds, etc.
      Corporate bonds
      Other

Subtotal

Subtotal
Total
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B. Derivative transaction where hedge accounting is applied
    For derivative transactions where hedge accounting is applied, their contract amount by transaction types on 

consolidated account date, and principal amount determined by contract are as follows:

<Currencies>

9. Long-term debt
Long-term debt at March 31, 2011 and 2010 consisted of the following:（Note b） Calculation of fair value depends on the value offered by financial institutions.

<Interest>

（Note c） Since interest-rate swap that is treated in “Special treatment of interest rate swaps” are treated together 

　　　　  with hedged bonds and long-term borrowings, the relevant fair value is included in the fair value of the 

　　　　  bonds and long-term borrowings.

Principled
processing
method

Hedge
accounting
method

Forward
foreign
exchange
contracts

Fuel import
payment debt
（projected
transaction）

USD
Long
GBP
Long

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

￥28

6

￥－

－

￥1,690

354

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

￥－

－

￥－

－

￥－

－

Type of
transaction

Items to be
hedged

20102011
Millions of yen

Special
treatment of
interest rate
swaps

Hedge
accounting
method

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

（Note c）

（Note c）

（Note c）

（Note c）

￥89,515

84,500

￥91,229

101,000

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

￥91,229

101,000

￥ 91,943

141,000

Bonds &
long-term
borrowings

Items to be
hedged

20102011

Principled
processing
method

Hedge
accounting
method

Forward
foreign
exchange
contracts

Fuel import
payment debt
（projected
transaction）

USD
Long
GBP
Long

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

$337

72

$－

－

$20,361

4,265

Type of
transaction

Items to be
hedged

2011
Thousands of  U.S. dollars

（Note d） Calculation of fair value depends on the value offered by financial institutions.

Principled
processing
method

Hedge
accounting
method

Commodity
swap

Fixed-rate payment
& flexible-rate receipt

Fuel import
payment debt
（projected
transaction）

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

￥118￥－￥1,143

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

￥－ ￥－￥－

Type of
transaction

Items to be
hedged

20102011
Millions of yen

Principled
processing
method

Hedge
accounting
method

Commodity
swap

Fixed-rate payment
& flexible-rate receipt

Fuel import
payment debt
（projected
transaction）

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

$1,422$－$13,771

Type of
transaction

Items to be
hedged

2011
Thousands of  U.S. dollars

Interest-rate swap
Fixed-rate receipt
& flexible-rate
payment

Fixed-rate payment
& flexible-rate
receipt

Type of
transaction

Millions of yen

Special
treatment of
interest rate
swaps

Hedge
accounting
method

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

（Note c）

（Note c）

$ 1,078,494

1,018,072

$1,099,145

1,216,867

Bonds &
long-term
borrowings

Items to be
hedged

2011

Interest-rate swap
Fixed-rate receipt
& flexible-rate
payment

Fixed-rate payment
& flexible-rate
receipt

Type of
transaction

Thousands of  U.S. dollars

Domestic bonds due through 2029
at rates of 0.33% to 4.1%
Loans from the Development Bank of Japan Inc., 
other banks and insurance companies due through 2031
Lease obligations

Less amounts due within one year
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Total

￥969,981

598,659

116
1,568,756
（143,148）
￥1,425,608

￥949,978

570,088

156
1,520,222
（126,418）
￥1,393,804

Millions of yen

$ 11,686,518

7,212,759

1,398
18,900,675
(1,724,675)

$ 17,176,000

2011 2010 2011

Thousands of
U.S. dollars

    At March 31, 2011 and 2010, loans from the Development Bank of Japan Inc. in amount of ￥187,905 million 

（US$2,263,916 thousand） and ￥195,526 million, respectively, and all bonds were secured by a statutory 

preferential right which gives the creditors a security interest in all assets of the Company, totaling ￥2,635,191 

million （US$31,749,289 thousand） and ￥2,587,480 million, respectively, senior to that of general creditors. Some 

assets of subsidiaries are being used as collateral for loans from financial institutions and other sources. 

　The annual maturities of long-term debt at March 31, 2011 were as follows:

2012
2013
2014
2015
Thereafter

Year ending March 31

￥143,107
153,344
188,340
199,944
883,924

$1,724,181
1,847,518
2,269,157
2,408,964
10,649,687

Millions of yen
Thousands of
U.S. dollars

<Commodities>
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B. Derivative transaction where hedge accounting is applied
    For derivative transactions where hedge accounting is applied, their contract amount by transaction types on 

consolidated account date, and principal amount determined by contract are as follows:

<Currencies>

9. Long-term debt
Long-term debt at March 31, 2011 and 2010 consisted of the following:（Note b） Calculation of fair value depends on the value offered by financial institutions.

<Interest>

（Note c） Since interest-rate swap that is treated in “Special treatment of interest rate swaps” are treated together 

　　　　  with hedged bonds and long-term borrowings, the relevant fair value is included in the fair value of the 

　　　　  bonds and long-term borrowings.

Principled
processing
method

Hedge
accounting
method

Forward
foreign
exchange
contracts

Fuel import
payment debt
（projected
transaction）

USD
Long
GBP
Long

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

￥28

6

￥－

－

￥1,690

354

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

￥－

－

￥－

－

￥－

－

Type of
transaction

Items to be
hedged

20102011
Millions of yen

Special
treatment of
interest rate
swaps

Hedge
accounting
method

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

（Note c）

（Note c）

（Note c）

（Note c）

￥89,515

84,500

￥91,229

101,000

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

￥91,229

101,000

￥ 91,943

141,000

Bonds &
long-term
borrowings

Items to be
hedged

20102011

Principled
processing
method

Hedge
accounting
method

Forward
foreign
exchange
contracts

Fuel import
payment debt
（projected
transaction）

USD
Long
GBP
Long

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

$337

72

$－

－

$20,361

4,265

Type of
transaction

Items to be
hedged

2011
Thousands of  U.S. dollars

（Note d） Calculation of fair value depends on the value offered by financial institutions.

Principled
processing
method

Hedge
accounting
method

Commodity
swap

Fixed-rate payment
& flexible-rate receipt

Fuel import
payment debt
（projected
transaction）

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

￥118￥－￥1,143

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

￥－ ￥－￥－

Type of
transaction

Items to be
hedged

20102011
Millions of yen

Principled
processing
method

Hedge
accounting
method

Commodity
swap

Fixed-rate payment
& flexible-rate receipt

Fuel import
payment debt
（projected
transaction）

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

$1,422$－$13,771

Type of
transaction

Items to be
hedged

2011
Thousands of  U.S. dollars

Interest-rate swap
Fixed-rate receipt
& flexible-rate
payment

Fixed-rate payment
& flexible-rate
receipt

Type of
transaction

Millions of yen

Special
treatment of
interest rate
swaps

Hedge
accounting
method

Amount of
contract longer
than 1 year

Amount of
contract Fair value

（Note c）

（Note c）

$ 1,078,494

1,018,072

$1,099,145

1,216,867

Bonds &
long-term
borrowings

Items to be
hedged

2011

Interest-rate swap
Fixed-rate receipt
& flexible-rate
payment

Fixed-rate payment
& flexible-rate
receipt

Type of
transaction

Thousands of  U.S. dollars

Domestic bonds due through 2029
at rates of 0.33% to 4.1%
Loans from the Development Bank of Japan Inc., 
other banks and insurance companies due through 2031
Lease obligations

Less amounts due within one year
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Total

￥969,981

598,659

116
1,568,756
（143,148）
￥1,425,608

￥949,978

570,088

156
1,520,222
（126,418）
￥1,393,804

Millions of yen

$ 11,686,518

7,212,759

1,398
18,900,675
(1,724,675)

$ 17,176,000

2011 2010 2011

Thousands of
U.S. dollars

    At March 31, 2011 and 2010, loans from the Development Bank of Japan Inc. in amount of ￥187,905 million 

（US$2,263,916 thousand） and ￥195,526 million, respectively, and all bonds were secured by a statutory 

preferential right which gives the creditors a security interest in all assets of the Company, totaling ￥2,635,191 

million （US$31,749,289 thousand） and ￥2,587,480 million, respectively, senior to that of general creditors. Some 

assets of subsidiaries are being used as collateral for loans from financial institutions and other sources. 

　The annual maturities of long-term debt at March 31, 2011 were as follows:

2012
2013
2014
2015
Thereafter

Year ending March 31

￥143,107
153,344
188,340
199,944
883,924

$1,724,181
1,847,518
2,269,157
2,408,964
10,649,687

Millions of yen
Thousands of
U.S. dollars

<Commodities>
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10. Leases
The Companies lease certain equipment for business use.

　Non-capitalized finance leases before March 31, 2008 have been accounted for in the same manner as 

operating leases.

（As lessee）

Lease payments under non-capitalized finance leases amounted to ￥68 million （US$819 thousand） and ￥87 

million for the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010, respectively.

　The present values of future minimum lease payments under non-capitalized finance leases and future 

minimum lease payments under operating leases as of March 31, 2011 and 2010 were as follows:

11. Contingent liabilities
At March 31, 2011, the Companies were contingently liable as guarantors for loans of other companies and 

employees in the amount of  ￥136,735 million （US$1,647,410 thousand）, mainly in connection with the 

Company's procurement of fuel.

　At the same date, the Company was also contingently liable with respect to certain domestic bonds, which were 

assigned to certain banks under debt assumption agreements in the aggregate amount of ￥5,000 million 

（US$60,241 thousand）.

12. Research and development expenses
Research and development expenses charged to operating expenses were ￥6,364 million （US $76,675 

thousand）, and ￥6,456 million for the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010, respectively.

13. Employees’ severance and retirement benefits
The liabilities for employees’ severance and retirement benefits included in the liabilities section of the 

consolidated balance sheets as of March 31, 2011 and 2010 consist of the following:

(As lessor)

Lease payments received under non-capitalized finance leases amounted to ￥343 million （US$4,133 thousand） 

and ￥368 million for the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010, respectively.

　The present values of future minimum lease payments to be received under non-capitalized finance leases as of 

March 31, 2011 and 2010 were as follows:

Current portion
Non-current portion
　　　　　　　Total

￥－
－

￥－

￥39
37

￥76

￥0
－
￥0

Finance leases Operating leases Finance leases Operating leases
20112011 2010

￥68
75

￥143

2010

$470
446

$916

2011

$－
－

$－

Millions of yen Thousands of U.S. dollars

Current portion
Non-current portion
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Total

$3,807
26,783

$30,590

￥316
2,223

￥2,539

Millions of yen Thousands of U.S. dollars

20112011

￥345
2,539
￥2,884

2010

     Included in the consolidated statements of income for the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010 are 

employees’ severance and retirement benefit expenses comprised of the following:

     The estimated amount of all retirement benefits to be paid at future retirement dates is allocated equally to 

each service year using the estimated number of total service years. For the year ended March 31, 2011, the 

discount rate and the rates of expected return on plan assets used by the Companies are 2.1% and mainly 1.7%, 

respectively.

　For the year ended March 31, 2010, the discount rates and the rates of expected return on plan assets used by 

the Companies were 2.2% and mainly 0.5%, respectively.

Projected benefit obligation
Fair value of plan assets

Unrecognized actuarial differences
Unrecognized prior service costs
Prepaid pension expense
Employees’ severance and retirement benefits

￥（246,379）
211,741

（34,638）
3,959
（37）

30,704
￥（61,420）

￥（243,509）
210,805
（32,704）

945
（156）
28,956

￥（60,871）

Millions of yen

$（2,968,421）
2,551,096
(417,325)

47,699
(446)

369,928
$（740,000）

2011 2010 2011

Thousands of
U.S. dollars

Service costs-benefits earned during the year
Interest cost on projected benefit obligation
Expected return on plan assets
Amortization of actuarial differences
Amortization of prior service costs
Severance and retirement benefit expenses
Defined contribution pension premium, etc.
　　　　　　　　　　　Total

￥7,819
5,329

（3,433）
（2,590）

207
7,332
686

￥8,018

￥7,821
5,083

（1,030）
1,798
（63）
13,609
687

￥14,296

Millions of yen

$94,204
64,205

（41,361）
（31,205）

2,494
88,337
8,265

$96,602

2011 2010 2011

Thousands of
U.S. dollars
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2011 2010 2011

Thousands of
U.S. dollars
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14. Income taxes
The Company is subject to a number of taxes based on income, which, in the aggregate, indicate a statutory rate 

in Japan of approximately 36% for the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010. The Companies’ statutory tax rate is 

lower than companies in other industries because enterprise tax is included in the operating expenses of 

electrical utilities.

　Significant components of the Companies’ deferred tax assets and liabilities as of March 31, 2011 and 2010 

were as follows:

15. Asset retirement obligations
Asset retirement obligations included in the consolidated balance sheets

16. Net assets
Under Japanese laws and regulations, the entire amount paid for new shares is required to be designated as 

common stock. However, a company may, by a resolution of the Board of Directors, designate an amount not 

exceeding one-half of the prices of the new shares as additional paid-in capital, which is included in capital 

surplus.

　Under the Company Law, in cases where a dividend distribution of surplus is made, companies are required to 

set aside an amount equal to at least 10% of the aggregate amount of cash dividends as additional paid-in capital 

or as legal earnings reserve until the total of these equals 25% of common stock. Legal earnings reserve is 

included in retained earnings in the accompanying consolidated balance sheets.

　Neither additional paid-in capital nor legal earnings reserve can be distributed as dividend. However, all 

additional paid-in capital and all legal earnings reserve may be transferred to other capital surplus and retained 

earnings, which are potentially available for dividends.

　The maximum amount that the Company can distribute as dividend is calculated based on the 

non-consolidated financial statements of the Company in accordance with Japanese law and regulations.

　At the annual stockholders’ meeting held on June 29, 2011, the stockholders approved cash dividends 

amounting to ￥9,103 million （US$109,675 thousand）. Such appropriations have not been accrued in the 

consolidated financial statements as of March 31, 2011. Such appropriations are recognized in the period in which 

they are approved by the stockholders.

（Note） “Amount exceeding amortization of deferred assets”（￥2,087 million （US$25,145 thousand）） as of March 

　　　　31, 2011 was calculated in accordance with the formula “Deferred tax assets : Other”. 

　The causes of the discrepancies between the statutory effective tax rates and the rates of income taxes after 

application of tax effect accounting in the fiscal year ended March 31, 2011 were as follows:

￥20,923
17,615
12,934
12,196
11,493
8,842

－
5,548

（Note）
18,527

108,078
（10,522）

97,556

（3,822）
（3,176）
（250）

（7,248）
￥90,308

￥16,541
15,802
12,744

－
11,901
9,312
6,526
5,623
2,304
15,818
96,571
（9,280）
87,291

（4,876）
－

（227）
（5,103）
￥82,188

Millions of yen

$252,084
212,229
155,832
146,940
138,470
106,530

－
66,843
（Note）
223,217

1,302,145
（126,772）
1,175,373

（46,048）
（38,265）
（3,012）

（87,325）
$1,088,048

2011 2010 2011

Thousands of
U.S. dollars

Deferred tax assets:
      Provision for depreciation of nuclear power plants
      Excess depreciation
      Adjustment for unrealized intercompany profits
      Asset retirement obligations
      Employees’ severance and retirement benefits
      Provision for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel
      Provision for decommissioning of nuclear power generating plants
      Accrued bonuses and other expenses 
      Amount exceeding amortization of deferred assets
      Other
Total gross deferred tax assets
Less valuation allowance

Deferred tax liabilities:
      Unrealized holding gains （losses） on securities
      Asset cost equivalent of asset retirement obligations
      Other

Total deferred tax assets

Total deferred tax liabilities
Net deferred tax assets

36.15%

24.96%
（1.46%）
59.65%

The companies’ statutory tax rate
　（Adjustment）
　Less valuation allowance
　Other
Income taxes rate after application of tax effect accounting

（1） Outline of the asset retirement obligations

In accordance with the prescriptions of an Ordinance of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, the 

asset retirement obligations are reckoned up by taking the total estimated cost of the demolition to be the 

cost of demolishing the nuclear power generation facility and taking into account the nuclear power 

generation record. 

（2） Method of calculating the value of the asset retirement obligations

The value of the asset retirement obligations was calculated by taking as the estimated use period the 

generation facility operational period which is the basis for the calculation of projected total electrical 

energy output that is prescribed in the Ordinance of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, and 

using a discount rate of 2.3%.

（3） Variation in the total value of the asset retirement obligations during the fiscal year ended March 31, 2011:

Balance at beginning of the fiscal year
Changes in estimated obligations and accretion
Balance at end of the fiscal year

￥75,808
1,975

￥77,783

Millions of yen Thousands of U.S. dollars

$ 913,349
 23,796

$ 937,145
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17. Segment information
The Companies’ Reporting segment is able to obtain financial information, which is one of the Companies’ 

structural units that is separated off from the others. This information is the subject of periodic deliberations by 

the Board of Directors in order to decide allocation of business resources and evaluate business results. 

　With electric power as their core, the Companies are developing total solution operations by pouring business 

resources concentratedly into business domains （strategic business domains） that can exploit the Companies’ 

strengths. 

　Thus, the Companies, with electric power as their nucleus, are composed of segments each of which provides 

different products and services using the business resources possessed by the Companies, and the Reporting 

segment is regarded as comprising three others ‒ “Electric power”, “Comprehensive energy supply”, and 

“Information and Telecommunications”.

　In the “Electric power” segment, we carry out power supply with the Chugoku Region as the basis of our 

operational development. In the “Comprehensive energy supply” segment, we carry out provision of energy 

utilization services that include sale of LNG and other fuels and sale of electricity and heat. In the “Information and 

Telecommunications” segment, we carry out provision of electrical communications and data processing services 

utilizing telecommunications technology. 

　Other business segments, not comprised in the above-mentioned Reporting segment, include those where we 

carry out environmental harmony creation, business/lifestyle support, electric power business support, and the 

like operations. 

　A summary by segment for the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010 is as follows:

Operating revenues:
      Outside customers
      Intersegment
    　　　　  Total

      Cost and expenses
      Operating income（loss）

Identifiable assets
Impairment of fixed assets
Depreciation expense
Capital expenditures

￥946,096
4,504

950,600

879,957
￥70,643

￥2,559,849
－

119,275
149,610

￥20,925
12,887
33,812

29,160
￥4,652

￥66,084
94

7,280
8,309

￥31,205
2,432
33,637

31,613
￥2,024

￥20,461
－

2,514
1,340

￥40,217
91,890
132,107

127,193
￥4,914

￥234,849
252
4,259
3,071

￥1,038,443
111,713
1,150,156

1,067,923
￥82,233

￥2,881,243
346

133,328
162,330

￥－
（111,713）
（111,713）

（110,995）
￥（718）

￥（99,253）
1,323

（1,687）
（2,687）

￥1,038,443
－

1,038,443

956,928
￥81,515

￥2,781,990
1,669

131,641
159,643

Millions of yen

2010
Electric
power

Information and
telecommunications

Comprehensive 
energy supply Other Total Elimination Consolidated

Operating revenues:
      Outside customers
      Intersegment
    　　　　  Total

Segment income (loss) 
Segment assets
Other items:
      Depreciation expense
      Investment in equity
      method affiliates
      Value increase in tangible
      and intangible assets

￥996,563
3,033

999,596

￥37,442
2,602,382

￥115,500
8,792

155,375

￥22,545
12,335
34,880

￥5,304
71,218

￥ 7,170
442

6,681

￥35,641
1,860

37,501

￥1,108
19,418

￥2,304
1,808

349

￥39,551
93,740

133,291

￥5,675
235,246

￥4,026
75,616

3,813

￥1,094,300
110,968

1,205,268

￥49,529
2,928,264

￥129,000
86,658

166,218

￥－
（110,968）
（110,968）

￥(1,048）
（97,136）

￥（833）
－

（2,983）

￥1,094,300
－

1,094,300

￥48,481
2,831,128

￥128,167
86,658

163,235

Millions of yen

2011

Electric
power

Information and
telecommunications

Comprehensive 
energy supply

Other Total

￥1,054,749
17,228

1,071,977

￥43,854
2,693,018

￥124,974
11,042

162,405

Total

Reporting segment

Adjustment Consolidated

Operating revenues:
      Outside customers
      Intersegment
    　　　　  Total

Segment income (loss) 
Segment assets
Other items:
      Depreciation expense
      Investment in equity
      method affiliates
      Value increase in tangible 
      and intangible assets

$12,006,783
36,542

12,043,325

$451,108
31,354,000

$1,391,566
105,928

1,871,988

$271,627
148,614
420,241

$63,904
858,048

$ 86,386
5,325

80,494

$429,409
22,410

451,819

$13,349
233,952

$27,759
21,783

4,205

$476,518
1,129,398
1,605,916

$68,374
2,834,289

$48,506
911,036

45,940

$13,184,337
1,336,964

14,521,301

$596,735
35,280,289

$1,554,217
1,044,072

2,002,627

$ －
（1,336,964）
（1,336,964）

$ (12,627）
（1,170,313）

$（10,036)
－

（35,940）

$13,184,337
－

13,184,337

$584,108
34,109,976

$1,544,181
1,044,072

1,966,687

Thousands of U.S. dollars

2011

Electric
power

Information and
telecommunications

Comprehensive 
energy supply

Other Total

$12,707,819
207,566

12,915,385

$ 528,361
32,446,000

$1,505,711
133,036

1,956,687

Total

Reporting segment

Adjustment Consolidated

Year-end cash dividends, ￥25 ($0.30) per share ￥9,103 $109,675

Millions of yen
Thousands of
U.S. dollars

　Since the categories for products and services are the same as the categories within the Reporting segment, 
information about individual products and services is omitted here. 
　Since the Companies’ sales to external customers in Japan accounted for over 90% of the total sales in the 

Consolidated Statements of Income for the fiscal years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010, information concerning 
region-by-region sales amounts is omitted here. 
　Since the value of the Companies’ tangible fixed assets located in Japan accounted for over 90% of the value of 

tangible fixed assets in the consolidated balance sheets as of March 31, 2011 and 2010, information concerning 
region-by-region tangible fixed assets is omitted here.
　Since no customer among the Companies’ external customers accounted for 10% or more of the total sales in 

the Consolidated Statements of Income for the fiscal years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010, information 
concerning major customers is omitted here. 

18. Subsequent event
The following appropriations of retained earnings at March 31, 2011 were approved at the annual meeting of 
stockholders held on June 29, 2011:
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17. Segment information
The Companies’ Reporting segment is able to obtain financial information, which is one of the Companies’ 

structural units that is separated off from the others. This information is the subject of periodic deliberations by 

the Board of Directors in order to decide allocation of business resources and evaluate business results. 

　With electric power as their core, the Companies are developing total solution operations by pouring business 

resources concentratedly into business domains （strategic business domains） that can exploit the Companies’ 

strengths. 

　Thus, the Companies, with electric power as their nucleus, are composed of segments each of which provides 

different products and services using the business resources possessed by the Companies, and the Reporting 

segment is regarded as comprising three others ‒ “Electric power”, “Comprehensive energy supply”, and 

“Information and Telecommunications”.

　In the “Electric power” segment, we carry out power supply with the Chugoku Region as the basis of our 

operational development. In the “Comprehensive energy supply” segment, we carry out provision of energy 

utilization services that include sale of LNG and other fuels and sale of electricity and heat. In the “Information and 

Telecommunications” segment, we carry out provision of electrical communications and data processing services 

utilizing telecommunications technology. 

　Other business segments, not comprised in the above-mentioned Reporting segment, include those where we 

carry out environmental harmony creation, business/lifestyle support, electric power business support, and the 

like operations. 

　A summary by segment for the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010 is as follows:

Operating revenues:
      Outside customers
      Intersegment
    　　　　  Total

      Cost and expenses
      Operating income（loss）

Identifiable assets
Impairment of fixed assets
Depreciation expense
Capital expenditures

￥946,096
4,504

950,600

879,957
￥70,643

￥2,559,849
－

119,275
149,610

￥20,925
12,887
33,812

29,160
￥4,652

￥66,084
94

7,280
8,309

￥31,205
2,432
33,637

31,613
￥2,024

￥20,461
－

2,514
1,340

￥40,217
91,890
132,107

127,193
￥4,914

￥234,849
252
4,259
3,071

￥1,038,443
111,713
1,150,156

1,067,923
￥82,233

￥2,881,243
346

133,328
162,330

￥－
（111,713）
（111,713）

（110,995）
￥（718）

￥（99,253）
1,323

（1,687）
（2,687）

￥1,038,443
－

1,038,443

956,928
￥81,515

￥2,781,990
1,669

131,641
159,643

Millions of yen

2010
Electric
power

Information and
telecommunications

Comprehensive 
energy supply Other Total Elimination Consolidated

Operating revenues:
      Outside customers
      Intersegment
    　　　　  Total

Segment income (loss) 
Segment assets
Other items:
      Depreciation expense
      Investment in equity
      method affiliates
      Value increase in tangible
      and intangible assets

￥996,563
3,033

999,596

￥37,442
2,602,382

￥115,500
8,792

155,375

￥22,545
12,335
34,880

￥5,304
71,218

￥ 7,170
442

6,681

￥35,641
1,860

37,501

￥1,108
19,418

￥2,304
1,808

349

￥39,551
93,740

133,291

￥5,675
235,246

￥4,026
75,616

3,813

￥1,094,300
110,968

1,205,268

￥49,529
2,928,264

￥129,000
86,658

166,218

￥－
（110,968）
（110,968）

￥(1,048）
（97,136）

￥（833）
－

（2,983）

￥1,094,300
－

1,094,300

￥48,481
2,831,128

￥128,167
86,658

163,235

Millions of yen

2011

Electric
power

Information and
telecommunications

Comprehensive 
energy supply

Other Total

￥1,054,749
17,228

1,071,977

￥43,854
2,693,018

￥124,974
11,042

162,405

Total

Reporting segment

Adjustment Consolidated

Operating revenues:
      Outside customers
      Intersegment
    　　　　  Total

Segment income (loss) 
Segment assets
Other items:
      Depreciation expense
      Investment in equity
      method affiliates
      Value increase in tangible 
      and intangible assets

$12,006,783
36,542

12,043,325

$451,108
31,354,000

$1,391,566
105,928

1,871,988

$271,627
148,614
420,241

$63,904
858,048

$ 86,386
5,325

80,494

$429,409
22,410

451,819

$13,349
233,952

$27,759
21,783

4,205

$476,518
1,129,398
1,605,916

$68,374
2,834,289

$48,506
911,036

45,940

$13,184,337
1,336,964

14,521,301

$596,735
35,280,289

$1,554,217
1,044,072

2,002,627

$ －
（1,336,964）
（1,336,964）

$ (12,627）
（1,170,313）

$（10,036)
－

（35,940）

$13,184,337
－

13,184,337

$584,108
34,109,976

$1,544,181
1,044,072

1,966,687

Thousands of U.S. dollars

2011

Electric
power

Information and
telecommunications

Comprehensive 
energy supply

Other Total

$12,707,819
207,566

12,915,385

$ 528,361
32,446,000

$1,505,711
133,036

1,956,687

Total

Reporting segment

Adjustment Consolidated

Year-end cash dividends, ￥25 ($0.30) per share ￥9,103 $109,675

Millions of yen
Thousands of
U.S. dollars

　Since the categories for products and services are the same as the categories within the Reporting segment, 
information about individual products and services is omitted here. 
　Since the Companies’ sales to external customers in Japan accounted for over 90% of the total sales in the 

Consolidated Statements of Income for the fiscal years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010, information concerning 
region-by-region sales amounts is omitted here. 
　Since the value of the Companies’ tangible fixed assets located in Japan accounted for over 90% of the value of 

tangible fixed assets in the consolidated balance sheets as of March 31, 2011 and 2010, information concerning 
region-by-region tangible fixed assets is omitted here.
　Since no customer among the Companies’ external customers accounted for 10% or more of the total sales in 

the Consolidated Statements of Income for the fiscal years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010, information 
concerning major customers is omitted here. 

18. Subsequent event
The following appropriations of retained earnings at March 31, 2011 were approved at the annual meeting of 
stockholders held on June 29, 2011:
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Non-Consolidated Balance Sheets

The Chugoku Electric Power Co.,Inc.
March 31,2011 and 2010

Property:
      Plant and equipment
      Construction in progress 

      Less-
            Contributions in aid of construction
            Accumulated depreciation

Nuclear fuel

Investments and other assets:
      Investment securities
      Funds reserved for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel
      Investments to subsidiaries and affiliated companies （Note 4）
      Long-term loans to employees
      Deferred tax assets （Note 9）
      Other assets

Current assets:
      Cash and time deposits
      Receivables,less allowance for doubtful accounts of
            ￥536million($6,458thousand)in 2011 and
            ￥592million in 2010
      Inventories,fuel and supplies
      Deferred tax assets （Note 9）
      Other current assets

￥5,534,039 
496,519 

6,030,558 

81,528 
3,921,812 
4,003,340 
2,027,218 

165,673 

61,368 
76,053 
35,841 

324 
63,742 
35,407 

272,735 

56,598 
54,516 

36,526 
7,639 

14,286 
169,565 

￥2,635,191 

￥5,524,903 
445,169 
5,970,072 

80,458 
3,864,191 
3,944,649 
2,025,423 

156,783 

43,246 
83,778 
29,886 
425 

56,102 
33,738 
247,175 

47,317 
52,074 

35,678 
7,449 
15,581 
158,099 

￥2,587,480 

$66,675,169 
5,982,156 

72,657,325 

982,265 
47,250,747 
48,233,012 
24,424,313 

1,996,060 

739,374 
916,301 
431,819 

3,904 
767,976 
426,590 

3,285,964 

681,904 
656,820 

440,072 
92,036 

172,120 
2,042,952 

$31,749,289 

2011 2010 2011
Millions of yen

Thousands of  U.S. 
dollars (Note 1)

Assets

See notes to non-consolidated financial statements

Net property（Note 3）

Total investments and other assets

Total current assets
Total assets

Independent Auditors’ Report
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Non-Consolidated Balance Sheets

The Chugoku Electric Power Co.,Inc.
March 31,2011 and 2010

Property:
      Plant and equipment
      Construction in progress 

      Less-
            Contributions in aid of construction
            Accumulated depreciation

Nuclear fuel

Investments and other assets:
      Investment securities
      Funds reserved for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel
      Investments to subsidiaries and affiliated companies （Note 4）
      Long-term loans to employees
      Deferred tax assets （Note 9）
      Other assets

Current assets:
      Cash and time deposits
      Receivables,less allowance for doubtful accounts of
            ￥536million($6,458thousand)in 2011 and
            ￥592million in 2010
      Inventories,fuel and supplies
      Deferred tax assets （Note 9）
      Other current assets

￥5,534,039 
496,519 

6,030,558 

81,528 
3,921,812 
4,003,340 
2,027,218 

165,673 

61,368 
76,053 
35,841 

324 
63,742 
35,407 

272,735 

56,598 
54,516 

36,526 
7,639 

14,286 
169,565 

￥2,635,191 

￥5,524,903 
445,169 
5,970,072 

80,458 
3,864,191 
3,944,649 
2,025,423 

156,783 

43,246 
83,778 
29,886 
425 

56,102 
33,738 
247,175 

47,317 
52,074 

35,678 
7,449 
15,581 
158,099 

￥2,587,480 

$66,675,169 
5,982,156 

72,657,325 

982,265 
47,250,747 
48,233,012 
24,424,313 

1,996,060 

739,374 
916,301 
431,819 

3,904 
767,976 
426,590 

3,285,964 

681,904 
656,820 

440,072 
92,036 

172,120 
2,042,952 

$31,749,289 

2011 2010 2011
Millions of yen

Thousands of  U.S. 
dollars (Note 1)

Assets

See notes to non-consolidated financial statements

Net property（Note 3）

Total investments and other assets

Total current assets
Total assets

Independent Auditors’ Report
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Long-term liabilities:
      Long-term debt （Note 5） 
      Employees' severance and  retirement benefits
      Provision for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel
      Provision for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel without a fixed plan to
      reprocess
      Provision for decommissioning of nuclear power generating plants
      Asset retirement obligations （Note 10）
      Other long-term liabilities

Current liabilities:
      Long-term debt due within one year （Note 5）
      Short-term borrowings
      Commercial paper
      Accounts payable
      Accrued income taxes
      Accrued expenses
      Other current liabilities,including other long-term liabilities due within one year

Provision for depreciation of nuclear power plants

Contingent liabilities （Note 7）

Net Assets （Note 11）:
      Common stock
            Authorized-1,000,000,000 shares
            Issued-371,055,259 shares in 2011 and 2010
      Capital surplus
      Retained earnings （Note 12）
      Treasury stock  （6,938,560 shares in 2011 and 6,918,463 shares in 2010）
      Net unrealized gains（losses） on hedges
      Net unrealized holding gains（losses） on securities 

￥1,405,061 
52,099 
86,593 
5,254 

－ 
77,783 
15,879 

1,642,669 

136,755 
69,300 
65,000 
53,764 
5,355 

33,972 
34,639 

398,785 

57,879 

185,528 

16,732 
341,460 
（12,534）

97 
4,575 

535,858 
￥2,635,191 

￥1,371,815 
51,659 
94,626 
4,634 

61,346 
－ 

16,419 
1,600,499 

121,302 
69,300 
40,000 
56,538 
21,046 
37,596 
36,721 
382,503 

45,756 

185,528 

16,733 
362,677 
（12,500）

－ 
6,284 

558,722 
￥2,587,480 

$16,928,446 
627,699 

1,043,289 
63,301 

－ 
937,145 
191,313 

19,791,193 

1,647,651 
834,940 
783,133 
647,759 
64,518 

409,301 
417,337 

4,804,639 

697,337 

2,235,277 

201,590 
4,113,976 
(151,012)

1,169 
55,120 

6,456,120 
$31,749,289 

2011 2010 2011
Millions of yen

Thousands of  U.S. 
dollars (Note 1)

Liabilities and Net Assets

Total long-term liabilities

Total current liabilities

Total net assets
Total liabilities and net assets

Non-Consolidated Statements of Operations

The Chugoku Electric Power Co., Inc.
For the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010

2011

￥972,774 

112,423 
194,828 
150,254 
119,275 
103,952 
57,098 
44,186 
120,034 
902,050 
70,724 

27,934 
(1,578)

－ 

（919）
25,437 
45,287 

9,293 

35,994 

13,510 
（34）

13,476 
￥22,518 

2010
Millions of yen

Thousands of  U.S. 
dollars (Note 1)

See notes to non-consolidated financial statements

Operating revenues

Operating expenses:
      Personnel
      Fuel
      Purchased power
      Depreciation
      Maintenance
      Taxes other than income taxes
      Purchased services
      Other
        
Operating income（loss）

Other expenses（income）:
      Interest expense
      Interest income
      Loss on adjustment for changes of accouting standard for 
      asset retirement obligations
      Other,net
        
Income（loss） before special item and income taxes

Special item：
      Provision for depreciation of nuclear power plants

Income（loss） before income taxes

Provision for income taxes:
      Current
      Deferred

   Net income（loss） 

Per share data:
      Net income （loss）（Basic）
      Cash dividends

￥1,028,844 

106,799 
254,402 
200,186 
115,500 
90,114 
58,765 
42,438 

122,870 
991,074 
37,770 

26,120 
（1,435）

6,816 

（1,703）
29,798 
7,972 

12,124 

（4,152）

5,780 
（6,922）
（1,142）
￥（3,010）

2011

$12,395,711 

1,286,735 
3,065,084 
2,411,880 
1,391,566 
1,085,711 
708,013 
511,301 

1,480,361 
11,940,651 

455,060 

314,699 
（17,289）

82,120 

（20,518）
359,012 
96,048 

146,072 

（50,024）

69,639 
（83,398）
（13,759）
$（36,265）

2011

￥61.84 
50.00 

2010
Yen U.S. dollars （Note 1）

￥（8.27）
50.00 

2011

$(0.10)
0.60 
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Long-term liabilities:
      Long-term debt （Note 5） 
      Employees' severance and  retirement benefits
      Provision for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel
      Provision for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel without a fixed plan to
      reprocess
      Provision for decommissioning of nuclear power generating plants
      Asset retirement obligations （Note 10）
      Other long-term liabilities

Current liabilities:
      Long-term debt due within one year （Note 5）
      Short-term borrowings
      Commercial paper
      Accounts payable
      Accrued income taxes
      Accrued expenses
      Other current liabilities,including other long-term liabilities due within one year

Provision for depreciation of nuclear power plants

Contingent liabilities （Note 7）

Net Assets （Note 11）:
      Common stock
            Authorized-1,000,000,000 shares
            Issued-371,055,259 shares in 2011 and 2010
      Capital surplus
      Retained earnings （Note 12）
      Treasury stock  （6,938,560 shares in 2011 and 6,918,463 shares in 2010）
      Net unrealized gains（losses） on hedges
      Net unrealized holding gains（losses） on securities 

￥1,405,061 
52,099 
86,593 
5,254 

－ 
77,783 
15,879 

1,642,669 

136,755 
69,300 
65,000 
53,764 
5,355 

33,972 
34,639 

398,785 

57,879 

185,528 

16,732 
341,460 
（12,534）

97 
4,575 

535,858 
￥2,635,191 

￥1,371,815 
51,659 
94,626 
4,634 

61,346 
－ 

16,419 
1,600,499 

121,302 
69,300 
40,000 
56,538 
21,046 
37,596 
36,721 
382,503 

45,756 

185,528 

16,733 
362,677 
（12,500）

－ 
6,284 

558,722 
￥2,587,480 

$16,928,446 
627,699 

1,043,289 
63,301 

－ 
937,145 
191,313 

19,791,193 

1,647,651 
834,940 
783,133 
647,759 
64,518 

409,301 
417,337 

4,804,639 

697,337 

2,235,277 

201,590 
4,113,976 
(151,012)

1,169 
55,120 

6,456,120 
$31,749,289 

2011 2010 2011
Millions of yen

Thousands of  U.S. 
dollars (Note 1)

Liabilities and Net Assets

Total long-term liabilities

Total current liabilities

Total net assets
Total liabilities and net assets

Non-Consolidated Statements of Operations

The Chugoku Electric Power Co., Inc.
For the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010

2011

￥972,774 

112,423 
194,828 
150,254 
119,275 
103,952 
57,098 
44,186 
120,034 
902,050 
70,724 

27,934 
(1,578)

－ 

（919）
25,437 
45,287 

9,293 

35,994 

13,510 
（34）

13,476 
￥22,518 

2010
Millions of yen

Thousands of  U.S. 
dollars (Note 1)

See notes to non-consolidated financial statements

Operating revenues

Operating expenses:
      Personnel
      Fuel
      Purchased power
      Depreciation
      Maintenance
      Taxes other than income taxes
      Purchased services
      Other
        
Operating income（loss）

Other expenses（income）:
      Interest expense
      Interest income
      Loss on adjustment for changes of accouting standard for 
      asset retirement obligations
      Other,net
        
Income（loss） before special item and income taxes

Special item：
      Provision for depreciation of nuclear power plants

Income（loss） before income taxes

Provision for income taxes:
      Current
      Deferred

   Net income（loss） 

Per share data:
      Net income （loss）（Basic）
      Cash dividends

￥1,028,844 

106,799 
254,402 
200,186 
115,500 
90,114 
58,765 
42,438 

122,870 
991,074 
37,770 

26,120 
（1,435）

6,816 

（1,703）
29,798 
7,972 

12,124 

（4,152）

5,780 
（6,922）
（1,142）
￥（3,010）

2011

$12,395,711 

1,286,735 
3,065,084 
2,411,880 
1,391,566 
1,085,711 
708,013 
511,301 

1,480,361 
11,940,651 

455,060 

314,699 
（17,289）

82,120 

（20,518）
359,012 
96,048 

146,072 

（50,024）

69,639 
（83,398）
（13,759）
$（36,265）

2011

￥61.84 
50.00 

2010
Yen U.S. dollars （Note 1）

￥（8.27）
50.00 

2011

$(0.10)
0.60 
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Notes to Non-Consolidated Financial  Statements

1. Basis of presenting non-consolidated financial statements
The accompanying non-consolidated financial statements of The Chugoku Electric Power Co., Inc.（ “the Company”） 

have been prepared in accordance with the provisions set forth in the Japanese Financial Instruments and 

Exchange Law and its related accounting regulations, and the Electricity Utilities Industry Law and in conformity with 

accounting principles generally accepted in Japan（ “Japanese GAAP”）, which are different in certain respects as to 

application and disclosure requirements from International Financial Reporting Standards.

　The accompanying non-consolidated financial statements have been restructured and translated into English 

from the non-consolidated financial statements of the Company prepared in accordance with Japanese GAAP and 

filed with the appropriate Local Finance Bureau of the Ministry of Finance as required by the Financial Instruments 

and Exchange Law. Certain supplementary information included in the statutory Japanese language non-consolidated 

financial statements, but not required for fair presentation, is not presented in the accompanying non-consolidated 

financial statements.

　The translations of the Japanese yen amounts into U.S. dollars are included solely for the convenience of readers 

outside Japan, using the prevailing exchange rate at March 31, 2011, which was ￥83 to U.S. $1. The convenience 

translation should not be construed as representation that the Japanese yen amounts have been, could have 

been, or could in the future be converted into U.S. dollars at this or any other rate of exchange.

2. Significant accounting policies
The following is a summary of the significant accounting policies used in the preparation of the non-consolidated 

financial statements.

Inventories, fuel and supplies
Inventories, fuel and supplies are stated at cost, determined principally by the weighted average method. 

Inventories with lower profitability have been written down.

Securities
Equity securities issued by subsidiaries and affiliated companies are stated at moving-average cost. 

Available-for-sale securities with available fair market values are stated at fair market value as of the year end. 

Unrealized gains and losses on these securities are reported, net of applicable income taxes, as a separate 

component of owners’ equity. Realized gains and losses on the sale of such securities are computed using the 

moving-average cost. Available-for-sale securities with no available fair market value are stated at moving-average 

cost.

　If the market value of equity securities issued by subsidiaries and affiliated companies or available-for-sale 

securities declines significantly, such securities are stated at fair market value, and the difference between the fair 

market value and the book value is recognized as a loss in the period of the decline. If the fair market value of 

equity securities issued by subsidiaries and affiliated companies is not readily available, such securities should be 

written down to net asset value with a corresponding charge in the non-consolidated statements of operations in 

the event net asset value declines significantly. In these cases, such fair market value or the net asset value will be 

the carrying amount of the securities at the beginning of the next year.

Property and depreciation
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment is computed using the declining-balance method, while 

amortization of intangible fixed assets is computed by straight-line method, based on the life periods stipulated 

by the Corporation Tax Act.

The Chugoku Electric Power Company, Inc.

Balance at March 31, 2009

      Net income

      Cash dividends paid （￥50 per share）

      Surplus from sale of treasury stock

      Treasury stock purchased, net

      Net changes other than stockholders'equity

Balance at March 31, 2010

      Net loss

      Cash dividends paid （￥50 per share）

      Surplus from sale of treasury stock

      Treasury stock purchased, net

      Net changes other than stockholders'equity

Balance at March 31, 2011

￥4,700 

1,584 

￥6,284 

（1,709）

￥4,575 

￥（231）

231 

￥－ 

97 

￥97 

￥552,638 

22,518 

（18,207）

31 

（73）

1,815 

￥558,722 

（3,010）

（18,207）

8 

（43）

（1,612）

￥535,858 

Millions of yen

Total
Net unrealized 
gains（losses）
on hedges

Net unrealized
holding gains（losses）

on securities

￥16,731 

2 

￥16,733 

 

（1）

￥16,732 

￥358,366 

22,518 

（18,207）

￥362,677 

（3,010）

（18,207）

￥341,460 

￥（12,456）

29 

（73）

￥（12,500）

9 

（43）

￥（12,534）

Treasury 
stock

Retained
earnings

Capital
surplus

371,055,259 

371,055,259 

371,055,259 

￥185,528 

￥185,528 

￥185,528 

Common
stock

Total
Net unrealized 
gains（losses）
on hedges

Net unrealized
holding gains（losses）

on securities
Treasury 
stock

Retained
earnings

Capital
surplus

Common
stock

Shares of
common stock

$75,711 

（20,591）

$55,120 

$－  

1,169 

$1,169 

$6,731,590 

（36,265）

（219,361）

96 

（518）

（19,422）

$6,456,120 

Thousands of  U.S.  dollars (Note 1)

$201,602 

（12）

$201,590 

$4,369,602 

（36,265）

（219,361）

$4,113,976 

$（150,602）

108 

（518）

$（151,012）

$2,235,277 

$2,235,277 

Non-Consolidated Statements of Changes in Net Assets

The Chugoku Electric Power Co., Inc.
For the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010

See notes to non-consolidated financial statements

Balance at March 31, 2010

      Net loss

      Cash dividends paid ($0.60 per share)

      Surplus from sale of treasury stock

      Treasury stock purchased, net

      Net changes other than stockholders'equity

Balance at March 31, 2011
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Notes to Non-Consolidated Financial  Statements

1. Basis of presenting non-consolidated financial statements
The accompanying non-consolidated financial statements of The Chugoku Electric Power Co., Inc.（ “the Company”） 

have been prepared in accordance with the provisions set forth in the Japanese Financial Instruments and 

Exchange Law and its related accounting regulations, and the Electricity Utilities Industry Law and in conformity with 

accounting principles generally accepted in Japan（ “Japanese GAAP”）, which are different in certain respects as to 

application and disclosure requirements from International Financial Reporting Standards.

　The accompanying non-consolidated financial statements have been restructured and translated into English 

from the non-consolidated financial statements of the Company prepared in accordance with Japanese GAAP and 

filed with the appropriate Local Finance Bureau of the Ministry of Finance as required by the Financial Instruments 

and Exchange Law. Certain supplementary information included in the statutory Japanese language non-consolidated 

financial statements, but not required for fair presentation, is not presented in the accompanying non-consolidated 

financial statements.

　The translations of the Japanese yen amounts into U.S. dollars are included solely for the convenience of readers 

outside Japan, using the prevailing exchange rate at March 31, 2011, which was ￥83 to U.S. $1. The convenience 

translation should not be construed as representation that the Japanese yen amounts have been, could have 

been, or could in the future be converted into U.S. dollars at this or any other rate of exchange.

2. Significant accounting policies
The following is a summary of the significant accounting policies used in the preparation of the non-consolidated 

financial statements.

Inventories, fuel and supplies
Inventories, fuel and supplies are stated at cost, determined principally by the weighted average method. 

Inventories with lower profitability have been written down.

Securities
Equity securities issued by subsidiaries and affiliated companies are stated at moving-average cost. 

Available-for-sale securities with available fair market values are stated at fair market value as of the year end. 

Unrealized gains and losses on these securities are reported, net of applicable income taxes, as a separate 

component of owners’ equity. Realized gains and losses on the sale of such securities are computed using the 

moving-average cost. Available-for-sale securities with no available fair market value are stated at moving-average 

cost.

　If the market value of equity securities issued by subsidiaries and affiliated companies or available-for-sale 

securities declines significantly, such securities are stated at fair market value, and the difference between the fair 

market value and the book value is recognized as a loss in the period of the decline. If the fair market value of 

equity securities issued by subsidiaries and affiliated companies is not readily available, such securities should be 

written down to net asset value with a corresponding charge in the non-consolidated statements of operations in 

the event net asset value declines significantly. In these cases, such fair market value or the net asset value will be 

the carrying amount of the securities at the beginning of the next year.

Property and depreciation
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment is computed using the declining-balance method, while 

amortization of intangible fixed assets is computed by straight-line method, based on the life periods stipulated 

by the Corporation Tax Act.

The Chugoku Electric Power Company, Inc.
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earnings
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￥185,528 
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Total
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Non-Consolidated Statements of Changes in Net Assets

The Chugoku Electric Power Co., Inc.
For the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010

See notes to non-consolidated financial statements

Balance at March 31, 2010

      Net loss

      Cash dividends paid ($0.60 per share)

      Surplus from sale of treasury stock

      Treasury stock purchased, net

      Net changes other than stockholders'equity

Balance at March 31, 2011
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Nuclear fuel and amortization
Nuclear fuel is stated at cost less accumulated amortization. The amortization of loaded nuclear fuel is computed 

based on the quantity of heat produced for the generation of electricity.

Allowance for doubtful accounts 
The allowance for doubtful accounts is provided in an amount sufficient to cover possible losses on collection. It 

consists of the estimated uncollectible amount with respect to identified doubtful receivables and an amount 

calculated based on the Company’s historical loss rate with respect to remaining receivables.

Employees’ severance and retirement benefits 
The Company has defined benefits plans. On some occasions, employees are entitled to certain additional 

payments upon retirement.

　The Company provides for employees’ severance and retirement benefits based on the estimated amounts of 

projected benefit obligation and the fair value of the plan assets.

　Prior service costs are recognized in expenses within the average of estimated remaining periods of the 

employees （one year）. Actuarial differences are recognized in expenses using a straight-line method over five 

years within the average of the estimated remaining service period commencing with the following period.

Provision for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel
A provision for the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel is provided at the present value amount equivalent to 

the expense for the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel.

　The difference of ￥51,533 million due to the change in estimating the costs of reprocessing irradiated nuclear 

fuel at March 31, 2005 is included in operating expenses equally over 15 years from April 1, 2005. The amount of 

summing up since fiscal year 2008 is ￥3,306 million of the term evenness.

　The difference in estimated costs will be amortized over the periods of generating the irradiated nuclear fuel for 

which there are concrete reprocessing plans, starting from the following fiscal year. The unrecognized difference 

in estimated costs was minus ￥881 million （minus US$10,614 thousand） on March 31, 2011.

Provision for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel without a fixed plan to reprocess
A provision for the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel without a fixed plan to reprocess is provided in the 

amount of estimated reprocessing costs.

　Irradiated nuclear fuel without a fixed plan to reprocess has not yet been included in the provision for the 

reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel. In a temporary measure until a fixed plan has been established, the 

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry is determining a provision for reprocessing costs.

Provision for decommissioning of nuclear power generating plants
A provision for decommissioning of nuclear power generating plants is provided for future decommissioning 

costs of nuclear power generating plants based on the proportion of the current generation of electric power to 

the estimated total generation of electric power of each plants.

Provision for depreciation of nuclear power plants
In accordance with the Electricity Utilities Industry Law, the Company provides for the provision for depreciation 

of nuclear power plants to equalize the burden of depreciation expenses after commencement of commercial 

operation, based on an ordinance of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry.

Derivatives and hedge accounting
The Company adopts deferred hedge processing and states derivative financial instruments at fair value and recognizes 

changes in the fair value as gains or losses unless the derivative financial instruments are used for hedging purposes. 

　If derivative financial instruments are used as hedges and meet certain hedging criteria, the Company defers 

recognition of gains or losses resulting from changes in the fair value of the derivative financial instruments until the 

related gains or losses on the hedged items are recognized.

　It goes by comparing the total cash flow change of the means for hedging and the total cash flow change of the 

hedged item in the quarterly about the efficacy evaluation of the hedge.

　However, in cases where forward foreign exchange contracts are used as hedges and meet certain hedging criteria, 

forward foreign exchange contracts and hedged items are accounted for in the following manner:

　If a forward foreign exchange contract is executed to hedge a future transaction denominated in a foreign currency 

and meets certain hedging criteria, the future transaction will be recorded using the contracted forward rate, and no 

gains or losses on the forward foreign exchange contract are recognized. In this case, assessment of hedge 

effectiveness is not necessary.

　Also, if interest rate swap contracts are used as hedges and meet certain hedging criteria, the net amount to be paid 

or received under the interest rate swap contract is added to or deducted from the interest on the assets or liabilities for 

which the swap contract was executed. In this case, assessment of hedge effectiveness is not necessary.

　If commodity swap contracts are used as hedges and meet certain hedging criteria, the gain or loss is deferred until 

the gain or loss on the hedged item is recognized. In this case, hedge effectiveness is assessed based on the extent of 

correlation in recent years using statistical methods at the inception of the hedge and by comparing the cumulative 

changes in fair value on an ongoing basis at each period-end. Commodity swap contracts that do not qualify as hedges 

are stated at current value and unrealized gains or losses are recognized in the statements of operations.

Capitalization of interest expenses
Interest expenses related to debts incurred for the construction of power plants have been capitalized and 

included in the cost of the related assets pursuant to the accounting regulations under the Electricity Utilities 

Industry Law.

Method of reckoning asset cost equivalent of asset retirement obligations pertaining to measures for 
decommissioning specified nuclear power generation facilities 
The cost of the asset retirement obligations pertaining to measures for decommissioning specified nuclear power 

generation facilities, which are among our tangible fixed assets, is reckoned up in accordance with the prescriptions 

of an Ordinance of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry,based on the proportion of the current generation 

of electric power to the estimated total generation of electric power of each plants.

（Accounting Changes）

Effective from the fiscal year ended March 31, 2011, the Accounting Standard for Asset Retirement Obligations 

（Accounting Standards Board of Japan （“ASBJ”） Statement No. 18） and the Guidance on Accounting Standards for 

Asset Retirement Obligations （ASBJ Guidance No. 21） have been applied. Also, the Ordinance of the Ministry of 

Economy, Trade and Industry was amended in line with the application of this standard and guideline. 

　As a result, the operating income for the fiscal year has declined ￥84 million （US$1,012 thousand） and loss 

before income taxes has increased ￥6,900 million （US$83,133 thousand）. 

　Also, the value of asset retirement obligations under the application of this standard and guideline is reckoned 

up at ￥77,783 million （US$937,145 thousand）（of which ￥61,346 million （US$739,108 thousand） has been 

transferred from the provision for decommissioning of nuclear power generating plants）. 
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5. Long- term debt
Long-term debt at March 31, 2011 and 2010 consisted of the following:

Domestic bonds due through 2029
at rates of 0.33% to 4.1%
Loans from the Development Bank of Japan Inc., 
other banks and insurance companies due through 2031

Less amounts due within one year
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Total

￥969,981

571,835

1,541,816
（136,755）
￥1,405,061

￥949,978

543,139

1,493,117
（121,302）
￥1,371,815

Millions of yen

$11,686,518

6,889,579

18,576,097
（1,647,651）
$16,928,446

2011 2010 2011

Thousands of
U.S. dollars

    All bonds and loans from the Development Bank of Japan Inc. are secured by a statutory preferential right which 

gives the creditors a security interest in all assets of the Company senior to that of general creditors. 

　The annual maturities of long-term debt at March 31, 2011 were as follows:

2012
2013
2014
2015
Thereafter

Year ending March 31

￥136,755
151,414
180,735
193,153
879,778

$1,647,651
1,824,265
2,177,530
2,327,145
10,599,735

Millions of yen
Thousands of
U.S. dollars

6. Leases
Non-capitalized finance leases before March 31, 2008 have been accounted for in the same manner as operating 

leases.

（As lessee）

Lease payments under non-capitalized finance leases amounted to ￥151 million （US$1,819 thousand）, and 

￥300 million for the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010, respectively.

　The present values of future minimum lease payments under non-capitalized finance leases as of March 31, 

2011 and 2010 were as follows:

Current portion
Non-current portion
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Total

$1,157
 3,879
$5,036

￥96
322

￥418

Millions of yen Thousands of U.S. dollars

20112011

￥151
418
￥569

2010
Finance leases

Foreign currency transaction
Receivables and payables denominated in foreign currencies are translated into Japanese yen at the year-end rate.

Consolidated tax system
The Company applies the consolidated tax system.

3. Property, plant and equipment 
The major classifications of property, plant and equipment at March 31, 2011 and 2010 were as follows:

    Calculated according to the accounting principles and practices generally accepted in Japan, accumulated gains in 

relation to the receipt of contributions in aid of real property construction deducted from the original acquisition costs 

amounted to ￥81,528 million （US$982,265 thousand）, and ￥80,458 million at March 31, 2011 and 2010, respectively. 

Hydroelectric power production facilities
Thermal power production facilities 
Nuclear power production facilities 
Internal-combustion power production facilities 
Transmission facilities
Transformation facilities
Distribution facilities
General facilities
Other electric utility plant and equipment
Other plant
Construction in progress
　　　　　　　　　　  　　　　 Total

￥147,802
236,664
77,568
2,129

395,577
161,544
406,562
96,079

974
5,800

496,519
￥2,027,218

2011
￥152,751
261,914
72,620
2,144

402,697
158,398
416,440
106,180
1,213
5,897

445,169
￥2,025,423

2010

$1,780,747
2,851,373
934,554
25,651

4,765,988
1,946,313
4,898,337
1,157,579

11,735
69,880

5,982,156
$24,424,313

2011
Millions of yen Thousands of  U.S. dollars

4. Securities
Available-for-sale equity securities issued by subsidiaries and affiliates at March 31, 2011 and 2010 were as 

follows:

（Note） Equity securities issued by subsidiaries and affiliates, whose fair value seems to be difficult to evaluate.

    Since these securities have no market value, as well as there is no way of estimating their cash flow in the 

future, it is difficult to evaluate their fair value. Hence, they are not included in the “Equity securities issued by 

subsidiaries and affiliates”.

Millions of yen Thousands of U.S. dollars

￥25,787 ￥23,294

Book
value

Fair
value

Difference

2011

$ 30,036

Book
value

$310,687

Fair
value

$280,651

Difference

2011

￥2,493 ￥29,078 ￥26,585

Book
value

Fair
value

Difference

2010

Equity securities of affiliates

Categories

￥2,493

Millions of yen Thousands of U.S. dollars

￥22,695
6,669

2011

$273,434
80,349

2011

￥16,740
6,669

2010

Book value

Equity securities of subsidiaries
Equity securities of affiliates 

Categories
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General facilities
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Other plant
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77,568
2,129

395,577
161,544
406,562
96,079

974
5,800

496,519
￥2,027,218

2011
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261,914
72,620
2,144

402,697
158,398
416,440
106,180
1,213
5,897

445,169
￥2,025,423

2010

$1,780,747
2,851,373
934,554
25,651

4,765,988
1,946,313
4,898,337
1,157,579

11,735
69,880

5,982,156
$24,424,313

2011
Millions of yen Thousands of  U.S. dollars

4. Securities
Available-for-sale equity securities issued by subsidiaries and affiliates at March 31, 2011 and 2010 were as 

follows:

（Note） Equity securities issued by subsidiaries and affiliates, whose fair value seems to be difficult to evaluate.

    Since these securities have no market value, as well as there is no way of estimating their cash flow in the 

future, it is difficult to evaluate their fair value. Hence, they are not included in the “Equity securities issued by 

subsidiaries and affiliates”.

Millions of yen Thousands of U.S. dollars

￥25,787 ￥23,294

Book
value

Fair
value

Difference

2011

$ 30,036

Book
value

$310,687

Fair
value

$280,651

Difference

2011

￥2,493 ￥29,078 ￥26,585

Book
value

Fair
value

Difference

2010

Equity securities of affiliates

Categories

￥2,493

Millions of yen Thousands of U.S. dollars

￥22,695
6,669

2011

$273,434
80,349

2011

￥16,740
6,669

2010

Book value

Equity securities of subsidiaries
Equity securities of affiliates 

Categories
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￥20,923
16,548
12,196
8,842
7,885

－
3,509

16,297
86,200

（8,979）
77,221

（3,176）
（2,566）

（98）
（5,840）
￥71,381

￥16,541
14,800

－
9,312
8,377
6,526
3,684
15,626
74,866
（7,743）
67,123

－
（3,528）
（44）

（3,572）
￥63,551

Millions of yen

$252,084
199,373
146,940
106,530
95,000

－
42,277

196,350
1,038,554
（108,181）

930,373

（38,265）
（30,916）
（1,180）

（70,361）
$860,012

2011 2010 2011

Thousands of
U.S. dollars

Deferred tax assets:
      Provision for depreciation of nuclear power plants
      Excess depreciation
      Asset retirement obligations
      Provision for reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel
      Employees’ severance and retirement benefits
      Provision for decommissioning of nuclear power generating plants
      Accrued bonuses and other expenses
      Other
Total gross deferred tax assets
Less valuation allowance

Deferred tax liabilities:
      Asset cost equivalent of asset retirement obligations
      Unrealized holding gains （losses） on securities
      Other

Total deferred tax assets

Total deferred tax liabilities
Net deferred tax assets

7. Contingent liabilities
At March 31, 2011, the Company was contingently liable as guarantor for loans of other companies and 

employees in the amount of ￥155,733 million （US$1,876,301 thousand）, mainly in connection with the 

Company’s procurement of fuel.

　At the same date, the Company was also contingently liable with respect to certain domestic bonds, which was 

assigned to certain banks under debt assumption agreements in the aggregate amount of ￥5,000 million 

（US$60,241 thousand）.

8. Research and development expenses
Research and development expenses charged to operating expenses were ￥5,993 million （US $72,205 

thousand）, ￥6,254 million for the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010, respectively.

9. Income taxes
Significant components of the Company’s deferred tax assets and liabilities as of March 31, 2011 and 2010 were 

as follows:

11. Net assets
Under Japanese laws and regulations, the entire amount paid for new shares is required to be designated as 

common stock. However, a company may, by a resolution of the Board of Directors, designate an amount not 

exceeding one-half of the prices of the new shares as additional paid-in capital, which is included in capital 

surplus.

　Under the Company Law, in cases where a dividend distribution of surplus is made, companies are required to 

set aside an amount equal to at least 10% of the aggregate amount of cash dividends as additional paid-in capital 

or as legal earnings reserve until the total of these equals 25% of common stock. Legal earnings reserve is included 

in retained earnings in the accompanying consolidated balance sheets.

　Neither additional paid-in capital nor legal earnings reserve can be distributed as dividend. However, all additional 

paid-in capital and all legal earnings reserve may be transferred to other capital surplus and retained earnings, 

which are potentially available for dividends.

　The maximum amount that the Company can distribute as dividends is calculated based on the non-consolidated 

financial statements of the Company in accordance with Japanese laws and regulations.

　At the annual stockholders' meeting held on June 29, 2011, the stockholders approved cash dividends amounting 

to ￥9,103 million （US$109,675 thousand）. Such appropriations have not been accrued in the non-consolidated 

financial statements as of March 31, 2011. Such appropriations are recognized in the period in which they are 

approved by the stockholders.

12. Subsequent event
The following appropriations of retained earnings at March 31, 2011 were approved at the annual meeting of 
stockholders held on June 29, 2011:

10. Asset retirement obligations
Asset retirement obligations included in the non-consolidated balance sheets

（1） Outline of the asset retirement obligations

In accordance with the prescriptions of an Ordinance of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, the 

asset retirement obligations are reckoned up by taking the total estimated cost of the demolition to be the 

cost of demolishing the nuclear power generation facility and taking into account the nuclear power 

generation record.

（2） Method of calculating the value of the asset retirement obligations

The value of the asset retirement obligations was calculated by taking as the estimated use period the 

generation facility operational period which is the basis for the calculation of projected total electrical 

energy output that is prescribed in the Ordinance of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, and 

using a discount rate of 2.3%.

（3） Variation in the total value of the asset retirement obligations during the fiscal year ended March 31, 2011:

Balance at beginning of the fiscal year
Changes in estimated obligations and accretion
Balance at end of the fiscal year

￥75,808
1,975

￥77,783

Millions of yen Thousands of U.S. dollars

$ 913,349
 23,796

$ 937,145

Year-end cash dividends, ￥25 ($0.30) per share ￥9,103 $109,675

Millions of yen
Thousands of
U.S. dollars
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Contracting out construction and painting projects

Construction of power facilities

Assembly and repair of electric power meters

Realty and leasing

Manufacturing of electric machine tools

Operation and management of power station equipment

Telecommunications business,data processing

Financial services for the Group,accounting and
personnel-related services

Cogeneration，dispersed power sources,fuel sales and
other energy use business

Housing sales,rental business

Training in thermal power generation technology,
engineering

Processing and marketing of products made of coal ash
and powdered limestone

Manufacturing of cast steel products

Civil engineering and construction consulting

Water heater sales and leasing

Logistics and warehousing

Manufacturing of electric machine tools

Manufacturing of concrete products

Printing,advertising

Management of a nursing home,day-care services,home
nursing care services

Temporary staffing service business, employment 
placement business

Thermal power generation

Welfare agency services

Accepting consignments to receive,store,convert into
gas form and deliver liquefied natural gas（LNG）

Procurement of electric power

Gas piping business

Development of coal gasification technology, Co2 
separation and recovery

Electrical and telecommunications engineering

Sales of LNG

Functional evaluation and construction confirmation
checks for housing

CATV operation and telecommunication business

Manufacturing of instruments for hydroelectric power
generation

Major Subsidiaries and Affiliated Companies

As of March 31, 2011

CHUDEN KOGYO CO.,LTD.*
CHUDEN PLANT CO.,LTD.*
CHUGOKU INSTRUMENTS CO.,INC.*
CHUGOKU KIGYO Co.,Inc.*
The Chugoku Electric Manufacturing  Co.,Inc.*
CHUDEN KANKYO TECHNOS CO.,LTD.*
EnerGia Communications,Inc.*
EnerGia Business Service Co.,Inc.*

EnerGia Solution & Service Company,
Incorporated*
EnerGia Real Estate Co.,Inc.*
Power Engineering and Training Services,
Incorporated*
EnerGia Eco Materia Company,Incorporated*

OZUKI STEEL INDUSTRIES CO.,LTD.*
CHUDEN ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS CO.,LTD.*
EnerGia Life & Access Co.,Inc.*
The EnerGia Logistics Co.,Inc.*
TEMPEARL INDUSTRIAL CO.,LTD.*
CHUGOKU KOATSU CONCRETE INDUSTRIES CO.,LTD.*　
SANKO INC.*
EnerGia Care Service Co.,Inc.*

EnerGia Human Resource Solutions Co.,Inc.*

Setouchi Joint Thermal Power Co.,LTD.**
CHUGOKU HEALTH AND WELFARE CLUB CO.,INC.**
MIZUSHIMA LNG COMPANY,LIMITED**

Setouchi Power Corporation**
Okayama Pipeline Corporation**
Osaki Coolgen Corporation**
　

CHUDENKO CORPORATION**
MIZUSHIMA LNG SALES COMPANY,LIMITED**
Houseplus Chugoku Housing Warranty
Corporation Limited**
Hiroshima Cable Television Corp.**
EAML Engineering Company Limited**

Name Business

￥77

￥200

￥30

￥104

￥150

￥50

￥6,000

￥490

￥4,653

￥295

￥288

￥300

￥50

￥100

￥65

￥40

￥150

￥150

￥30

￥78

￥60

￥5,000

￥50

￥800

￥100

￥400

￥490

￥3,481

￥175

￥50

￥1,200

￥50

Capital
（Millions of yen）

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

80.0

80.0

77.7

70.0

56.6

50.1

46.7

33.3

30.0

50.0

50.0

50.0

50.0

50.0

50.0

41.6

40.0

33.3

27.8

21.8

Chugoku
Electric Power's
Ownership（%)

*
**
Consolidated subsidiary   
Affiliated company accounted for by the equity method

Independent Auditors’ Report
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Foreign investors
27,710
7.5%

Treasury stock
6,939
1.9%

Corporations
71,393
19.2%

Financial institutions
118,969
32.1%Thousands of stocks

Individuals and
others
146,045
39.3%

Corporate Data

LOCATIONS:

Head Office
4-33, Komachi, Naka-ku, Hiroshima 730-8701,  Japan
Tel:+81-82-241-0211

Tottori Office
1-2, Shinhonjicho, Tottori 680-0812,  Japan
Tel:+81-857-24-2241

Shimane Office
115, Horomachi, Matsue, Shimane 690-8514,  Japan
Tel:+81-852-27-1113

Okayama Office
11-1, Uchisange 1-chome, Kita-ku Okayama 700-8706,  Japan
Tel:+81-86-222-6731

Yamaguchi Office
3-1, Chuo 2-chome, Yamaguchi 753-8506,  Japan
Tel:+81-83-922-0690

Tokyo Office
7-12, Marunouchi 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-0005,  Japan
Tel:+81-3-3201-1171

Investor Information

Note: The table above excludes 6,939 thousand stocks of treasury stock.

INDEPENDENT CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS:
KPMG AZSA & Co.
TRANSFER AGENT AND REGISTRAR:
The Sumitomo Trust & Banking Co., Ltd.
SECURITIES TRADED:
Tokyo Stock Exchange, Osaka Securities Exchange
NUMBER OF STOCKHOLDERS: 148,751
COMMON STOCK ISSUED: 371,055,259 stocks

DISTRIBUTION OF COMMON STOCK ISSUED:

MAJOR STOCKHOLDERS

49,505
20,834
15,086
13,383
6,074
5,801
5,092
4,986
4,297
3,329

Number of Stocks
Held（thousands）

Yamaguchi Pref.Shinko Zaidan
Nippon Life Insurance Company
The Master Trust Bank of Japan,Ltd.（Trust account）
Japan Trustee Services Bank,Ltd.（Trust account）
Company stock investment
Mizuho Corporate Bank,Ltd.
The Hiroshima Bank,Ltd.
The Sumitomo Trust & Banking Co.,Ltd.
The San-in Godo Bank,Ltd.
Kochi Shinkin Bank

Name

13.6
5.7
4.1
3.7
1.7
1.6
1.4
1.4
1.2
0.9

Percentage
（%）

STOCK PRICE RANGE ON THE TOKYO STOCK EXCHANGE

1,877
1,873
1,697
1,774
1,561

High（yen）

2011

2012

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
1st

quarter
quarter
quarter
quarter
quarter

Fiscal year

1,704
1,641
1,581
1,446
990

Low（yen）

NUMBER OF USERS
Residential（lighting）
Industrial and commercial
　　　　　　Total

4,697,827
501,336
5,199,163

SUPPLY INFRASTRUCTURE

Power Stations
Hydroelectric
Thermal（Note）
Nuclear
　　　Total

Transmission Lines（Route length）：8,355 kilometers
Number of Substations：466
Distribution Lines（Route length）：82,116 kilometers

Number of
Facilities

97
12
1

110

Generating
Capacity（MW）

2,906
7,801
1,280
11,986

MEMO（As of March 31, 2011）

（As of March 31, 2011）
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